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Executive Summary
This deliverable discusses and reflects on the case study approach that was used in
RESPONSIBILITY. The case study approach (that is our strategy for the production and
collection of case studies) we use through REPSONSIBILITY is carefully tailored to meet the
demands of the project, draw on the expertise of the consortium and also takes into account
time constraints of the 3 year funded span of the project within this. The well-established
practice of collecting and assessing case studies for insight into practice, is used to
investigate the empirical reality of RRI.
We begin by introducing the case study approach (Section 1). Here we provide an account
of and justification for the case study approach that we have adopted through
RESPONSIBILITY. We emphasise distinct aspects of the project, including the envisaged
collection of case studies by contributors beyond the funded time span of the project, and
the international nature of the consortium and the project. We also deliberate upon why the
case study approach, in its ability to shed light on the practice of RRI is so important for
RESPONSIBILITY, for closing the “gap” between empirical reality and theory, and developing
an understanding of how we can implement RRI in practice. Importantly, we emphasise how
case studies can develop an understanding of the theory in what should be done in
association to the exploration of what is done in practice. This can provide a practical tool
for furthering the RRI program.
Following this, we reflect more upon how the body of 21 case studies were collected from
within the consortium, and associated networks (Section 2). We show how the expertise of
the consortium provides for a breadth of case studies that are diverse in domain, and also
location around the world. Drawing on this we place emphasis on the requirement of a case
study template (drawn from our theoretical understanding) to shape entries, in regards to
ensuring consistency and comparability between case studies. We reflect on the challenges
of developing a template, and also on why we as a consortium also created what is termed a
‘case reflection template’, in a bid to ensure that as many stakeholders as possible are able
to contribute their own cases if they wish to do so. This section gives a detailed insight into
our method, as designed for the distinct requirements of case study collection for
RESPONSIBILITY.
Having discussed how case studies were collected, we then show three examples that were
contributed (Section 3). These are presented as they were provided by contributors, and are
intended to give a flavour of the nature of issues that were raised, and an initial insight into
the pluralism and unique contextual circumstances of each.
This provides a foundation for us to give a more detailed insight of the review process
(section 4) that was applied to the assessment of the case studies. We show how the case
studies were used to develop existing theoretical understanding, through a contribution to
the analytic grid (the theoretical underpinning regarding normative RRI), and also shed light
on some of the challenges of developing a normative approach. We also discuss how the
analytic grid can provide as a tool for considering case studies themselves, and how theory
can give us the ability to scrutinize where aspects of ‘responsibility’ should potentially be
present in practice. Finally we show how an important part of the review was assessing the
case study template, as it is intended that the collection of case studies be sustainable
beyond the funded timespan of RESPONSBILITY. The importance of a template that can be
completed without any need for further instruction aside from that which is provided, was
D2.3 RRI Pool Of Cases & Their Application
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stated in order to facilitate the ongoing contribution of cases to develop our understanding,
awareness and implementation of RRI.
In the final section, before we conclude, we briefly discuss envisaged uses of the case studies
for RESPONSIBILITY (section 5). Here we outline how they may be used in relation to the
tools of RRI (the Observatory and Forum) that are being developed through RESPONSIBILITY.
We also retain acknowledgement on the importance of the ongoing collection of case
studies in the development of theory surrounding RRI.
We conclude (section 6) by outlining the key features of the case study approach and
justification for these, as has been discussed in some depth through the deliverable. At this
stage we also dedicate a section to considering some of the issues this collection of case
studies may face in the future, and how such challenges are not due to some shortcoming in
our approach, but very much a part of such a broad, and ongoing endeavour such as
RESPONSIBILTY.
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1 Introduction
The case study program as a whole was shaped largely in sociological fields and
anthropology, and has seen successful application in many areas such as medicine,
organisational research and education. Given their well-established ability to shed light and
insight upon practice, case studies are also often used in a variety of organisations for
training and development purposes, this perhaps a testament to the depth of empirical
insight they can provide to a particular context.
There is no one definitive case study approach. There are a plethora of texts available which
detail various aspects of the case study approach (including Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003), many of
these available in the social sciences. Moreover there are a number of ways in which case
studies can be produced and collected, dependent upon the overall purpose for which they
are being commissioned. The case study approach (that is our strategy for the production
and collection of case studies) we use through REPSONSIBILITY is carefully tailored to meet
the demands of the project, draw on the expertise of the consortium and also takes into
account time constraints of the 3 year funded span of the project within this- this shall be
discussed more as we move through the deliverable.
The collection and analysis of case studies has been seen as a powerful approach to allow for
a deeper exploration and understanding of phenomena where the boundary between the
phenomena and context is unclear (Yin, 2003). In relation to RRI the approach is used as
reasons underpinning ‘responsibility’ surrounding research and innovation are deeply
embedded within the situation within they occur. So for instance, through RESPONSIBILITY,
it is seen that case studies allow us to access and consider issues surrounding ‘responsibility’
in research and innovation in a contextualized manner through consideration of a variety of
domains. Through this we can attend to the empirical reality of research and innovation, as
reflected upon by contributors of case studies. In doing so we are able to engage with what
they consider to be ‘responsible’ or ‘irresponsible’ (or a mix of the two), and issues related
to RRI that surround their perspectives.
This has been shown as a powerful approach in enabling us to appreciate the
interrelatedness of context to the activity within it, how contextual factors can play a part in
shaping the activity that occurs, and also the distinct nature of assumptions that underpin
activity in a specific domain. For example, Stilgoe and colleagues (2013) show how the
application of their RRI framework to a ‘real world ‘project can provide valuable insights into
the development of RRI frameworks in practice (we do not have space to discuss the
specifics of the case in more detail). In particular they point to the complexities experienced
during their practical implementation of an RRI framework, and they reflect on these and
how such complexities can be overcome in relation to and through an understanding of the
requirements of the project, and the distinct contextual factors within which it is embedded.
Stilgoe and colleagues endorse the consideration of empirical cases to broaden our
understanding of RRI in practice, seeing their work as a stepping-stone to the
implementation of and understanding of RRI in practice. In regards to RESPONSIBILITY, it is
envisaged that case studies enable us to attend to how stakeholders in their variety of
domains perceive different aspects of ‘responsibility’ contributing to the conceptual,
theoretical and practical development of RRI.
As we have so far discussed, case studies are particularly useful for identifying key issues (for
example stakeholder issues or views regarding a particular innovation and the reasons for
D2.3 RRI Pool Of Cases & Their Application
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these) surrounding a phenomenon, from a perspective that is embedded within the context
of that phenomenon. This has the advantageous element of enabling us to relate and
develop theoretical issues around RRI to empirical reality. For example, some news
headlines or accounts of situations such as organisations acting as ‘bad citizens’ can serve
useful to us as cases of ‘bad RRI’. From these we can begin to consider the nature of existing
practice in that particular domain, and shed light on the manner in which we may wish to
steer it in particular ways to enable better practice. The retrospective analysis of cases of
past R&I, or examination of cases regarding ongoing R&I, can play a powerful role in
developing and implementing RRI. Such cases are likely to provide a rich and valuable source
of information that can play an integral part in our understanding of RRI, and also the
sustainable development of the program.
The selection of the case study approach for RESPONSIBILITY was undertaken with great
care, to ensure that it enabled us to meet the demands of the project. As touched upon,
there is much variation within the case study approach. Within the broad term, there are a
multi-faceted number of ways in which one can collect case studies, what constitutes a case
study, and how these are analysed and explored. The collection of case studies for example
may be based on a researcher investigating a particular setting, or a number of different
settings, to explore a particular phenomenon. There may be different ‘levels’ of cases that
can be considered- in terms of what a ‘unit’ is- this could range from a single case as a unit,
to a collection of fifty cases as one unit. The case studies may be explored in a range of
depths- in some instances one case being explored over a number of years through multimodal methods, and in others, being more surface explorations being undertaken over a
matter of hours. The cases may be collected through a researcher, a number of researchers
themselves, or commissioned for stakeholders to provide to researchers.
It is important to acknowledge that each case study approach should be and generally is tied
intimately to its relative situation, that is, the purpose for which the case studies are being
collected. The advantage of the case study approach is that it can be tailored to the nature
of the work that is being undertaken, and the purpose of that endeavour allowing enough
flexibility for this to be possible. Through RESPONSIBILITY, as will be deliberated more
through this deliverable, it is hoped that case studies will form a key role in the on-going and
sustainable development of the Observatory and play an interrelated role in the stimulation
of discussion and debate within the Forum regarding issues surrounding RRI. It is hoped that
this will play a part in enabling RRI to be diffused globally, the theory surrounding RRI to be
developed further, and an awareness of its importance to society today shared between
different stakeholders. The envisaged sustainability of the Forum and Observatory beyond
this funded time span of the project plays an important part in the shaping of our case study
approach alongside the other issues already mentioned.
The collection and application of case studies plays an integral and somewhat significant
part of the RESPONSIBILITY project. Through this deliverable we discuss why the approach is
an important one for this project, and the basis for its selection (2). Following this we
explore more specifically the methodology that has been followed in order to collect the
case studies for RESPONSIBILITY, and why in addition to these case studies, what are termed
‘case reflections’ are also incorporated into the project (3). We then present examples of
case studies that were collected as part of the first iteration 1of collection (4). Finally, we
1

This collection of case studies is regarded as the ‘first iteration’ as it is envisaged that stakeholders
will continue case studies beyond the funding time-span of the RESPONSIBILITY Project.
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clarify how the case studies have been reviewed and why the relevant criteria for this review
have been identified (5).
It seems important to mention at this stage that through RESPSONSIBILITY, the collection of
case studies is quite distinct to the project, and the envisaged sustainability of it beyond the
life span of the project. Unlike in many other projects (for example GREAT), it is hoped that
through the development of the ‘tools of RRI’-the Forum and Observatory, that there will be
a continued contribution of case studies. It is also important to mention at this stage, as has
already been alluded to, that this project hopes provide the foundation for the collection a
corpus of case studies that is global in nature, as it is envisaged that RRI is to be diffused
beyond the EU.

1.1 Defining the Case Study Approach for RESPONSIBLITY
Before case studies could actually be collected for this project, it was important to prepare
carefully. This was in particular regards to aspects of the case study strategy such as
defining what a case study was perceived as through the lens of the RESPONSIBILITY project
(in terms of depth, content and so on), and what exactly we wanted to accomplish through
the collection of case studies. In the following section, the somewhat broad manner in
which define a case study is considered, and the justification for this is provided. We also
reflect further on why case studies are important to RESPONSIBILITY, in relation to bridging
‘the gap’ between theory and practice, and how the international nature of the consortium
was seen as particularly advantageous in accomplishing this.

1.2 The Case Study Approach
Case study research requires a great deal of preparation. This was indeed the case in regards
to RESPONSIBILITY. There were a number of considerations to take into account when
deciding what would constitute a valuable case study for this particular project. There is
certainly no ‘one size fits all’ strategy, and as mentioned, the nature of case studies (size,
depth, and such like) does depend very much on the nature and contingencies of the
project/endeavour in consideration. It was important to decide as part of the strategy,
issues such as how many case studies were desirable to form an initial corpus of cases
through which we could engage with the practices of RRI, and how these would be collected.
Of course, this was also dependent upon the development of the Observatory which is the
intended repository of the case studies collected through this iteration by the consortium,
and in the future by various stakeholders/interested parties who wish to contribute a case.
Issues such as what level and type of information was adequate and necessary for this
project were considered, also in relation to how ‘key words’ for searching through case
studies on the Observatory would be formulated, were early considerations.
The particular case study approach for RESPONSIBILITY was carefully tailored to the
requirements of the project, and also to the time available within the project through which
to commission these. It is hoped that the corpus of case studies collected at this stage in the
project, will provide a foundation for the development of the Observatory, and a basis for
stakeholders to continue providing case studies even after the funded life span of the
project as a whole. This will enable a continuation of engagement with practice, to ensure
that the developments regarding RRI are kept up-to-date, stimulating awareness of RRI
through the Observatory, also discussion in the Forum and hopefully beyond. The nature
and depth of case studies therefore reflects the fact that these initial case studies will
D2.3 RRI Pool Of Cases & Their Application
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provide a foundation for stakeholders to commission their own in the future. In relation to
this this, the shape and depth of the case studies takes into account variables such as time
taken to complete a case study- and language used in the template for this, that may affect
the likelihood of a contributor desiring to contribute without any tangible incentive (aside
from being part of the RRI debate, and learning about issues surrounding this). These are all
issues that will be discussed in more detail as we move forward.
We also recognize that we are so far in the midst of the first iteration of collecting case
studies, and that since we are dealing with a broad range of stakeholders whom we envisage
are global, then there may be unanticipated issues that arise which we will have to deal with
as they emerge. For the RESPONSIBILITY project, we aim to collect, and continue to collect
case studies regarding RRI in a broad range of domains, within and beyond the EU. This is as
the project itself is not field-specific2, but envisages an understanding of RRI across a wide
area. Further we have a diverse and international consortium, and so the net for collection
of case studies can be spread widely. This could be considered a multiple (Yin, 2003) or
‘collective’ case study approach. The selection of domains for case studies has so far been
guided by the expertise and available contacts of our consortium. This seemed a fruitful,
and pragmatic place to begin the first iteration of case study collection, so any issues that
emerged in regards to the case study template (will be reflected upon later) would be
surfaced and remedied for future iterations. This bearing in mind, that after the life span of
the project, it is hoped that stakeholders will be able to contribute without any intervention
from members of the consortium. Members of the consortium either collected cases
themselves, or turned to their wider networks to commission a case.
Before actually collecting case studies, it was important as a consortium to first outline what
we wanted case studies to encompass in terms of content. What phenomena did we want
to consider? And what ‘unit’ of analysis were we interested in? (Yin, 2003) describes a unit
as an element of case study research describing the ‘level’ at which a particular
phenomenon will be considered. So for instance, in regards to RRI, this could be at an
individual level, investigating how one person has taken a consideration of RRI into a process
of research and innovation, or extended to a group, an organisational level or even to a
national level- with the various diverges within this.
Since RESPONSIBILITY is a ‘coordination project’, we are not intending to produce all of the
case studies from within the consortium, but source them from a broad range of
stakeholders in a variety of domains, then the unit aspect of the case study collection was
left broad and undefined. This enables the contribution of cases regarding personal
experience, organisational or national perspective- each contributing to RRI and discussion
surrounding it- given the infancy of the program of RRI. This will also enable us and those
stakeholders who contribute and access the Forum and Observatory, to understand the
realities of RRI in a practical sense, and some of the contingencies-such as networks of
practice- that underpin these. All in all, this is to enable the collection of as many case
studies as possible, and to allow for an understanding of practical elements of RRI in the
various domains, in regards to issues that the stakeholders within them feel are most salient.
Given the nature and envisaged longevity of this project, this seemed the most feasible
approach. It will be that once the case studies have been reviewed and input into the
2

This is unlike another ‘RRI projects’ funded by the EPSRC (e.g. FRIICT), which is based around ICT
researchers in the UK, or GREAT (FP7, EU funded) that is also focused on ICT in a more global sense.
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Observatory, then they will be able to be organised thematically, perhaps according to
different ‘units’ to mediate and develop discussion and awareness surrounding them.
Despite various criticisms which are often attributed to the use of case studies, including
that they are difficult to generalize from, and that they may be biased (not reflecting actual
practice, but a skewed version of this) due to the intense immersion of the researcher (or
contributor) in the setting- it is difficult not to recognize the benefit that they may bring, and
have indeed brought in reducing the ‘gap’ between the theory and the practice of
participants in various domains. As well as forming an integral part of the RESPONSIBILITY
project- albeit through different strategies- they are used in the other FP7 Projects such as
GREAT and PROGRESS, that are investigating RRI.

1.2 The Avoidance of a “gap” between the Normative and Real
Situation
Importantly, and as alluded to, the collection and analysis of case studies can play a
fundamental role in narrowing the ‘gap’ between the “normative” (what should be done, for
instance) and real situation (that is the enactment of everyday life and circumstances where
issues where ‘responsibility’ should be considered may emerge).
Through rendering visible empirical aspects of RRI, and importantly, beginning to shed light
on how RRI can be diffused as a ‘norm’ (this is discussed more in deliverable 2.2) in practice,
then we can address the concern with avoiding a gap between what can be considered in
the rhetoric and the practical circumstances. Though discussed further and in more depth in
deliverable 2.2, it is necessarily to briefly deliberate upon the analytic grid, which provides
key theoretical underpinnings regarding the normative aspects of RRI for the
RESPONSIBILITY project. It shows how ‘norms’ in relation to RRI are developed in society
(the different parameters that are passed through before the establishment of a norm, and
features of this), and it is hoped at some stage the analytic grid will provide us the capacity
to shape consideration of what ‘good practice’ and ‘bad practice’ of RRI can be depicted as.
Following a brief consideration of the analytic grid, we will go on to show how the collection
of case studies interrelates to the analytic grid, and develops this theoretical understanding.
To facilitate a theoretically sound basis for case study selection and theoretical development
through the review of case studies, RESPONSIBILITY is making use of a grid of analysis. In
doing so, it is employing the collection of case studies that facilitates the bridging between
theoretical reflection and practical action. Drawing on insights from previous projects that
have used analytical grids, an initial grid of analysis was developed, which was then reviewed
both within the project and by external focus groups held in settings that gave a good
variety of insights. After the first round of focus groups at an international conference the
grid was revised. It was then further developed as a result of the second round of focus
groups. In this way, an early concern with closing the ‘gap’ between the normative and real
situation was embedded into the development of the grid. The resultant grid is shown below
in
Table 1: The extant analytic grid
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Ethical Issue
Identification
and
Specification

Governance
arrangements
(surrounding
the case
studies)

Who

What

Whose norms? Whose
values?

What norms? What
values?

How are these
embedded in the
context in which the
issues arise?

Theoretical
questions/answers

Legal department

Ethical Procedures

Reputation
management

Regulatory
frameworks

Business risk register

(Industry specific
guidelines etc.)

Government
University
Research Bodies

Ethical
Approach

Key actors in the case.
Possibly they will
take account of
views of:
Stakeholders
The public
Those with an interest
Society
Humanity
Though there may be
ethical approachesthese may come
about/ be shaped by
overriding political
interests/commercial
interests rather than
the most

Why

How

When

Presupposed,
ignored,
excluded,
constructed?

Evaluation of
theoretical
concepts/context

In research
process stages.

Harmonisation of
policy/decision –
making
(harmonising with
underlying ethics)

Moderation/

When to
govern?

Forward
planning

How are they
shaped?
Commercial?
Political? Conflict of
interest?

Mandatory
Legislation but may
not be included as
a governance
arrangement
Ethics procedures,
where in place may
vary between
countries, research
areas
Involvement
Interest
Moral Philosophy
Methodology
Tools & Access

peer review
Ethics Committees
Supervisory Boards

When not?
How to?
At what point
do these
governance
arrangements
apply to the
responsible
research/

improving
efficiency/
effectiveness
Buy-in
Ensure quality
Avoid harm to
participants
(physical/

innovation area

reputation etc.)
Outcomes
Influence
Benefits and
Harms
Awareness

Textual analysis.
Questionnaire?
Informed consent
Transparency and
Clarity
Voting

At all stages
including both
short and long
term impact
assessment

“important”/”necess
ary” issue to deal
with.
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Who
Means of
expressing
interests

Reflexivity

Implementation

What

Why

Those with access
But may be selfselecting and may
cause constraints

Observatory
Forum
Voting for
representation of
option

Outcomes
Influence
Awareness

All users/stakeholders,
researchers &
innovators
Since it is hard to
involve all
stakeholders- those
involved may be
representatives of
different societal
groups.

Usability of
interface
Relevance of
Content/subject
area/style
Intractability
Process
If reflexivity is
through voting and
such like- then
awareness, and
transparency
Accessibility to
relevant
information

Validation
Iterative
improvement
Awareness of
Issues

Researchers
Regulators
Producers
Sellers
Service Providers
End Users
Supervisory boards to
guide the process

Documentation
Guidance
Education
Redress
Public
Drives/Events
Through media and
other high impact
means- to apply
pressure for RRI to
be implemented

RRI
implementation
and action – it
may not always
be possible to
behave
responsibly

How

When

Engagement with
observatory
Engagement with
forum discussions
Submission of Case
Studies
Through opinion
polls/voting
systems
Review
Feedback
Discussion and
Debate upon issues
(this may be part of
“review” above)

When is it
appropriate to
get
participation?
(expectations
may differ)

Reflexivity
Analysis
Engagement
Iterative processes
Alteration of
existing processes
to embed RRI
within them (such
as including it as a
consideration in
proposal
writing/funding
applications).

Continuously
How is extent of
impact of
implementation
measured?

Continuously

Using a normative analytic basis alongside engagement with stakeholders and experts
through the medium of focus groups and feedback has enabled insight into the suitability
and usability of the grid, and means that the current grid of analysis is well placed to inform
not only the selection of case studies, but will also be the tool for comparison and
assessment of the RRI experience and to facilitate the creation and population of a useful
and relevant RRI Observatory, and the practical and theoretical understanding of RRI.
Researchers specializing in the undertaking of case study research such as Yin (2013)
advocate the use of a conceptual framework such as this, in guiding the selection of case
studies, where the potential spectrum to be drawn from is broad. In this way, and as shall
be discussed, the grid was drawn upon to consider how to formulate a template for case
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study collection. The review of case studies was then used to consider what can be added to
the grid- therefore further closing the gap between rhetoric of RRI, and what it states should
be done and practice of RRI- what is done.
It can be seen how we took the notion of ‘closing the gap between theory and practice’ as a
serious consideration through RESPONSIBILITY, as both an understanding of theory and
empirical reality together provide powerful tools in our capacity to embed RRI into our
world.

1.3 Partners’ expertise from the proposal
The nature of RESPONSIBILITY consortium, in having twelve partners from different
disciplines, spread over the EU, and globally, makes case study collection particularly
relevant.
We have collected a range of case studies, and thereby begin to reflect on practice in wide
range of domains- globally- and begin to set the foundations of what can be seen as a
growing corpus of empirical cases. Details of members of the consortium are provided in the
table below.
Table 2: The expertise of the RESPONSIBILTY consortium
Part.
no.

1

2

3

4

Participant
short name

Relevant Disciplines / Contribution

FRAUNHOFER

FRAUNHOFER will cover the topics concerning societal
acceptance as well as ethical aspects of new ICT technologies
and applications with particular attention to security and privacy
issues. A special interest will be devoted to ICT applications for
e-health and VPH.

SIGNOSIS

SIGNOSIS will provide insight on current societal trends and ICT
technologies for e-communication, e-government, e-health, eservices. The interest will be to consider responsible solutions in
terms of sustainability and social responsibility. Signosis will lead
the dissemination strategy and implementation of the project,
having an expertise in stakeholders’ engagement.

DMU

DMU has along experience on the ethical implications of ICT and
will address the responsibility in innovation in important fields,
such as: computing, information systems, personal health
monitoring, e-governance, e-commerce. E-voting.

FUNDP

FUNDP will contribute in the investigation of the relationships
between ethics, governance, rationality, and ICT R&D. The
interest is on investigating new practices deriving from the new
ICT technologies and their cultural/social implications. Research
will be carried out on the new governance of the information
society, the cultural impact of informatics, the philosophy of
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Part.
no.

Participant
short name

Relevant Disciplines / Contribution
informatics, and the epistemology of computing. A special
attention will be devote to the issues of ethical governance of
emerging technologies.

5

6

7

8

9

TUB

TUB will analyse security issues pertaining to social science. In
this regard, the contribution will be competence in the
development of user-friendly as well as political and social
compatible configuration options into the development of
security application tools. A specific research interest here is the
integrated study of the dimensions human – technology –
society.

UOXF

The contribution of UOXF will be in the area of e-Social Science
and emerging e-Research Infrastructures. In this regard, the
activity will cover grid-enabled e-Sciences, Intellectual Property
Rights for e-Science, and multidisciplinary and large-scale
collaborative research platforms. The work will be carried out
taking also into account ethical and legal implications.

GEO

GEO will cover ICT technologies that are based on Geoinformatics, from remote sensing, 3D modelling, GIS, IT &
Databases, processing, to representation and visualisation. In
addition it will contribute with expertise obtained through
implementation and development of research applications in
medical domain that involve ethical dimensions.

UNISI

The interest of UNISI is on future networks including the
different technologies of wireless systems (broadband wireless,
satellite, sensors). A particular attention will be given to
emerging technologies, quality of service, and quality of
experience aspects. Finally, within the broad networking field,
also security and privacy issues will be addressed.

AEGEAN

The University of Aegean (UoA) invests in innovative educational
programs and multidisciplinary fields of research that
correspond to the needs of the modern world. It has led the way
in the introduction of new undergraduate and postgraduate
disciplines such as environmental studies, ICT’s, multimedia and
design, humanities, Mediterranean studies, making the UoA a
pioneering and competitive institution at Greek and European
level. In this action the Department of Information and
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Part.
no.

Participant
short name

Relevant Disciplines / Contribution
Communication Systems Engineering contributes in the fields of
information and data protection law.

10

11

12

13

UNIMAS

UNIMAS interest will be in the investigation of reponsible
innovation in the following ICT fields: image analysis, human
computer interaction, ICT applications for rural areas
developments, management of digitised medical and biometric
data.

UCHILE

The contribution by UCHILE will be on responsible innovation in
the field of mining technology, mobile robotics, human-robot
interaction, machine learning, robot vision, face analysis, and
Web research.

KYUTECH

KYUTECH is interested to network engineering and service
applications as fundamental tools for cooperation among human
beings. Moreover, the following research areas will be
addressed in the purpose of responsible research: digital
convergence and multimodal content management, network
control and management, applied soft computing.

SAMARITER

Arbeiter-Samariterbund Wien Gesundheit und Soziale Dienste is
a non-profit organization and was founded over 80 years ago.
Their main mission is to help elderly, sick people and the needy
– independently of their ethnics or religions. SAM has over
150.000 members in Austria and 5.000 employees including
many volunteers. In cooperation with homes for the elderly SAM
organizes different activities and provide information about
other organizations to ease the communication for the elderly
and these organizations.

By virtue of the diversity of the consortium, and the broad spectrum of domains potentially
applicable for consideration through the RESPONSIBILITY project, then the opportunities to
collect case studies had to be considered with care. A broad range is advantageous in the
breadth of insight it enables, but also challenging in the sense of how such insight can be
captured in a consistent and coherent manner. How the initial iteration of case studies has
been collected shall be reflected upon in the methodology section below.
The wide net we could cast in terms of capturing the experiences from different domains,
seemed powerful in enabling us to have become to engage with viewpoints from the wide,
and in some respects global understanding of how issues and the various parameters
associated with RRI emerge in practice in regards to different disciplines.
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2 Methodology
Having deliberated upon the approach that was undertaken, and some of the reasons for
this- we can now move onto how the case studies were collected. This includes an insight
into how the collective expertise of the consortium was harnessed, and in particular how
and why templates were used to shape case study contributions.
Table 3: Case studies collected
Appendix Case Study Name
1

Responsible early diagnostics for Alzheimer’s disease

2

Agribiotechnology and Agrinanotechnology in India

3

E-Health Project

4

FEARLESS Project

5

Sarawak’s hydropower energy

6

London Underground: Modular Integrated Passenger Surveillance Architecture

7

Controlling the Irrigation Flow in Heap Leach Piles by Unmanned Aerial Vehicle with
Thermal Camera

8

A Novel Methodology for Assessing the Fall Risk using Low-Cost and Off-the-Shelf
Devices

9

InReakt Project

10

WEIRD Project

11

DRIVE C2X Project – Accelerate Cooperative Mobility

12

Broadband Access via Satellite systems in Developing Countries

13

Canal top solar power project on Narmada Canal, Gujarat

14

Electronic Voting in the UK

15

Genetically Modified Mosquito

16

HOPES project

17

Autonomous Vehicle for Open Pit Mine Environment

18

Implementation of the electronic patient record: How to gain the trust of health care
professionals?

19

Automated Detection of Emergency Situations Requiring Intervention by Classifying
Visual Patterns

20

Tackling RRI challenges in medical imaging technology within an EU funded project

21

VIDEOSENSE: Virtual Centre of excellence for Ethically-guided and Privacy-respecting
Video Analytics in Security
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2.1

Collective expertise for case study collection

It was important to draw upon the collective experience of the consortium as a whole when
we collected case studies. Each of the consortium members relevant to the case study task
(as depicted by the ‘description of work’) were asked to collected two case studies each.
These could either be derived from their own experience, or from a relevant contact within
their own networks.
As already mentioned, it was seen that the diversity of the consortium would provide an
adequate base for the collection of a substantial initial corpus of the case studies.
Altogether the consortium managed to collect 21 case studies, from within the EU and also
from international settings such as India, Chile and Malaysia. This is perceived as a good
number to begin with, given the short length of time consortium had to actually accomplish
this task (given the progress of dependent tasks in RESPONSIBILITY). This time involved
either contacting a member of their relevant networks to contribute a case, or
commissioning a case study from their own work. The contingencies (such as finding
someone willing to provide a case, privacy concerns and such like) associated to the sourcing
of a contributor and actual completion of a case can be time consuming.
It importantly allowed us to begin engaging with global issues surrounding RRI, and begins to
reflect on some of the issues and challenges surrounding the operationalization of RRI within
the EU and global contexts. Details of the cases collected are provided in the table below.
The number allocated to each case is an identification number for the case study, as it
becomes relevant to other parts of discussion in this deliverable.

2.2 Templates
It was seen that the use of a case study template was important for this project, given the
nature of the case studies that were to be collected.
Unlike other projects (both FP7 and more broadly speaking), since the case studies are not
going to be collected in their entirety during the first iteration of case study collection, and
be commissioned by stakeholders external to the consortium in the future, than a case study
template was seen to be necessary to guide contributions, and provide consistency between
case studies. This is seen as necessary given the potential broad scope of the project, and to
steer contributors as to the desired expectations surrounding the production their entries.
Furthermore it would be to hopefully convey a low workload, encouraging contribution from
stakeholders who have not tangible incentive to contribute. The template was also created
bearing in mind that the case studies would be input onto the online Observatory.
Therefore the capacity to search between cases through key words and such like was taken
as a key consideration.
There were two templates used, the case study template and a case reflection template was
also created. The details of each of these follow in the sections below.

2.2.1

Case Study Template

The case study template was created collaboratively between different partners in the
consortium, and then also passed to the wider consortium to allow for broader critique and
input. The manner in which it was constructed was based on a number of different
motivations. Firstly, it was constructed after a consideration of the analytic grid, and in a
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manner that would enable us to explore whether the different layers that are said to exist in
the creation of ‘norms’, are present in practice.
There were also other considerations that were taken into consideration. Through the
development of the case study template it was clear that we had to take into account
certain constraints that had not initially be considered. We began to consider how language
could be shaped in such a way, as for us to be in a position to be able to surface the content
we wished to collect, but at the same time in a simplistic enough fashion that the different
array of stakeholders (potentially global) would understand how to make a contribution and
what was expected of them. Choices of language, and syntax structure were deliberated
extensively, with a number of drafts being created before a final version was created. The
task of creating one template for a pluralistic audience was a fairly challenging undertaking,
when one considered how differences in context and perspective might impact an
interpretation of the template. The advantage of being an international consortium was
that we had a ‘natural’, and at least initial means of gaging whether an international
contributor base may have a shared understanding. Of course, this was not a
comprehensive means to attend to this issue, but we did the most we could given time and
resource constraints that we were working within.
Another aspect of the collaboration was ensuring that the case study template could be
adequately input into the Observatory within the technical infrastructure being developed
by the ‘observatory task force’. There was some interdependence between the
development of the case study template and the progression of details of the technical
infrastructure of the Observatory, and the requirements of the observatory task force. It was
important for the task force to consider how the template could be input into the
Observatory, and whether given its structure they could provide the means to do so. Given
various issues that occurred, this did prove to be time consuming. Nevertheless, we did
manage to develop a final version of the template. This is shown below in Table 4: The case
study template.
The template gives adequate guidance to enable us to manage to length and in some way
shape the expectations of input from those who wish to contribute. However, at the same
time we were keen not to be too prescriptive, which presents the danger of the contribution
being ‘made to fit’ with the potential of key issues of important being glossed over.
On initial glance, it may seem that the template would present difficulties in being filled out
by someone who has no sense of the notion of ‘RRI’ or the specific definition of the terms
‘responsible’ or ‘innovation’. This was partly accounted for by sending some documentation
with the case study templates to potential stakeholders who may wish to share a case. The
other reason for not being overly prescriptive, is that it was felt important as part of a desire
to attend to the ‘real situation’ to see how participants orient to these various concepts
through their own perspectives. This in itself provides valuable material not just for building
on theory, but also for discussion within the Forum, where stakeholders can collaboratively
begin to shape their ideas of what concepts are.
At present the completion of the case study template was undertaken by partners or those
within their networks. These direct relationships meant that any discrepancies or
uncertainties regarding the template could be explained to the contributor. However, for
future use, some more explanation alongside the template would be beneficial regarding
how it was constructed and why it does not aim to be overly prescriptive.
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Table 4: The case study template
Item

Indicative
Length
words

Subject
Select subject keywords from list below and if necessary add new ones- max 10 keywords.
health, agriculture, biotechnology, ICT, NMP, energy, environment, transport, socioeconomic/humanities, space, security, general activities, joint technology initiatives, agriculture,
extractive, financial services, education, construction, real estate, social services, finance and
insurance, manufacturing, warehousing and storage, communication and culture
Abstract

50

Field of research and innovation

200

Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)

300

What were they responsible for? (problem area)

300

Affected Stakeholders
Describe the key issue/problem?

200

How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem
and what where the limitations of the approach chosen

400

Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
 What could any researcher in this domain do to reduce the possibility of the
problems/bad outcomes encountered?
 What do you think are some of the limitations of the approach that was taken?
 How was this approach decided upon? What were the primary considerations in the
reasoning and were any special tools in resolving the key issue/problem?
 What steps were required in implementing this approach. For example could it be
brought directly to management or was there the need to prove that it was a
problem through empirical research or economic analysis?

400

Conclusion: Please identify what elements were most helpful in identifying and
mitigating this issue. How could the ethical issues have been addressed early on? What
might lead people to miss the existence of these issues?

200

References

No limit

Additional documentation (separate documents, audio or video files) you used or that
show similar situations

No limit

ITEMS to be added to CASE STUDY by Observatory Management
a. Useful decision tools
b. Research standards
c. Other cases on the Obs.
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2.2.2

Case Reflection Template

Whilst creating the case study template, there was some concern amongst the consortium
regarding the desirability- that is in this context, the appeal to a broad group of stakeholders
to contribute. It was discussed that though stakeholders within a particular organisation or
governmental body may have enough material to complete the case study template, that
this may not be the case for all stakeholders. Further, given the lack of explicit incentive,
then there was some deliberation of how the ‘workload’ could be lessened, possibly with
the increased likelihood of obtaining more practical examples of experiences surround RRI.
It was decided that a ‘case reflection’ template would also be constructed. The ‘case
reflection template’ allows for more lightweight contributions to the Observatory, in the
sense that the input of users is much less, that for the longer case study template. Whilst it
was recognised that this may deter the use of the case study template, it was still considered
important that this option be available. It was not used in this iteration to collect case
studies, however it is important to mention and discuss at this juncture as it will
undoubtedly play an important part in the RESPONSIBILITY project.
Table 5: The case reflection template
Search Results /
Meta tags












Abstract

 Brief overview of the subject

Background

 What was the situation before a research and innovation
program was initiated?
 What were the circumstances which led to the specific
problem?
 Which problems were addressed?
 Why and in how far where responsibility issues, social or
societal aspects at stake?
 What aspects concerning responsibility were addressed?
 What was done to resolve issues related to responsibility?
 What technical and/or social innovations have been
initiated?
 How were measures increasing responsibility integrated into
the overall research and innovation project?
 Reflections on the value/wider implications/outcome

Situation

Actions

Conclusion

Author
Year
Content type
Issue domain
Affected stakeholders
Region
Challenge addressed
Stage of implementation
Challenge addressed
Values addressed
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Case reflections are analytical tools to instigate deliberation in consideration of “Responsible
Research and Innovation” (RRI). Different cases are outlined within the framework of brief
compendiums aiming at depicting research activities based on principles of RRI such as
ethical acceptability, sustainability and societal desirability. The particular composition of
the case reflection was chosen due to lucidity and requirements of the web design. The
objective is to provide functional parameters for user to contribute own case reflections as
well as to search for the relevant information.
In order to meet technical conditions, the structure of the case reflections is divided into
two parts. The first part concentrates on search results and meta tags. Questions with
regard to search results and meta tags ask for key facts including technological field, affected
stakeholders, region, stage of technical implementation, values and potential impacts. The
second part comprises more detailed information on the specific case.

The outlined structure focuses on key facts in order to increase usability. It contains both
open and closed questions to facilitate the application of the web forms. In matters of open
questions, underlying central questions define the scope of the case reflection. However, the
questions are not intended to narrow the thematic spectrum. Rather they are to provide
rough guidelines for contributors. In order to enable user to easily search and browse for the
required information, questions concerning meta tags will increase the search functionality
of the website by customizing results based on individual entries.
The structure of the case reflection is to be suitable for varying sorts of cases. The text will
supply the reader with a succinct overview of the main statements. If necessary, the case
reflection may be linked to other websites and documents, providing the reader with
additional information. The selected cases illustrate different examples of research projects
in which RRI was addressed to varying degrees. Briefly, the case reflections will summarize
what was done to resolve issues and conflicts related to RRI. Conclusions may be drawn with
regard to the practical application of the concept in a particular research field and its
implications. Furthermore the case reflections are to contribute to a more explicit definition
of RRI. They may also foster a debate on the impact of the concept in practice.
Through this section we have shown how the case studies were collected using a case study
template, in regards to the manner in which the consortium contributed to their collection,
and why they were shaped using a template. We also explained why we saw it as necessary
to create an additional case reflection template in order to facilitate contributions to the
Observatory.
We can now move on to present some of the case studies that were collected.
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3 Pool of Case Studies
There were 21 case studies collected as part of the initial iteration of case study collection.
These were collected from a diverse range of domains including mining, medical, and
transportation, with some dealing with issues in the developing world. There was therefore
a fairly broad initial insight into various issues surrounding RRI in practice. The case studies
collected are detailed in the table (Table 2) in section 2.1, above.
Through this section we present three case studies as they were contributed. These
alongside the rest of the corpus are available in the appendix of this deliverable. We have
chosen three of the case studies that focus on RRI in global situations. This allows us to
begin opening our eyes to the considerations of dealing with RRI in an international context,
and issues and perspectives surrounding this. We present each case study as its raw form
(as it was contributed by the stakeholder/contributor) in sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, to give an
impression of the some of the diversity of the cases we collected. We then move on to an
in-depth review of all the case studies in section 4.

3.1 Case study Example 1- The Genetically Modified Mosquito
Table 6: Case Study Example 1
Subject
Select subject keywords from list below and if necessary add new ones- max 10 keywords.
Public heath, sustainability, development, agriculture, growth, GM
Domain/Field
Select keyword(s) from list below and if necessary add new ones.
Public health, agriculture, biotechnology, environment, genetic modification, food
production.
Abstract
The use of the sterile insect technique (SIT) using irradiated insects has been used for some
time, however the use of technology to genetically modify insects to this end presents
ethical and RRI issues that need to be addressed. A test of GM Mosquitoes in Florida Keys,
USA is underway.
Domain/Field of research and innovation
Biotechnology is a growing field, the need to produce food for a growing global population
alongside the desire to eradicate insect borne diseases such as dengue fever and malaria
means that there is likely to be an ever stronger push towards the use of technology to
address these issues. The use of genetic modification however, is contentious and has seen
considerable resistance from general populations. Monsanto for example was stalled in its
drive to operate its GM crops business in the EU due to the strength of popular feeling
against their use (Cressey, 2013).
However, the number of biotech and GM trials is likely to grow and the field is showing
signs of eventually becoming main-stream. As a growing industry its innovators need to
embed RRI principles from the outset as a ‘collective commitment of care for the future
through responsive stewardship of science and innovation in the present’ (Owen et al.
2013). This case highlights the use of GM SIT Mosquitoes in the Juazeiro area of the Bahia
state, Brazil which had seen a massive increase in dengue fever in recent years.
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Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
British firm Oxitec has produced a genetically modified mosquito and inserted a lethal gene
into its mosquitoes, whereby ‘The gene is passed on to the modified insect’s offspring, so
when Oxitec mosquitoes are released into the wild and mate with wild females their
offspring inherit the lethality trait. The resulting offspring will die before reaching adulthood
and the local mosquito population will decline.’ (Oxitec 2014). Dengue fever is a global
problem and ‘current estimates suggest there may be 50–100 million dengue infections
worldwide every year.’ (WHO 2013 p. 18) It causes fever, rashes and joint pain, and can be
fatal.
What were they responsible for? (problem area)
In recent years, Brazil has seen a significant rise in the number of cases of dengue fever.
The seriousness of the disease meant that it was urgent to look at alternative eradication
methods to traditional methods. This led to a trial release of Oxitec’s GM Mosquitoes in the
Juazeiro area of the Bahia state which was the worst affected region. The project, called
‘Projeto Aedes Transgenico’ (PAT), was the result of collaboration between the University of
Sao Paulo, Moscamed and Oxitec… supported by the State of Bahia government through
the Secretary of Health, SESAB and Secretary of Science Technology and Innovation’ (Oxitec
2013).
The results from the trial which began in 2011 were reported as having a 96% success in
reducing mosquito numbers, and further trials are being planned. However official results
have not yet been released. Further, despite Oxitec have a clearly stated ethical policy on its
website and there being undoubted benefits to be gained from the eradication of dengue
fever, in 2012 GeneWatch UK report concerns about a lack of risk assessment before the
trial. In addition, other environmental organizations such as climate connections.org and
AS-PTA. In Brazil, question the efficacy of the use of GM mosquitoes to reduce the incidence
of dengue fever, and raise other issues regarding the trial and future use of GM insects. The
need to have full public consultations before it is commercially used and concerns
addressed about the number of mosquitoes needing to be released for effective control,
and the impact on future generations are amongst the ethical issues that need to be
addressed urgently. The concerns raised also highlight the extent to which ethical principles
are being adhered to in practice.
Affected Stakeholders
Local populations, farmers and agri-businesses, local flora and fauna, bio-tech companies,
governments, environmental organisations
Describe the key issue/problem?
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen
Currently it appears that there are conflicting views regarding the outcomes of this case
study. The official trial data has not yet been released, and yet the company is indicating a
success. The responsibility to consult and operate in a responsible manner appears to be
upheld according to the Oxitec website press releases about how the trial was conducted,
including public consultation, home visits in the local area etc. However, there is also
significant resistance to the trial and to future use of GM mosquitoes. At present this is onD2.3 RRI Pool Of Cases & Their Application
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going.
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
On a brief analysis, based on current available information, it appears that there was a
mixture of both good and bad practice. Good practice includes the public consultation
approach, however bad practice is noticeable particularly in relation to the focus on only
one element of the trial i.e. the effectiveness of the GM mosquito to affect the local
mosquito population. As the reason for undertaking the trial from the perspective of the
Brazilian authorities was to improve public health by reducing the incidence of dengue
fever, it is concerning that this does not appear to have been studied as part of the trial.
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
At this stage, it is not possible to know if the science has been effective, however the
approach to conducting the trials appears to have been rather more cavalier and less
responsible to the impact on future generations that the release of such huge numbers of
insects may have.
The main limitation of the approach so far is one that is too focused on the short term
positive goals and fails to fully consider potential long-term negative impact. This has the
effect of limiting the scope of the research and may lead to important issues or concerns
being missed or ignored in favour of ‘doing the science’.
The development of GM insects has great potential for good. It is also a very interesting
and new area of inquiry. In the natural sciences, quantitative positivistic approaches are
strongly favoured and it is therefore possible that risk had been assessed quantitatively but
had not been qualitatively considered. This may lead to a lack of understanding that is
needed to address ethical concerns and maybe even a tendency to consider such concerns
to be less important than the goal of mosquito eradication. However, the use of such
cutting-edge technological approaches may yet offer solutions to the issues of insect and
disease control.
An RRI approach from the outset with a full stakeholder analysis and public consultation
prior to trials would be required to address some of the concerns being raised. Longerterm, the concerns raised regarding the trial and the approach of Oxitec towards conducting
the trial is symptomatic of a need to raise the awareness of RRI approaches during the
training of scientists in all fields of endeavour so that future technological advances are
developed, trialled and implemented from an embedded RRI framework within which
scientists are trained and work. Further, there is perhaps an argument to slow the rapid
push towards full commercialisation of GM insects until both the scientific and ethical
questions have been addressed.
Conclusion
Despite the potential benefits of GM products, objections to their use means that even an
ethical approach to its implementation may be met with some resistance. Whilst education
and sensitivity to local needs may go some way towards acceptance, it may be that science
needs to look at other ways to solve the problems that GM is currently being developed to
address.
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3.2 Case study Example 2- Agribiotechnology and Agrinanotechnology
in India
Table 7: Case Study Example 2
Subject Keywords:
Agrobiotechnology; responsible innovation; nanotechnology; science and society
Domain/Field:
Responsible innovation in the field of agrinanotechnology using the previous experience of
agribiotechnology as a base for comparison.
Abstract:
[Quoted from original [1]]
The agribiotechnology debates in India over the last decade have set precedents for
reflecting on the changing relationship between science and society. This article tries to
engage with these lessons in order to stress the need to assimilate them while
imagining new technological interventions such as nanotechnology for agriculture and
governance. While searching for an appropriate governance mechanism, the article
opens up the international debate on ‘Responsible Innovation’ in the context of
emerging technologies, for scrutiny in the Indian context. In doing so, the article
highlights the neglected power dynamics on responsible innovation and proposes a
‘beam balance’ metaphor to engage with the idea of ‘Responsible Innovation’ in order
to take the inequalities and alternative perspectives into account.
Who or what was responsible? (Stakeholder):
Poonam Pandey

- Researcher, Centre for Studies in Science Policy, Jawaharlal Nehru
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University, New Delhi
Professor Pranav Desai - Centre for Studies in Science Policy, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
New Delhi
What were they responsible for? (Problem area)
The study is a comparison of the existing frameworks for the regulation of agribiotechnology
and the emerging frameworks for the regulation of agrinanotechnology in India. The
frameworks for regulating agribiotechnology emerged after the growth of biotechnology in
India during the 1980s. This growth and the eventual application of biotechnology to
agriculture led to various issues in India, including the controversial use of biotechnology in
cotton and brinjal (aubergines), and more generally in proposals to set up a regulatory body,
the BRAI (Biotechnology Regulatory Authority of India). The study examined involved a
critical analysis of the proposed regulatory frameworks for agribiotechnology and compared
those frameworks with a possible emerging framework for agrinanotechnology.
Affected stakeholders
As the authors make clear, heavy dependence on agriculture as a major part of the India
economy means that the scope of the various proposed and emerging regulatory
frameworks is very large, with some 700 million people being potentially affected by such
frameworks.
Besides those involved in the agricultural sector, there is also an existing infrastructure for
agribiotechnology and agrinanotechnology in India. This includes institutes and centres of
excellence in the field (such as the Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology [2] and the
government Department of Biotech ology [3]), and international collaborations and public
private partnerships.
Finally, there are civil society groups specifically dedicated to campaigning on the issue if
biotechnology in agriculture, such as the Gene Campaign [4].
Describe the key issue/problem
The key issue at stake is the effective regulation of new and emerging technologies in the
field of agriculture in India. The Indian government has succeeded in setting up research and
development infrastructure in the fields of both agribiotechnology and more recently
agrinanotechnology, but the regulatory frameworks for these new areas have emerged
more slowly. There is at present a bill that would allow for the setting up of a regulatory
authority in the field of agribiotechnology [5], but this has met with strong opposition. There
does not as yet appear to be a similar legislative initiative in the field of agrinanotechnology.
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what were the limitations of the approach chosen?
The Indian government has not yet completed the process of setting up the Biotechnology
Regulatory Authority of India – the proposed authority is still at the Bill stage, and has met
with strong opposition from a number of sources: it has been argued that the proposed
regulatory authority lacks a clearly defined area of authority, would not be established in
consultation with affected parties, and even that the bill is unconstitutional because it would
allow for national level regulation of an area that is in fact the responsibility of the separate
states in India.
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The opposition to the proposed regulation of agribiotechnology provides an opportunity to
examine the problems that have arisen in the attempt to regulate in this field. The authors
of the article in question diagnose the problems with the proposed regulation with
reference to the (possibly implicit) models that officials use in the process of developing
legislation. It is argued that a persistent problem with the regulation of new technologies in
India is that the dominant understanding of the science-society relationship is based on a
‘deficit model’ – that is, the ‘public’ is often constructed in a such a way that it is presented
as an ‘innocent’, ‘unaware’ and ‘uninformed’ mass. This has proved problematic both
because it underestimates the capacity of the public to organise and act (as opposed to
passively receiving and accepting information from official sources) and because it
underestimates the diversity of levels of understanding and awareness of technology among
the public.
The attempted regulation of the agribiotechnology sector in India thus seems to be based on
a model that is unsuited to address the complexity of public involvement and participation.
This has clearly not been successful, given the level of opposition to the proposed regulatory
framework for biotechnology. The authors also express concern that a similar ‘framing’ of
the issues in terms of the deficit model mentioned above is likely to occur in the case of
agrinanotechnology, which would be likely to lead to similar opposition to any proposed
regulation in this field.
A second problem arises from another of the underlying frameworks that has informed the
regulatory process: regulation of biotechnology is heavily based on the risk-biosafety model,
which is focused on managing scientifically definable risks. The model became influential in
the aftermath of the Bhopal Gas disaster. The authors argue that the use of a model that is
exclusively focused on scientifically definable risks has led to a narrowing of the conception
of innovation and an exclusion of the consideration of broader social impacts of new
technologies.

Is this case to be judged an example of good practice/bad practice/a mixture?
The case of the regulation of agribiotechnology in India can be judged to have been an
example of generally bad practice because the dominant frameworks for thinking about the
process of regulation are problematic. Both the ‘deficit model’ of public engagement and
the risk biosafety model appear to have played a dominant role in the development of the
(proposed) regulatory frameworks for agribiotechnology, and appear likely to be influential
in any future regulation of agrinanotechnology as well. The deficit model is problematic
because it is out of touch with the reality of structures of public opposition and knowledge
about the fields in question. The risk biosafety model is problematic because it is mainly
appropriate in areas where knowledge about risks is such that it can have a fairly sound
scientific basis – this is often not the case in areas if highly innovative technological
development.
What were the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
As noted above, the authors of the study are concerned that the two dominant frameworks
for thinking about (and regulating) new technologies are likely to be applied again in the
case of agrinanotechnology – this would probably lead to a repetition of the situation that
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occurred during the attempted regulation of agribiotechnology.
Nevertheless, the authors attempt to mitigate this scenario by offering some suggestions
about how to avert the previous problems with agribiotechnology.
A first point is identified in the use of ‘imaginaries’ to frame the emergence of new
technologies. It is pointed out that, particularly in the case of new technologies that involve
high degrees of uncertainty, there is a tendency to mobilise the most inclusive imaginaries in
order to attract multiple stakeholders to support a particular innovation. The case of
biotechnology was an example in which imaginaries of pro-poor technology, the second
Green Revolution and similar framings were used by governments, enterprises and media
sources. However, these imaginaries were also insulated from public debate and social
context and thus failed to respond properly to the needs of the very groups they often
evoked (especially the poor). There is a tacit assumption that improved international
competitiveness will eventually lead to the solution of other country-specific problems such
as (in the Indian case) poverty, malnutrition and lack of health services. In fact, such
assumptions are often not borne out in reality. The authors stress the importance of
avoiding situations in which imaginaries become more rhetoric or hype: they suggest that
this can be done by opening the narratives to broader conceptions of concerns such as risk,
uncertainty, ethical concerns and social changes. Imaginaries are, it would seem from this
approach, necessary in order to open public discussion and bring innovations into the public
sphere for discussion, but they need to be handled with more care so that they do neither
proceed from a narrow (often economic) set of assumptions about the potential of
innovations, nor become overly rigid and insulated from changing perceptions.
A second point is developed on the basis of a metaphor for the structure of innovation
governance in India. The authors invoke the metaphor of a beam balance – the ancient
weighing scales of the type held up by the figure of justutia seen above many law courts all
over the world. The authors use the metaphor to make two points. First, there is a structural
imbalance between the two sides of the scales – there is strong investment in the
innovation dynamics, but there is less investment in innovation governance. This is clearly
seen in India, where the emergence of agribiotechnology and more recently
agrinanotechnology have both followed a pattern where research centres and other
infrastructure appears first, and is only later followed by governance structures. This leads
to an imbalance between the ‘infrastructure’ and ‘governance’ sides of innovation. A second
part of the metaphor raises the question of who is holding the scales: different institutional
actors can have different purposes, which can again affect both the contents of the
infrastructure and governance sides of the scales as well as the balance between them.
Again, the authors suggest that this situation could be avoided or mitigated by ensuring that
the imaginaries used during the emergence of new technologies remain open and take
account of social changes and differing interests.
Conclusion
Perhaps the most distinctive and original contribution to be drawn from this analysis is the
authors’ discussion of the role of ‘imaginaries’ in the emergence of innovations. The authors
acknowledge that such imaginaries are both necessary and potentially dangerous. They are
necessary because some structure is needed to frame the emergence of innovations,
particularly during early phases in which detailed scientific knowledge of the implications of
a particular innovation is not yet available. Imaginaries are necessary to open public debate.
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However, imaginaries are also dangerous because they can become insulated from public
debate and changing attitudes, because they can be used to provide a mask of legitimacy for
new technologies, and because they can be framed in a limited way (for example by focusing
only on the economic benefits of a technology). The authors propose their beam balance
(weighing scales) metaphor as a way to frame a more adequate approach to innovation that
both provides a better balance between governance and infrastructure, and which is more
attentive to the power dynamics that lead to the construction of the initial imaginaries.
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3.3 Case study Example 3- Broadband Access via Satellite Systems in
Developing Countries
Table 8: Case Study Example 3
Subject
O3b Networks – Broadband Access via Satellite systems in Developing Countries
Domain/Field
ICT, space, communication, tele-education services, tele-health services
Abstract
Over three billion people in the world cannot benefit globalization because they are denied
access to communications networks. The O3b networks [1] is deploying a next-generation
satellite network that enables telecommunications operators, internet service providers,
enterprise and government customers in the developing countries to extend their range
and reach of service through fast, flexible and affordable connectivity in order to help close
the digital divide, which is a barrier for the development.
Domain/Field of research and innovation
O3b’s satellites provide fiber-like throughput with an average of three to four times higher
bandwidth capacity than geosynchronous or inclined orbit satellites. More bandwidth
means more people can be connected to the. O3b's satellites are placed in an orbit at 8062
kilometres of altitude, which is less than one quarter of the altitude of geostationary
satellites; significantly reducing satellite latency and providing around 70% of the world's
population with broadband Internet connectivity. O3b’s innovative Medium Earth Orbit
(MEO) satellite constellation can support the low latency required by cutting edge 4G/LTE
technologies, to provide back-haul for remote 4G/LTE networks. This satellite networks will
permit to remote and challenging environments. Round-trip data transmission takes less
than 150ms. This creates a Web experience significantly closer to terrestrial systems such
as DSL or optical fiber. Several billion people will enjoy access to broadband for the first
time.
Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
The name "O3b" stands for "[The] Other 3 Billion", referring to the population of the world
where broadband Internet is not available without help. O3b is financially backed by SES,
Google, HSBC, Liberty Global, Allen and Company, Northbridge Venture Partners, Soroof
International, Development Bank of Southern Africa, Sofina and Satya Capital. O3b
launched the first four MEO satellites (of a constellation of 8 satellites) on June 25, 2013.
SES maintains the right to take majority control of O3b in the future, and Bausch has raised
the possibility of spinning it off through a stock offering.
What were they responsible for? (problem area)
Access to information and communication technology (ICT) is essential in the developing
world, because it is the key to improve country educational and economic prospects.
However, the cost of new technologies and the lack of IT knowledge and proficiency cause
that many people still have no access to IT. Today, information is seen as one of the major
drivers of economic and social development. The digital divide is not only a divide between
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people who have access to ICT and people who don’t. It’s also a divide between people
who have knowledge of ICT and those who don’t, between people who realise the
opportunities presented by ICT and those who don’t. It consists of an infrastructure gap, a
knowledge gap and a psychological gap. These are all crucial challenges to be addressed. In
contrast to the way the current Internet has evolved, the development of the next
generation network will demand both collaboration and a shared vision between
researchers, corporations, community groups, policy makers, and governments. There can
be no single uniform solution that embraces all types of user and all locations. The network
needs to offer flexibility to behave in different ways at different times and in different
places, depending on the outcome of market selection and social regulation mechanisms.
Education, health, tourism, whole economies, even entire countries are destined for an
upgrade when connected by O3b [2]. O3b was designed to cater for telecommunication,
broadcasting, Internet and multimedia services together with tele-education and telehealth services. Bigger bandwidth makes better medicine possible in the isolated islands.
The use of 03b delivered video conferencing enabled island-based doctors to link up with
their counterparts to share ideas and discuss specific patient cases to ensure the best care
possible.
Affected Stakeholders
Main industries in the sector of wireless communications, main telecommunication
operators, main operators in satellite industry, stakeholders in education and health
services
Describe the key issue/problem?
The term "digital divide" refers to disparities in access to and facility with information
technology based on demographic factors such as race, ethnicity, income, education, and
gender. Most of the energy put towards this issue focuses on the problem of access to
resources and not enough on helping people to acquire the skills necessary to properly
utilize IT. Closely related to adoption of technologies is digital literacy – the extent to which
an individual is competent in using digital technologies such as computing software and
Internet applications. For those with low digital literacy, take up of Internet technologies
can be poor. It has been argued that particularly for those with low digital literacy, support
and training in the use of Internet technologies is crucial to avoid low Internet take up
rates. Another obstacle of adoption is an affordable price for the service provided. The
price of broadband needs to be reasonable, especially with the proliferation of
smartphones and multimedia communications services. Some telecommunications
programs seek to address this issue by offering different degrees of broadband service for a
reduced price.
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen?
O3b networks offers a solution for developing countries to overcome the digital divide
issue. This includes connecting villages with the Internet and establishing community access
point; connecting all local and central government departments and establish websites and
e-mail addresses; connecting all scientific and research centers, public libraries, cultural
centers, museums, post offices and archives, universities and schools; ensuring everyone
has TV and radio access. The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) [3] is a good example
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of an African country which is crying out for improved connectivity. Currently, there is no
submarine fiber connectivity to the international Internet backbone. The new broadband
access will have a highly beneficial impact on the local economy, connecting its citizens and
entrepreneurs with their peers and business partners elsewhere in the world. In Malaysia,
the government is aiming to close the digital divide existing between rural and urban
Malaysia by offering cost-effective mobile voice and broadband data service over O3b
satellites to rural areas. Even in Afghanistan, one of the most challenging markets in the
world, the potential benefits are immense. In Cook Islands, O3b enables a whole new world
ahead for students living and learning there. It helps the children, the students to realize
they don’t have to travel overseas to be a part of the network of the world. They can now
connect to anywhere in the world from the Cook Islands. Afghanistan is a land-locked
country with no submarine cable. There are a few overland fiber cables. These fiber cables
are highly unstable. With additional, reliable, capacity via satellite major Mobile Operators,
Internet Service Providers and other corporate customers will be able to provide better
services.
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a
mixture?
This networks seem to be an example of good practice for the topics that have been
addressed (satellite broadband, tele-education services, tele-health services). This networks
are increasingly taking into consideration satellite broadband options to bridge the digital
divide.
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
No one-size-fits-all solution exists for promoting broadband adoption among underserved
populations, but some key lessons learned in meeting these goals include [4]:
Focus on Digital Literacy. Training on how to use the Internet is critical to closing the digital
gap. Digital literary courses held at local public libraries were the most effective elements in
encouraging broadband adoption. Through the training, many came to realize how integral
the Internet had become to everyday tasks like paying bills, applying for jobs, searching for
medical information and support for kids’ education.
Recognize the variety of adoption needs. States, cities, and neighbourhoods have different
broadband adoption needs. Adoption efforts should be tailored to these needs.
Provide tools to those who need them. In addition to the lack of access and digital illiteracy,
an adoption barrier is simply not having the tools at hand to use broadband. Some of the
examples above feature incentives in the form of free broadband access or computers as a
way to encourage and promote adoption.

Conclusion
The overall goal of O3b is to help close the digital divide, which is a barrier for the
development by bringing broadband access to billions of people that up to now have not
experienced the benefits of fast Internet connectivity. There is a positive correlation
between the access to the Internet and the economic growth. ICT plays a major role with
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respect to the efficiency of the economy and the access to knowledge becomes more and
more global because of the spreading through the Internet. The challenges in developing
countries require the use of technology that can be deployed quickly and at low cost to
create a rapid impact. Recent developments in satellite technology have reduced the costs
of operating and maintaining networks while at the same time increasing performance and
overall service available. By delivering highly affordable and ubiquitous bandwidth with the
performance and speed of fiber-like, O3b networks provides a better quality of teleeducation and tele-health services.
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3.4 Summary Case study examples
It can be seen how the cases provided reflect on some of the empirical realities of RRI in
different contexts, and how in doing this they provide a valuable contribution to our
knowledge and understanding of how R&I in relation to ‘responsibility’ is managed in
practice, and how we may be able to take steps to implement RRI into society. What also
emerges- and quite strongly so (as will be discussed in more depth in the next section), is the
multi-layered perspective that constitutes any one research and innovation project. It is
clear that there tend to be a number of stakeholders involved, and that research and
innovation is anything but a straightforward process. Though it may be tempting to group
‘non-EU’ case studies into one category, we can see how each case study is distinct in its
own right. This can also be said for case studies collected from within the EU, as though
there may be similarities within the EU our case study collection shows that there are also
nuances within the nations that constitute it, as well as across the number of domains that
can be considered.
We move on to consider the case study review, which brings more of the issues touched
upon here to light. The idea of this section was to give an initial insight into the breadth of
domains those case studies were produced regarding. We can now move onto consider
some of the implications of this initial iteration of case study collection.
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4 Reviewing the Case Studies
We now deliberate upon the review of the case studies. This was an important part of the
case study approach for RESPONSIBILITY, as will be discussed. The review criteria for the
case studies were set according to the requirements of the RESPONSIBILITY project, based
around three aspects associated with ‘RRI’.
Firstly, we desired to understand more regarding whether an exploration of the practice of
various stakeholders in a diversity of situations, could give an insight into and build on what
can be considered ‘good practice of RRI’, through relating practice to then normative
theoretical understanding represented by the analytic grid. Secondly it was seen as
important to address whether the analytic grid is a useful tool for considering and framing
our understanding of how RRI is implemented in practice. Finally, we reviewed the actual
template that was used to collect case studies, in a view to improve it. This assessment of
the template is important for RESPONSIBILITY, since, as has underpinned much discussion
through this deliverable, it is hoped that the project will be sustainable beyond its funded
life-span, for the continual contribution of case studies by stakeholders in the future. So it is
important that the template enables this ongoing collection of case studies, without any
guidance required by consortium members. Ideally contributors from all over the world
should be able to make contributions with ease to the Observatory, thus hopefully inducing
them to provide cases and increasing access to the empirical reality of RRI.
Through this section, after an introduction to the review criteria, we deliberate more upon
the findings of this and how it shapes our understanding of the challenges in devising
normative underpinnings for RRI through the surfacing of empirical practice.

4.1 Bridging the “gap” between the Normative and Empirical
There were two key items that the reviewers were asked to consider.
Firstly reviewers were asked to identify whether the case study they were assessing made a
contribution to the analytic grid, thereby adding to the theoretical understanding of RRI. A
contribution to the grid was stated to include any situation where their case added to an
aspect (for instance the who, what, how) of a parameter (for example, ethical issue
identification and specification) thus constituting a development to the grid. Contributors
were also asked to suggest whether, how and if the grid was useful in considering the case
studies in regards to framing the practice and also developing a normative approach.
Reviews of the parameters of the analytic grid could include RRI practices from a case study
that currently exist (such as particular governance mechanisms), or those that the
contributor states as potential suggestions for what could exist. It was suggested that any
potential suggestions from case study contributors be depicted in italic font, to differentiate
them from those that currently exist. However, reviewers did not do this, so we are left with
a review of the grid that comprises of empirical practice regarding what is done and what
could be done. In any case, this provides a closing of the ‘gap’ between a theoretical
understanding of how norms are developed, and practice.
Reviewers were provided with a blank grid (below) through which to make any additions to.
In addition to this, they were provided with the extant grid (Figure 1) in order to provide
them the capacity to see where their case provided particular developments to, changes to
or critique of the grid itself.
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Table 9: The blank grid provided for the review
Who

What

Why

How

When

Who is
responsible for
identifying the
issue/the
presence of a
tool/mechanism?

What is the
particular
approach/tool/
mechanism?

Why is the particular
issue/tool/mechanis
m present?

How are the
issues
identified/tool
s/mechanisms
made
available?

When in
the r&d
process
does this
particular
issue/tool
emerge?

Ethical Issue
Identification
and
Specification

Governance
arrangements
(surrounding
the case
studies)

Ethical
Approach

Means of
expressing
interests
Reflexivity

Implementation
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Once the reviews were completed, they were considered in relation to one another.
Following this, the amendments to the grid according the reviews of the 21 case studies
were outlined onto the extant grid (Figure 8, shown below). This was seen as important to
allow the picture captured from each individual case study in relation to practice, to be
transposed to the theoretical insights of the analytic grid. It allowed us to consider how the
rhetoric of RRI related to the reality of RRI, and how they could potentially build on each
other.
The bracketed numbers adjacent to the additions to the grid correlate to the case study
from which this addition has been made. Where the bracketed number is preceded by an
asterisk (*), then these are additions reviewers made that were already present on the
extant grid.
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Table 10: The analytic grid after the review - Ethical Issue Identification and Specification
Who

What

Why

How

When

Whose norms?
Whose values?
Approach
Wide approachmultiple
stakeholders (1)
Possible
stakeholders- Research centres
(1, 17)
- Universities (9, 17,
18, 21)interdisciplinary
team (21)
- Researchers (1, 9)
- Government (2, 13)
- Government
officials (14)
- EU (6)
- Experts (14)
- The Public (14)
- Funders (20)
- Industry (17, 18)
- A particular
company (5, 15, 17)
- Particular
occupational
groups (7)
- Labour Union (17)
- Ethics committee
(20)
- National
Authorities (20
How are these
embedded in the
context in which the
issues arise?
It may not always be
clear who was
responsible (9)
Not clear that RRI
tools were used to
broaden scope of
project at al- there
may not be an
identification of
ethical issues etc.
(8)- what is the
definition and
consideration of
what ethics is- and
whether it is
necessary or not?

- What norms? What
values?
- Theoretical
questions/answers
- How are they shaped?
Top down (10) Whose?
- Commercial? Political
(*14)? Conflict of
interest?
- Key issue:
- -Ensuring privacy (4,8)
through restricting
access
- -Harnessing a resource
(5)
- -Maintenance of
control over natural
resources and cultural
heritage
- - Safety (9)
- Legal framework (9)
- -Societal (14)
- Collective commitment
for care for the futurestewardship of science
and innovation in the
present (15)
- -Shape development of
a distinct technology
(19, 21)

- Presupposed,
ignored,
excluded,
constructed?Deve
lopment of tool
(17)
- For expanding
stakeholder
involvement in
diagnosis (1)
- To help work
practice (6, 17)
- For cost saving
and efficiency
(17, 18)
- To build
knowledge in a
particular are (17,
20)
- Due to lack of
regulation (2)
- Effects on
indigenous
population (in
developing
country) (5)
- Ensuring privacy
(10, 21)
- Ensuring safety
(9, 10, 17, 19, 21)
- Dealing with
natural hazards
(10)
- Previous
unsuccessful
attempts (13)
- Resistance from
pubic (15)
- Dealing with big
data (18, 20)
- Improving quality
of care (18)

- Evaluation of
theoretical
concepts/cont
ext
- Development
of models for
RRI in
diagnostic
technology (1)
- Through
surveys and
relevant
studies of the
phenomenon
(9)
- Through
monitoring
and
assessment
(10)
- Feasibility
study (13)
- Research Study
(14)
- Interviews
with
stakeholders
(18)

- In research process
stages.
- Forward planning
(*5, 14)
- Early stages- clear
evidence of
planning to
incorporate ethics
(4)
- Through the
process (9, 17, 20)
- Feasibility study
stage- early (13)
- Embedded within
Proposal (21)
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Table 11: The analytic grid after the review - Governance arrangements (surrounding the
case studies)
Who
- Legal department
(*5)Reputation
management
- Business risk
register
- Government (*6)
- Central government
(14)
- Local government
(13, 14)
- Legal entity
established by local
government (13),
Administration
officials
(14)University (*6,
18)
- Commercial
Organisation (14,18)
- Minority Groups
(14)
- Research
Bodies/organisation
s (9)
- particular members
of the
body/organisation
(9)Research Centre
(1)
- Ministries (2)
- Media (5)
- NGO (5)
- Citizens (14)
- Unclear (15)
- May not be present
at all (8)

What
Ethical Procedures
- Ethical committee
(21)
- Description of ethical
procedures (3)
- Regulatory
frameworks (*5,6,
14)
- (Industry specific
guidelines etc.)
- Legal Framework (2,
5)
- Public Private
Partnership (13)
- Advisory Board (9,
21)
- Innovate procedures
(14)
Creating networks
(21)- fostering
relationships between
different stakeholders.
Mandatory Legislation
but may not be
included as a
governance
arrangement
Ethics procedures,
where in place may
vary between
countries, research
areas
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Why
Harmonisation of
policy/decision –
making (harmonising
with underlying ethics)
- Improving
efficiency/effectivene
ss
- Buy-in
- Ensure quality
- Avoid harm to
participants
(physical/
- Reputation etc.) (*5)
- Lack of regulation (2)
- Improvement of work
efficiency (6)
- Use of public owned
land (13)
- Lack of public funds
(13)
- Ability of Private
sector to invest (13)
- Maximisation of
public involvement
(14)
- Ensure quality (15)
- Impact on future
generations (15)
Conflicting views on
outcomes of the study
(15)
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How
Moderation/
Peer review (*5,
6)
Ethics
Committees
Supervisory
Boards (*5, 6)
Informed
Consent
Contractual
basis (13)
Research
sponsorship
(14)
Guidelines (20)
Access Rights to
Data (20)
- Creation of
own (20)
- Adhering to a
wider
principle (20)
Restricted data
use (20)

When
- When to
govern?
- When not?
- How to?
- At what point
do these
governance
arrangements
apply to the
responsible
research/
- Innovation
area
- At the start
(14)
- Throughout
process (20)
- No research
involved as
technology
already known
and mode of
implementatio
n developed
(13)

-

Informed
consent (20)
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Table 12: The analytic grid after the review - Ethical Approach
Who

What

Key actors in the case
– take into account
key stakeholder
views, as failure do
this, caused failure of
product.

- Involvement
(*5, 6, 14)
- Interest
(*5, 6, 13, 14)
- Moral Philosophy
(*5, 14)
- Methodology
(*5, 13)
- Tools & Access (*14)
- Safety (7)
- Concern regarding
loss of jobs (7)
Development of
regulation for
technologies and
organisational
behaviour (18)

-

EU (6)
Government (5, 14)
State assembly (5)
Administration
Officials (14)
- Research body (6)
- Companies (5, 14)
- Contractors (5)
- partners in a project
(9)
Possibly they will take
account of views of:
Stakeholders
- The public
- Those with an
interest
- Society
- Humanity

Why

How

- Outcomes (*5, 14)
- Influence (*5, 6, 14)
- Benefits and Harms
(*5, 14)
- Awareness (*5, 13)
– possible that even an
ethical approach to
some issues may not
mitigate concerns (15)

- Textual
analysis (*14)
- Questionnaire
?
- Informed
consent
- Transparency
and Clarity
- Reporting
findings (5)
- Answering
questions
- Voting (*13)
- Expert
Consultation
(14)
Importance of
qualitative and
quantitative
considerations
of issue to fully
understand
it(15)

When
At all stages
including both
short and long
term impact
assessment (*5,
6, 14)
Depicted by
Contractual
obligations
(*13)

Though there may be
ethical approachesthese may come
about/ be shaped by
overriding political
interests/commercial
interests rather than
the most
“important”/”necessa
ry” issue to deal with.
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Table 13: The analytic grid after the review - Means of expressing interests

Who
Those with access
But may be selfselecting and may
cause constraints
Choice of mode of
expression- users
frustrated with
questionnaire (4)
- Stakeholders (5, 6,
18)
- Narrow base (19)
- Researchers (6,)
- Innovators (6)
- Manner of
expressing interest
automatic by users
of a system (7)
- Advisory board (9)
- Public Procurement
(13)

What
- Observatory
- Forum (*5, 6)- there
are different types of
forum- for instance
online, co-present
- Voting for
representation of
option (*13)
- Interviews (4)
- Questionnaires (4)
- Meetings (5, 6)
Accessibility to
Information (13)

Why
- Outcomes (*5)
- Influence (*5, 6)
- Awareness (*5)
Due to various
concerns surrounding
technology (19)

May not be presenttrade-off between
them being present
and cost of
processing (8)
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How
- Engagement
with
observatory
- Engagement
with forum
discussions
- Submission of
Case Studies
(*5)
- Through
opinion
polls/voting
systems
- Knowledge
sharing (9)
- Embody end
user interests
in project (9)
- Public
consultations
(15)- home
visits in local
area
- Interviews (18,
19)
Surveys (18)

When
When is it
appropriate to
get
participation?
(Expectations
may differ)
May vary
between cases
(3, 7)
After the
development of
the tool- before
its actual
implementation
(19)
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Table 14: The analytic grid after the review - Reflexivity
Who
- All
users/stakeholders,
researchers &
innovators (6)
- Since it is hard to
involve all
stakeholders- those
involved may be
representatives of
different societal
groups.
- Potential
stakeholders
involved
- Research centres
(21)
- Industry (21)
- Government (5)
- Politicians (13)
- Doctors associations
- Universities
- Consumers (2)
- Producers (2)
- Government (2)
- Experts (13)
Networks of
stakeholders (21)

What
- Usability of interface
- Relevance of
Content/subject
area/style
- Intractability Process
- If reflexivity is
through voting and
such like- then
awareness, and
transparency (13)
Accessibility to
relevant information
(*5, 13)
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Why

How

Validation (*5, 15)
Iterative (*5)
Improvement (*5, 15)
- in related research
(*4)
- Awareness of Issues
- Development of a
new technology (1)
- More reflexivity
could have improved
the situation (7)
- Lack of risk
assessment before
the trial (15)
- Important issues may
be missed (15)
Too focused on shortterm goals- failure to
consider negative
impact (15)

- Review (*4, 7)
- Feedback
- Discussion
and Debate
upon issues
(*5) (this may
be part of
“review”
above)
Public
consultation
before
commercial use
of a particularly
controversial
product (15)

-
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When
Continuously
(*5)
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Table 15: The analytic grid after the review - Implementation
Who
- Researchers (*4, 6,
7, 14)Investors (13)
- Regulators (6, 14)
- Producers (*3, 4, 7)
- Sellers (*3, 7)
- Service Providers
(*3, 4, 7, 14)
- End Users (*3, 7, 14)
- Supervisory boards
to guide the process
(*5)
- Government (2, 18)
- Marketing
- Through posters (4)
How to implement
RRI- where there is a
restriction in terms of
number of
participants and
budget available (8)

What

Why

How

When

Documentation (6)
Guidance (6)
Education (*5, 15)
Redress
Awareness raising
during training of
research and
developers (15)
- Public Drives/Events
(*5, 9)
- Through media and
other high impact
means- to apply
pressure for RRI to
be implemented (*5)
- A Legal Framework
(2,)
- - Specifically shaped
to engender positive
behaviour (18)
- Promotion of Privacy
(3, 9)
- Promotion of safety
(9)
- What can be done by
service providers to
promote interest (7)
- Private interests (13)
Consultation (14)

- RRI implementation
and action (*5) – it
may not always be
possible to behave
responsibly
- to expand number of
stakeholders involved
(1)
to develop new
technologies to enable
responsibility (10)

- Reflexivity
- Analysis (*5,
6)
- Engagement
- Iterative
processes (*5,
6, 18)
- Alteration of
existing
processes to
embed RRI
within them
(*3, 7)(such as
including it as
a
consideration
in proposal
writing/fundin
g applications,
embedding
RRI into the
process).
- Through
public private
partnership
(13)
- Use of
legislationthrough
careful
consideration
(18)
- Through
various
processes (20)
- Restricting
access rights
- Informed
consent
Restricted data
usage

- Continuously
(*6)
- - using a
particular
framework
specific to the
case (*5)
- How is extent
of impact of
implementatio
n measured?
- -Early stages
(1)
-Upstream(19)- before
actual
implementation
of a finished
product

-
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4.1.1

Key Findings from the Review

The collection and review of case studies allows us to begin to uncover and start taking steps
to engage with the empirical reality and issues surrounding RRI, and relate to this the
theoretical knowledge surrounding it (this knowledge is deliberated on in depth in the
theoretical landscape deliverable of this project, and also other FP7 RRI projects). It is
difficult to separate the insights regarding the practices of RRI and the review of the analytic
grid from one another, as they are so interrelated. This section considers them in
conjunction with one another, shedding light on the normative and empirical approaches,
and what they can accomplish in conjunction with one another. In particular there is
consideration of the issues and challenges in defining a normative approach given the
practices and procedures in relation to RRI that are embedded within research and
Innovation. This can give insight into the development of a normative approach, but it can
also be seen that having a strong theoretical basis (as through the Analytic Grid) can provide
a lens through which we can consider practice, and what may be considered ‘good’ or ‘bad’.
As Stahl et al (2013) state in their work, and other commentators in the literature have
stated, RRI is not the creation of a new governance tool, instead, it is largely the
configuration of existing tools and resources in such ways that enable actors in the world to
be more responsible in regards to research and innovation. Through considering the cases,
we can draw out a number of existing and common mechanisms that are used to embrace
responsibility, many of these being participatory, such as focus groups, interviews and such
like. There are also commonalities in those that are used, resonating with what RRI
commentators have suggested regarding the use and interrelation of tools and resources in
particular ways, extending from the start of the research and innovation process right
through to the implementation of the product in some cases.
It becomes evident when considering such a diversity of case studies, from domains ranging
from mining to medical care, that the manner in which ‘responsibility’ is taken, is
contextualized and distinct according to this. Though there are similarities in the tools and
resources used (such as ethics committees, interviews and such like), these selected and are
interrelated in specific ways according to the perceived requirements of the situation. This
may present some challenges when considering what a normative approach should endorse,
as there seems not to be one way, but a number of ways in which this can be achieved.
Furthermore even within one situation, the cases showed that there was at times debate as
to what was considered a responsible practice dependent upon who a particular stakeholder
was. So for instance, in regards to autonomous mining, it may be that industry standards
perceive the use of autonomous robots as responsible, but to employees it may be that they
view this as a threat to their livelihoods.
This brings us to another important issue; the conceptualisation of what ‘responsibility’ is
viewed as. Contributors of case studies were asked to provide case studies of what they
considered ‘good’ or ‘bad’ practice of research and innovation. It was seen that contributors
would often find it difficult to distinguish whether their case was good or bad, instead
attributing a ‘mixed’ practice (good and bad elements) to their case. This perhaps shows
recognition of different perspectives and the subjectivity of what constitutes being ‘good’ or
‘bad’. What is interesting is that there were (albeit a minority) cases, in which the
contributor has provided a case study that did not necessarily address responsibility in the
D2.3 RRI Pool Of Cases & Their Application
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way that we would have desired or conceptualized it. Instead there were more broad
ranging account of products that were considered responsible and the overall development
of these, rather than any insights into the mechanisms/procedures that were used within
the process of development, or recognition that there may be some dispute as to whether
the particular product was actually responsible or not. This could pose a problem for the
actual collection of case studies in one respect, as the debates may not necessarily be
framed or shaped in the manner in which would be directly related to RRI. On the other
hand, this information is valuable because it shows us how responsibility may be perceived
by some stakeholders in practice, and helps use to develop and shape conceptualisations of
it to clarify the underpinnings of RRI.
A related issue is the conceptualisation of practices that were undertaken to be responsible
may be termed in different ways according to the domain of the contributor. For instance
what one contributor called an ethics committee, another may have referred to as an
advisory board. At times, there are multiple terms for the same activity, or different
conceptualisations of various mechanisms. This is something that should be recognised
within RRI. This relates to appreciating the distinct aspects of each domain, and even within
a domain, which this small but growing corpus of case studies begins to draw to our
attention. For the Observatory, it perhaps relates to how we can or should create ‘search’
features, as different stakeholders may refer to these in a range of ways.
The review of the case studies clearly helped to develop our empirical understanding of RRI,
and some of the key issues surrounding this, as have been discussed so far. Moreover it
allows us to develop the analytic grid, adding to the parameters which detail how ‘norms’ or
practices of RRI are embedded into the world, and how this has been attempted in different
contexts. The analytic grid on the most part provided a useful tool for reviewers to unpack
case studies, and consider how responsibility was/was not enacted within them.
Furthermore, given that it identifies parameters and delineates these further, the analytic
grid provided useful in considering where in a particular case an aspect of responsibility
which may have played an important part in the overall diffusion of RRI was ‘missing’. As a
tool it provides a valuable resource in drawing together theory and practice, and also in our
framing and understanding of practice. It enables consistency in the consideration of
aspects of the cases, and provides a lens through which we can view them.
Where this consistency may be compromised is an issue that we have already drawn upon,
that is the differing manner in which stakeholders within and between fields conceptualise
not just responsibility, but also the differing tools (such as governance mechanisms) and
resources within this. This also became an issue with the understanding for reviewers
regarding how to conceptualise the different parameters of the grid, despite being given a
document detailing how we in RESPONSIBILITY conceptualised this beforehand. The
foundation of reviewers in filling out the blank analytic grid was based on their subjective
understanding of what each part of the grid referred to. Some reviewers commented on the
fact they did not really have a clear idea of this, and would prefer aspects surrounding the
grid, and its development to be clearer and more accessible to them. This seems an
important consideration for us to take into account. Symptoms of this misalignment were
seen with different aspects of the grid being filled out in, at times, quite differing ways by
reviewers, or repetition where the same terms were entered in multiple parts of the grid.
This could perhaps serve as a limitation of this review.
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The Analytic Grid is clearly useful in framing some if the key issues and understanding from
the case studies. It helps us to understand what exists in terms of RRI, and group these
together, to develop our knowledge base, but what is also missing in certain cases- again
contributing to a broadening of understanding regarding RRI. There are certain challenges in
terms of aligning conceptualisations of what RRI is, and issues surrounding this between
experts of RRI and those not familiar with it. Furthermore there is the complexity of how we
can develop a normative approach given the multitude of perspectives that stakeholders can
hold. Nevertheless the contribution and collection of case studies, provides a valuable
approach in attending to the empirical practice of the world, and to begin to unpack features
of it, to stimulate discussion, awareness and movement towards a practical implementation
of RRI.
This assessment shows how contextualized issues surrounding RRI are. In order to get a
deeper insight it is good to actually view the case from which the information was extracted
(all cases are in the appendices). Different features are contextualized, and interrelated to
one another dependent on that context. The reality of research and innovation is situated
and complex. This points to a broader issue in identifying a single normative approach to
RRI- as this may vary between domains. It further sheds light on the difficulty in delineating
what ‘good practice’ and ‘bad practice’ are, as this seems very much dependent upon the
perspectives of relevant stakeholders. In some cases, what one party perceives as an ethical
development in itself, may not be perceived as such by other stakeholders. Moreover in a
few cases however, contributors were not clear on what RRI was or indeed what ethics wasso the cases did not necessarily reflect the nature of issues we were hoping to address, in
terms of practices and procedures surrounding RRI in the research and innovation processes
and products. This leads and draws upon wider concerns regarding the conceptualisation of
RRI- and the broad diffusion of it in the society. There may be some who do not see the
need for it, but in a perhaps equally concerning capacity, there may be a lack of
understanding as to exactly what it is, it seems we have to consider how to disseminate a
clear understanding of this in order to enable the foundations for a successful diffusion of it
to be laid.

4.1.2

Comments on review in relation to Sarawak Focus Groups

At this stage, given the discussion around how case studies in their contextualised empirical
insights can shed light on some of the complexities surrounding RRI, It seems important to
mention The First Asia Pacific Responsible Business Innovation 2014 workshop that was
organized on 19th of February 2014 in Sarawak, Malaysia. This was the augural workshop to
be conducted in the Asia Pacific region around the notion of RRI. The primary focus of this
was to constructive dialogues between targeted stakeholders of RRI and the RESPONSIBILITY
project consortium. Importantly in regards to our discussion here, this allowed us to gain an
insight into issues surrounding the practicalities of RRI, through the eyes of non-EU
individuals from different sectors.
There were some presentations of cases from Malaysia and what emerged was, as has
surfaced through the review of the case studies, the distinct interrelationship of context to
issues of RRI, and the multitude of perspectives that are embedded within this. Similarly a
group of parallel focus groups held with 40 stakeholders ranging from researchers, scientists,
professionals, technologists, innovators, policy makers, industry representatives, as well as
civil societies, dealt in small groups with issues surrounding RRI, including:
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Group 1: R&D and Commercialization (Governance Policies & Procedures)
Group 2: Business Innovation and Application of RRI
Group 3: RRI in Science, Technology & ICT (Design, Development and Application)
Group 4: RRI Participation and Engagement

Though there has yet to be a full analysis of the discussions held, it became clear that for the
most part there was ambiguity amongst participants as to meaning of the term ‘RRI’. Many
had not heard of it prior to the workshop. Similarly given the range of stakeholders present,
there were complex discussions surrounding what was ‘good’ and ‘bad’ with difficulty in
reaching a consensus in regards to different situations. There were also distinct concerns
due to the region of Sarawak which has a large portion of dense rainforest constituting a rich
array of herbs and natural remedies as to property rights and such like. For the EU
facilitators these were fairly new and for many unheard of issues, presenting complex
considerations to the already pluralistic concerns of RRI.
This promotion of dialogue allowed the participants to informally and verbally share what
can be considered cases from their own experiences. It is a challenge for us in
REPSONSIBILITY to ensure and consider how such cases can be captured, in situations
perhaps where the stakeholders are not aware that they can contribute case studies, nor
given the rural capacity of some of them, are able to access the Internet.
On a broad level, the initial findings from the workshop resonate with the key elements of
the case study review. Importantly, they reveal through empirical materials, the
complexities in applying the theoretical notions of RRI to practice. It is important to see the
case studies and such empirical insights and a step towards the accomplishment of RRI,
albeit the building of a foundation for future work.

4.1.3

Comments on Case Study Template

The case study template was created, as discussed above, with thoughts of consistency in
mind, and also based on how we envisaged we desire a case study to be produced for the
project. It was hoped that providing contributors with some kind of guide to shape their
entries, would enable similar issues to be discussed, and, considering the implementation on
an online platform, ‘searchability’ between the cases. Importantly it was also created with
the further goal whereupon it is envisaged that case studies will be contributed beyond the
life span of the project. Therefore it was seen as highly important that the template be
designed carefully in order to ensure that it could be completed without guidance from the
RESPONSIBILITY consortium.
It did indeed appear at initial value to fulfil some of these goals. The templates were filled
out by the contributors’ (some from within the consortium and some external to it) will little
guidance aside from the documentation provided required. Here though it should be noted
that since many contributors were not from the consortium itself, they were contacts of
those within the consortium, so there may have been cases where additional information
was verbally requested and we are not aware of. However from what we know, we were
able to collect an initial corpus of case studies that can be used to begin uncovering the
empirical aspects or RRI practices in different domains. The template ensured that these
dealt with similar issues in regards to RRI, so that some comparison could be made between
them, especially important when considering what ‘good’ and ‘bad’ practices of RRI can be
constituted as. They also allowed, as discussed above, for a consideration and assessment
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of the analytic grid. So it seems important to cite that there were and indeed are benefits
associated with using a template.
There were however, as may be expected, some problematic instances which may need to
be taken into account in regards to future developments surrounding the template. The
notion of consistency that underpinned the creation of the template may be problematic
when considering the contributions received. There was at times some discrepancy in how
parts of the template were interpreted, and expectations of what participants were
expected to write in each part. As a result of this, though the entries were consistent in
terms of sections, and length, there was still variation in terms of the nature of issues added.
It was suggested by one reviewer that guidelines should be accompany the questions in
order to embed more transparency into the completion of the template. There was also
concern over the wording of the questions and how the use of the term ‘responsibility’
within this, was confusing the contributors in what they were expected to produce, and
perhaps presenting connotations of their own regarding the term in their deliberations of
what they should or should not include. There was also indication that a change in ordering
of questions coupled with clearer language to indicate what was expected may provide a
clearer trajectory through issues.
At an extreme, which may point to a wider issue regarding the conceptualisation of
‘responsible research and innovation’- the contributor would already assume that the
product being referred to was a positive and ethical contribution to society, and so would
just reflect on the design of this, based on an interpretation of responsibility quite different
to the one considered through RESPONSIBILITY. Attempts to engender consistency may then
have been hindered by the interpretive and subjective element of completing such a
template. It was suggested that providing a case study of ‘good practice’ could be used to
account for these difficulties, as this would give contributors a clear indication of what is
expected of them. The advantage future contributors may have in this regard is that extant
case studies will be present for them to view on the Observatory. In this case where we
have collected the first iteration of case studies, then the task of contributors may have
been more difficult than in the future as they had little example to ground their case studies
upon. It must be noted that providing a case study of ‘good practice’ may be a difficult
undertaking, as it was often the case that there was difficulty in identifying whether a case
showed good or bad practice, instead a ‘mixed practice’ categorisation was often attributed.
This may relate to a wider problem regarding (as mentioned before) that the constitution of
whether something is good or bad is a highly subjective notion, and may vary in these cases
quite greatly given the diversity of stakeholders that will be involved in various situations.
This provides a challenge for RRI in the sense of providing a normative grounding that can
widely suggest what good practice of RRI should be (such as discussions by Schomberg,
2013; Owen et al 2013.
One reviewer commented on the fact that problematic instances relating to the contribution
of case studies which perhaps did not draw on RRI as we would have liked, points to a
broader issue. This is that the RRI model/framework is not being communicated sufficiently
well, and may only be clear to RRI experts. As a remedy to this, it steers us towards more
clarity in the conceptualisation of the approach through means that are accessible to those
who are non-RRI experts. Aside from this, there may be further issues when we considering
differing literacy levels and also linguistic challenges if this is to be a global project.
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The case study template did provide a beneficial means to collect the first iteration of case
studies. As well as opening our eyes to some interesting insights regarding RRI in the
empirical arena, it further showed where improvements could be made, and wider issues
surrounding the very conceptualisation of ‘RRI’ itself, and how this can be communicated to
a broad range of stakeholders.

5 The Future Applications of Case Studies in RESPONSIBILITY
5.1 Envisaged Uses
Being a central part of the RESPONSIBILIY project, there are a number of envisaged uses that
the case studies collected here, and those that will be collected in the future they can play in
regards to RRI. We consider some of these through this section, in particular how case
studies provide content for the Observatory and Forum. Though not discussed in depth
here, as it has been discussed previously, it is important to remain mindful that the
collection of case studies is hoped to continue to shed light on and develop the broader
theoretical understanding of RRI, and the development of a normative approach to RRI.

5.1.1

Content for the Observatory

The use of case studies in the project will first and foremost be at the point of input into the
Observatory. The actual interface through which these will be input by users is yet to be
developed, as the first iteration of case study collection has just been undertaken. However,
the aim of the online interface is to enable those who wish to contribute to do so as ‘easily’
as possible, through the various templates provided.
The Observatory becomes a place where different stakeholders can access the same
information, and then come together in the Forum, if they so wish, to discuss issues further.
The information may be separated thematically so that users can explore generally or make
their searchers more specific.
The purpose of providing content through the Observatory is that a wide array of
stakeholders can access this content, and gain an insight into issues surrounding the diverse
domains that we wish to have case studies regarding. This insight is initially hoped raise
their awareness regarding what RRI is, and how it may be appear/not appear in certain
situations. It may be that they are able to attend to an idea of what is considered ‘good
practice’ and transfer this into their own domain/area if they have not already done so. It is
further hoped that this initial providing of content and ability to deliberate what others have
input, may spark of a curiosity or interest that can translate into the initiation of, or
contribution to a debate on the Forum.
The envisaged use here, then, is to enable RRI to be diffused in different levels and different
aspects of stakeholder’s world, and as a result for the network of people who begin to
consider it as important, to grow- and ideas of how this can be achieved in practice to be
generated. We have already reflected on some of difficulties of operationalizing RRI, and
hope that bringing together people in this way can at least begin to steer us towards
overcoming these.
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5.1.2

Discussion Material for the Forum

As mentioned above, it is hoped that the case studies may steer at least some of the
contributors to initiate or partake in discussion on the Forum. Having accessed certain
information on the Observatory, including guidelines for good practice, and also hopefully a
multitude of different real life examples of where responsibility is exercised, or not, then it is
hoped that it can be used as a foundation on which the users can innovate and discuss how
they would like to see responsibility practiced within their own domain. It is hoped to be a
virtual place, where users can discuss existing practice as well as possibly building and
developing upon this, to create new ‘solutions’ to RRI issues.
The case studies importantly provide a way for us to continually raise awareness of RRI, and
hopefully through promoting discussion amongst stakeholders, facilitate the creation of
networks that will lead to the practical dissemination of RRI.

6 Conclusion and Potential Issues
The Case study approach is shown to be valuable to RESPONSIBILITY, particularly addressing
normative and empirical “gap”. It is seen that this can build an understanding of how we
can develop normative underpinnings of RRI through an interrelation to the practices and
procedures of the empirical reality of research and innovation. The importance of such an
approach in allowing us to attend to practice, that has been shown in a range of disciplines
and other FP7 projects, has provided strong impetus to collect case studies in this project.
We collected 21 case studies from a range of domains from mining to medical care, within
and beyond the EU. These showed the distinct practices and procedures in relation to
responsibility in research and innovation, be it considered ‘good’ or ‘bad’ and the
subjectivity of stakeholder perspectives in regards to this. Importantly, and fundamentally,
these revealed the distinct interrelationship between context and practice, and how there
was no ‘one size’ fits all approach to RRI.
The RESPONSIBILITY project uses a distinct approach to case study collection. Firstly it is
hoped that the case studies will be collected beyond the three- year life span of the project,
and input into the online Observatory. The notion of sustainability is important.
Furthermore, since we have an international consortium we have collected a range of case
studies regarding global issues and shed light on the complexities of issues surrounding RRI
in an international context. Unlike in other projects that have drawn upon the case study
approach, here contributions of case studies are commissioned by stakeholders rather than
through the investigations of a researcher(s). Importantly, the analytic grid has been used as
a lens through which the case studies can be selected assessed, and they have allowed for
an assessment of the analytic grid and so the development of our theoretical and normative
understanding of RRI.
The case study approach has been carefully designed to collect the first iteration of cases
from the consortium and its member’s related networks. To a large extent the nature of
case studies in terms of the ‘level’, and the contributor were left broad. This was in
recognition that we would like to collect a broad range of studies that will enable the
beginnings of a corpus of cases to be developed. Where there was more intervention was in
the actual design of the case study that was shaped by templates. It was seen as important
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for consistency and comparability between cases, and also for input into the online
repository, that cases dealt with similar issues surrounding responsibility in research and
innovation. A template will also be important for the future collection of case studies by
multiple contributors worldwide.
The case studies proved powerful in enabling us to uncover the multi-faced nature of
research and innovation in practice. We saw the successful collection of a good initial
corpus of 21 case studies shaped through the dissemination of the case study template.
Moreover, this did provide us with the capacity to build on the theoretical underpinning of
RESPONSIBILITY by adding to the parameters of the analytic grid. It also, as we move on to
discuss, raises some problematic issues and challenges for the future collection of case
studies in RESPONSIBILITY and also practical implementation and normative development of
RRI.
It seems important to discuss that as well as the relative benefits of the case study approach,
there may be potential issues with the collection of these as the project progresses and the
dissemination of the case study template and case reflection templates broadens.
As mentioned there were issues of the subjectivity of interpretation when considering the
analytic grid, and case study template. Symptoms of this were seen through the reviews of
the analytic grid, and also the manner in which the case study template was completed by
contributors. Though case study templates were seemingly filled with ease, on closer
inspection it could be seen that there may have been discrepancy in how the questions
asked on the template were interpreted by contributors. At a more extreme level, some
contributors seemed to misunderstand what ‘responsibility’ in relation to responsibility and
development in RESPONSIBILITY specifically referred to. This points to the need for a clearer
conceptualisation of RRI in order to align stakeholder expectations in regards to case studies,
and at a broader level for the overall dissemination and awareness of RRI.
The review of the case studies showed the difficulties in conceptualising RRI and
accomplishing a normative approach as each case study had distinct associated practices in
relation to research and innovation, interrelated to one another in various ways. Further, it
was difficult for the contributors to identify whether they were dealing with ‘good practice’
or ‘bad practice’ given the multiple stakeholders that were often involved in the each
situation. This provides quite a substantial challenge in developing a normative approach for
RRI, given not only the diversity and uniqueness between cases, but also within them. The
empirical data really did strongly surface some of the nuances and challenges that the
dissemination and practical implementation of RRI may face.
The collection of input from stakeholders often goes hand in hand with some sort of
incentive for the engendering of this contribution. This will create a reciprocity in the
situation, and is often attributed with a greater ‘ease’ in collecting and developing a growing
corpus of input, in this case this would be related to case studies. Incentives can range from
a number of different things, including for instance monetary, a credibility of association,
membership to a particular body and so on.
Here we are faced with a potential issue for RESPONSIBILITY. Since it is perceived the uptake
of RRI should be voluntary, and that there is no tangible or greatly explicit incentive for
stakeholders to contribute, then how likely will they be to provide case studies or share their
experience? This could raise difficulties for the future sustainability of the Observatory and
Forum, particularly as actually compiling case studies may be time consuming (even though
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they are of a low-intensity workload compared to other case studies). One way we
attempted to deal with this situation is to create a case study reflection template, which
allows for what we consider a lightweight contribution from stakeholders. However, once
again we are faced with a situation where the stakeholders are asked to provide material,
where there may be no explicit evidence of them receiving anything in return for their
‘work’. In some respects we are relying on the ‘good will’ of stakeholders to contribute. For
the moment this seems as if it could be problematic for future expansion of the corpus of
both case studies and case reflections. It may be that some incentive emerges to users, as
the discussions surrounding case studies begin to talk place, or as the RRI community grows.
However, as of yet, this remains fairly speculative until the Observatory and Forum are used
in practice.
The creation of the case reflection template was also considered with the notion of
‘accessibility’ in mind. It was envisaged that citizens who are not generally affiliated with a
particular organisation may be more compelled to contribute when faced with a
‘lightweight’ means through which to do so. However, as we raise this may be underpinned
by issues related to incentives for contribution. The notion of ‘accessibility’ is quite
important in respects to RESPONSIBILITY, as it is envisaged that the forum and observatory
will be tools used to diffuse RRI globally. The ‘global’ aspect of the project may raise certain
other distinct problems which have yet been considered given the stage of development the
project is at. For instance, if the capacity to contribute to the Observatory and Forum
through case studies to be provided to a ‘global’ stakeholder base, then the issue of
language becomes quite salient. It may be that other languages as well as English will have
to be incorporated into the development of the template. It may also be that mechanisms
to ensure that the interpretation of the content by people based in different locations
around the globe is also considered, as misalignment in understanding a template may
affect the content provided. This in turn will have implications for our overall understanding
of RRI.
Sustainability is also an issue that should be considered. A key part of this project is
hopefully ensuring that it is sustainable beyond the life-span of the project time duration.
After this is it important to consider how given the issues surrounding incentives, and the
capacity to review criteria to develop an understanding of theory, can be maintained. It
seems at this point that the focal point would be on the continuation of the collection of
case studies that would in some way simulate or contribute to the discussions that take
place in the Forum. With issues of incentives that underpin this, and accessibility, then it
may be that action may have to be taken early to project how this could be dealt with,
bearing in mind some unanticipated issues may yet emerge.
The Approach taken by RESPONSIBILITY is to develop a corpus and then steer it in particular
ways in which the development of issues takes it. Great care has been taken in considering
and adopting this approach, given that it is hoped that this will be a global set of tools for
the diffusion of RRI. At present, we can anticipate that there may be challenges, however it
is difficult within the constraints of the project, resources and also without the tools being
‘released into the mainstream’ to know what exactly these will be, or whether they will
emerge. In any case, we do acknowledge that they may transpire, and that if they do, then
action will have to be taken in a timely manner for the overall sustainability of the
observatory and forum, and importantly, for our continued engagement with the practical
aspects of RRI, and the closing of the gap between theory and practice.
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8 Appendix Section
8.1 Appendix 1 - Case Study 1: Responsible early diagnostics for
Alzheimer’s disease
Subject Keywords:
Freedom, privacy, health
Domain/Field:
Health: the project was focused on the implications of new diagnostic techniques for
Alzheimer’s disease. The project was an academically based research project with financial
support from the Dutch government’s Maatschappelijk Verantwoord Innoveren (MVI)
funding stream. The project was specifically focused on the issues surrounding novel
diagnostic technologies and their broader implications for patients. The project was centred
on new technologies being developed by a Dutch research centre into Alzheimer’s (LeARN),
which is itself a research centre embedded in other Alzheimer’s research centres and
networks in the Netherlands. This project therefore has a multi-stakeholder dimension
because hospitals, charities, health care professionals and others are involved, as well as the
researchers.
Abstract:
The project aimed to ensure that innovation in diagnostics for Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
results in a socially and ethically responsible diagnostic practice for Alzheimer’s disease. This
was done by developing a responsible diagnostic practice and more generally by developing
a model for responsible innovation of diagnostic technology.
Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder):
-

Dr. M. (Marianne) Boenink University of Twente, Department of Philosophy
Dr. Harro van Lente, Innovation Studies Group, University of Utrecht
Dr. Ellen Moors, Innovation Studies Group, University of Utrecht
Drs. Anna Laura van der Laan, Department of Philosophy, University of Twente
Drs. Yvonne Cuijpers, Innovation Studies Group, University of Utrecht, Leiden Alzheimer Research
Netherlands (LeARN)

What were they responsible for? (Problem area)
General Problem definition: How does one ensure that innovation in diagnostics for
Alzheimer’s Disease results in a socially- and ethically-responsible diagnostic practice of AD?
The broad problem area of the project is the issue of the social and ethical implications of
innovations in the diagnostic tools available in the healthcare sector.
The researchers identify a set of general uncertainties that arise in relation to the
emergence of new diagnostic tool: How useful will the novel tools be in clinical practice?
How will potential users respond? How might existing practices of care be transformed? And
how desirable is early diagnostics, especially when effective therapies are lacking?
The researchers also observe that it is common for the introduction of new biomedical
technologies to be justified in terms of the reduction of scientific, clinical and sometimes
medical uncertainties. They also note that the number of stakeholders involved in the R and
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D process is limited. The project aims to address these related problems by broadening the
scope of the issues considered in relation to the new diagnostics, and by broadening the
range of participants.
Affected stakeholders
Besides the researchers involved, the funding organisation, and the obvious involvement of
Alzheimer’s patients and their families, a number of institutions and organisations were
directly or directly implicated in this project as stakeholders.
These included:
- Alzheimer Centrum Limburg
- Centre for Translational Molecular Medicine: research centre connected with LeARN
- VU Medical Centre (Free University of Amsterdam Medical Centre): involved in research into
Alzheimer’s diagnostics with LeARN
- Maastricht University Medical Centre, involved in research into Alzheimer’s diagnostics with LeARN
- Dutch Ministry of Public Health, Welfare and Sport
- CBO (Dutch organisation for health care quality
- General Practitioners (GPs or ‘house doctors)
- NHG – Dutch association of GPs or ‘house doctors’
- Philips Research (technology research and design)
- Schering Plough (pharmaceutical industry)

As the researchers responsible for the project acknowledge themselves, the number of
stakeholders actually involved in the research and design process for Alzheimer’s diagnostics
is usually quite limited and seems to be restricted to medical practitioners and those
responsible for pharmaceutical and technological research. As a result, it could be argued
that these design processes involve a rather limited conception of both the issues at stake
and of the definition of the stakeholders involved. It is thus acknowledged at quite an early
stage in the project that the scope of the traditional conception of stakeholders in this
particular field needs to be expanded.
The researchers suggest that the main focus of research and design processes is on the
reduction of scientific, clinical, and economic uncertainties. These three foci often imply that
the main stakeholders typically involved are those with a stake in the scientific, clinical or
economic aspects of Alzheimer’s disease. As the researchers themselves point out, this
narrow approach is problematic because the definition of a disease like Alzheimer’s is only
partially a medical construct: the disease is also socially and culturally constructed. A full
reconstruction of Alzheimer’s disease that also takes account of such social and cultural
aspects implies the involvement of a wider range of stakeholders.
Describe the key issue/problem
The key issue was to identify and assess the potential problems and benefits of novel
diagnostic tools for Alzheimer’s disease. The project departed from the observation
(mentioned above) that the research and design phase of such medical projects often
involves a rather narrow range of stakeholders and as a result a narrow conception of the
issues at stake. The researchers refine the problem first by focusing on the problem of
uncertainties: the main benefit claimed for the novel diagnostic techniques is their potential
to reduce uncertainty among patients. However, the definition of such uncertainty is itself
problematic if it is restricted to scientific, clinical and economic uncertainty.
In order to address this problem of the narrow conception of uncertainty, the researchers
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propose three preliminary criteria for responsible innovation that are intended to broaden
the scope of the key concept in the project:
- All uncertainties regarding potential effects of the projected innovation should be identified
- These uncertainties should be addressed by taking into account the interests and values of relevant
stakeholders during the development and design process
- Procedures for deliberating and decision-making should ensure that all relevant considerations can
be put forward and are taken seriously.

This general model of responsible innovation was developed to further refine and develop
two specific aims of the project:
1) Contribute to a responsible diagnostic practice for AD by
- identifying the uncertainties in current (medical and non-––medical) practices dealing with AD;
- identifying the uncertainties in developing new diagnostic ––technologies for AD;
- Engaging stakeholders in deliberation and decision-making ––on the social acceptability and moral
desirability of existing and alternative ways of reducing these uncertainties.

2) To develop a model for responsible innovation of diagnostic technology in general, by:
- defining the existing ways of dealing with uncertainties and possible alternatives;
- Designing strategies to deal responsibly with uncertainty in developing novel diagnostics.

The key problem and aim of the project was thus gradually developed in three stages:
1) Identify issue around the key practical problem (scope of uncertainty in relation to the
proposed new diagnostic tools)
2) Develop a general theoretical framework of responsible innovation to deal with the
issue (narrow scope of conception of uncertainty)
3) Develop a model that applies the theoretical model to the specific problem at stake
(development of diagnostic practices that apply the responsible innovation model)
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what were the limitations of the approach chosen?
The overall ethical and theoretical framework of this project is based on a responsible
innovation approach. The authors of the project are clearly aware of the key features of
responsible innovation as a general ethical framework, namely:
- Innovations should be acceptable to all those who have something at stake in the process
- Stakeholders should have the opportunity to reflect on all types of considerations about the
desirability of an innovation
- Anticipating broader impacts can prevent backlashes and rejection of innovation
- Anticipating the impact of emerging technologies may create more robust and useful technologies

The project is therefore clearly concerned to realise and implement responsible innovation
in the context of the particular issue: the main consideration is how the authors achieved
this aim.
Two main features of the project are worthy of note.
First, the authors emphasise an approach to addressing a major problem in the assessment
of innovations, namely the problem that the impacts and broader social effects of a given
innovation are generally difficult to anticipate, particularly at an early stage of the
innovation process. The authors propose that this problem can be addressed by
reconstructing the broader context in which the innovation takes place:
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‘Whereas the particular direction and performance of an emerging technology may still be
uncertain, the underlying framings of disease and health or normality and abnormality are
often visible at an early stage already. Such conceptual shifts help us to anticipate
subsequent shifts in the organisation of health care and nonmedical practices, thus opening
them up for ethical and social debate’ (Boenink, 2011).
The general implication is that reconstruction of the framings around a particular technology
provides ways of anticipating or at least opening the possibility of debate around the future
direction of the technology.
Second, the authors propose a distinctive methodology for developing the process of
involving stakeholders in the innovation process. The process has two main stages.
In the first stage, a series of scenarios is developed based on an analysis of the main
background issues related to the specific technology. In this case, the authors constructed a
series of scenarios based on an analysis of both the general historical, social and cultural
framings of Alzheimer’s disease and, further, on possible interactions of the proposed new
technologies with such framings. This, reconstruction, the authors further than established
Constructive Technology Assessment techniques because it involves presenting participants
with more detailed scenarios as part of a deliberation process.
In the second stage, a two-level process of interaction between stakeholders is proposed. At
a first stage, focus groups of stakeholders of a similar type are convened (e.g. physicians,
patients, families). The aim of the groups is to determine conditions that future
developments in the field should meet for that group to accept possible developments and
changes. A second phase involves ‘interactive deliberation’ across different groups of
stakeholders, mainly with the aim of mitigating the tendency of any particular group to only
advance its own interests - the interactive deliberation phase also requires the focus groups
to justify their positions to a wider audience.
Is this case to be judged an example of good practice/bad practice/a mixture?
The overall approach to the problem is useful because the project is explicitly intended to
develop responsible research and innovation in an application to a specific problem. The
project is inherently focused on identifying and addressing ethical issues early on. The case
study can be usefully seen as an example of good practice in terms of attempting to develop
and apply a systematic RRI approach. However, some reservations are discussed in the next
section.
What were the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
This discussion will consider the overall RRI framework used in this project, rather than its
application to the particular issue discussed. The reason for this is that the researchers
involve explicitly set out to develop and apply a coherent RRI framework with possible
extension to other cases both within the specific domain (health care and Alzheimer’s
disease in particular) and potentially beyond. It is particularly interesting to look at the way
the researchers dealt with both the issues of addressing uncertainties in the development of
a particular technology, and at how they involved stakeholders (these were two of the
fundamental research problems involved in the project).
-

In terms of addressing the uncertainties of the development of a new technology, the
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researchers used a methodology that involved developing multiple scenarios that put
the particular technologies in the context of more general social and cultural
developments. This was done because, it is argued, providing a broader social context
for the technology allows anticipation (if not prediction) of the possible ways in which
the technology might evolve.
One issue here is that more explanation of the mechanisms through which the development
of social and cultural background helps in the process of anticipation would be helpful: how
exactly is the chosen information used to develop the anticipatory scenarios. It is also
important to stress that the authors do not seem to be claiming strong predictive powers for
their proposed approach: rather, the aim is to anticipate possible or likely changes. Again,
some further explanation of the difference between anticipation and prediction could be
useful.
A further issue with the scenarios is that they appear ultimately to have been written by the
researchers themselves and then presented to the focus groups. It could be argued that a
more robust approach (perhaps involving peer review of the scenarios by third parties, for
example), could enhance the quality and transparency of the scenarios presented.
- In terms of the participatory structures, the two-stage approach (focus groups followed by multistakeholder interactive workshops) is well thought out and justifiable. However, some questions can
still be raised. Many projects in RRI propose iterative approaches to participation and inclusion –
this implies that yet more stages could be added to the process, perhaps with repetitions of the two
basic focus group and interactive workshop stages over time. This could allow for further
consolidation of the initial ideas and conclusions.
- Yet another issue is that the authors do not (in the work consulted) address the question of how
they support some of their key hypotheses. They argue that the process they propose should create
more socially and ethically responsible innovations that are less exposed to the risk of rejection.
However, it would be useful to develop some way of testing this assertion, for example by seeing if
guidelines developed using this method do indeed attract more public approval than guidelines
produced using other methods (and indeed whether there are diminishing returns involved when
using still more complicated and iterative processes – that is, is there a point at which the cost of
using a more complex process outweighs the benefits in terms of public approval or similar
measures)?

Conclusion
It can be argued that the most useful outcome of this case study was the explicit
development and application of a general approach to RRI which, although applied to a
specific issue, can also be expanded both within and beyond the main domain or field of
application. The researchers’ development of two aspects of this general approach are
worthy of attention. First, there is their claim that developing a range of scenarios based on
a broader analysis of the relevant social and cultural background would be useful in
anticipating future technological developments. This is a promising suggestion but needs
further development and theoretical grounding (which the researchers appear to have
developed elsewhere – see Boenink 2010, for example). Second, there is the development of
the two-stage approach featuring both focus groups and interactive workshops. Again, this is
a potentially useful basis for the development of a methodology for stakeholder
involvement. However, it could be developed further by adding more stages and by
considering different combinations of different types of stakeholders throughout the
process.
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8.2 Appendix 2 - Case Study
Agrinanotechnology in India

2:

Agribiotechnology

and

Subject Keywords:
Agrobiotechnology; responsible innovation; nanotechnology; science and society
Domain/Field:
Responsible innovation in the field of agrinanotechnology using the previous experience of
agribiotechnology as a base for comparison.
Abstract:
[Quoted from original (Pandey, 2013)]
The agribiotechnology debates in India over the last decade have set precedents for
reflecting on the changing relationship between science and society. This article tries to
engage with these lessons in order to stress the need to assimilate them while imagining
new technological interventions such as nanotechnology for agriculture and governance.
While searching for an appropriate governance mechanism, the article opens up the
international debate on ‘Responsible Innovation’ in the context of emerging technologies,
for scrutiny in the Indian context. In doing so, the article highlights the neglected power
dynamics on responsible innovation and proposes a ‘beam balance’ metaphor to engage
with the idea of ‘Responsible Innovation’ in order to take the inequalities and alternative
perspectives into account.
Who or what was responsible? (Stakeholder):
Poonam Pandey - Researcher, Centre for Studies in Science Policy, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi
Professor Pranav Desai - Centre for Studies in Science Policy, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
New Delhi
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What were they responsible for? (Problem area)
The study is a comparison of the existing frameworks for the regulation of agribiotechnology
and the emerging frameworks for the regulation of agrinanotechnology in India. The
frameworks for regulating agribiotechnology emerged after the growth of biotechnology in
India during the 1980s. This growth and the eventual application of biotechnology to
agriculture led to various issues in India, including the controversial use of biotechnology in
cotton and brinjal (aubergines), and more generally in proposals to set up a regulatory body,
the BRAI (Biotechnology Regulatory Authority of India). The study examined involved a
critical analysis of the proposed regulatory frameworks for agribiotechnology and compared
those frameworks with a possible emerging framework for agrinanotechnology.
Affected stakeholders
As the authors make clear, heavy dependence on agriculture as a major part of the India
economy means that the scope of the various proposed and emerging regulatory
frameworks is very large, with some 700 million people being potentially affected by such
frameworks.
Besides those involved in the agricultural sector, there is also an existing infrastructure for
agribiotechnology and agrinanotechnology in India. This includes institutes and centres of
excellence in the field (such as the Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB, 2010)
and the government Department of Biotech ology (Ministry of Science and Technology,
2014)), and international collaborations and public private partnerships.
Finally, there are civil society groups specifically dedicated to campaigning on the issue if
biotechnology in agriculture, such as the Gene Campaign (Gene Campaign, 2013).
Describe the key issue/problem
The key issue at stake is the effective regulation of new and emerging technologies in the
field of agriculture in India. The Indian government has succeeded in setting up research and
development infrastructure in the fields of both agribiotechnology and more recently
agrinanotechnology, but the regulatory frameworks for these new areas have emerged
more slowly. There is at present a bill that would allow for the setting up of a regulatory
authority in the field of agribiotechnology (Government of India, 2012), but this has met
with strong opposition. There does not as yet appear to be a similar legislative initiative in
the field of agrinanotechnology.
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what were the limitations of the approach chosen?
The Indian government has not yet completed the process of setting up the Biotechnology
Regulatory Authority of India – the proposed authority is still at the Bill stage, and has met
with strong opposition from a number of sources: it has been argued that the proposed
regulatory authority lacks a clearly defined area of authority, would not be established in
consultation with affected parties, and even that the bill is unconstitutional because it would
allow for national level regulation of an area that is in fact the responsibility of the separate
states in India.
The opposition to the proposed regulation of agribiotechnology provides an opportunity to
examine the problems that have arisen in the attempt to regulate in this field. The authors
of the article in question diagnose the problems with the proposed regulation with
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reference to the (possibly implicit) models that officials use in the process of developing
legislation. It is argued that a persistent problem with the regulation of new technologies in
India is that the dominant understanding of the science-society relationship is based on a
‘deficit model’ – that is, the ‘public’ is often constructed in a such a way that it is presented
as an ‘innocent’, ‘unaware’ and ‘uninformed’ mass. This has proved problematic both
because it underestimates the capacity of the public to organise and act (as opposed to
passively receiving and accepting information from official sources) and because it
underestimates the diversity of levels of understanding and awareness of technology among
the public.
The attempted regulation of the agribiotechnology sector in India thus seems to be based on
a model that is unsuited to address the complexity of public involvement and participation.
This has clearly not been successful, given the level of opposition to the proposed regulatory
framework for biotechnology. The authors also express concern that a similar ‘framing’ of
the issues in terms of the deficit model mentioned above is likely to occur in the case of
agrinanotechnology, which would be likely to lead to similar opposition to any proposed
regulation in this field.
A second problem arises from another of the underlying frameworks that has informed the
regulatory process: regulation of biotechnology is heavily based on the risk-biosafety model,
which is focused on managing scientifically definable risks. The model became influential in
the aftermath of the Bhopal Gas disaster. The authors argue that the use of a model that is
exclusively focused on scientifically definable risks has led to a narrowing of the conception
of innovation and an exclusion of the consideration of broader social impacts of new
technologies.
Is this case to be judged an example of good practice/bad practice/a mixture?
The case of the regulation of agribiotechnology in India can be judged to have been an
example of generally bad practice because the dominant frameworks for thinking about the
process of regulation are problematic. Both the ‘deficit model’ of public engagement and the
risk biosafety model appear to have played a dominant role in the development of the
(proposed) regulatory frameworks for agribiotechnology, and appear likely to be influential
in any future regulation of agrinanotechnology as well. The deficit model is problematic
because it is out of touch with the reality of structures of public opposition and knowledge
about the fields in question. The risk biosafety model is problematic because it is mainly
appropriate in areas where knowledge about risks is such that it can have a fairly sound
scientific basis – this is often not the case in areas if highly innovative technological
development.
What were the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
As noted above, the authors of the study are concerned that the two dominant frameworks
for thinking about (and regulating) new technologies are likely to be applied again in the
case of agrinanotechnology – this would probably lead to a repetition of the situation that
occurred during the attempted regulation of agribiotechnology.
Nevertheless, the authors attempt to mitigate this scenario by offering some suggestions
about how to avert the previous problems with agribiotechnology.
A first point is identified in the use of ‘imaginaries’ to frame the emergence of new
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technologies. It is pointed out that, particularly in the case of new technologies that involve
high degrees of uncertainty, there is a tendency to mobilise the most inclusive imaginaries in
order to attract multiple stakeholders to support a particular innovation. The case of
biotechnology was an example in which imaginaries of pro-poor technology, the second
Green Revolution and similar framings were used by governments, enterprises and media
sources. However, these imaginaries were also insulated from public debate and social
context and thus failed to respond properly to the needs of the very groups they often
evoked (especially the poor). There is a tacit assumption that improved international
competitiveness will eventually lead to the solution of other country-specific problems such
as (in the Indian case) poverty, malnutrition and lack of health services. In fact, such
assumptions are often not borne out in reality. The authors stress the importance of
avoiding situations in which imaginaries become more rhetoric or hype: they suggest that
this can be done by opening the narratives to broader conceptions of concerns such as risk,
uncertainty, ethical concerns and social changes. Imaginaries are, it would seem from this
approach, necessary in order to open public discussion and bring innovations into the public
sphere for discussion, but they need to be handled with more care so that they do neither
proceed from a narrow (often economic) set of assumptions about the potential of
innovations, nor become overly rigid and insulated from changing perceptions.
A second point is developed on the basis of a metaphor for the structure of innovation
governance in India. The authors invoke the metaphor of a beam balance – the ancient
weighing scales of the type held up by the figure of justutia seen above many law courts all
over the world. The authors use the metaphor to make two points. First, there is a structural
imbalance between the two sides of the scales – there is strong investment in the innovation
dynamics, but there is less investment in innovation governance. This is clearly seen in India,
where the emergence of agribiotechnology and more recently agrinanotechnology have
both followed a pattern where research centres and other infrastructure appears first, and is
only later followed by governance structures. This leads to an imbalance between the
‘infrastructure’ and ‘governance’ sides of innovation. A second part of the metaphor raises
the question of who is holding the scales: different institutional actors can have different
purposes, which can again affect both the contents of the infrastructure and governance
sides of the scales as well as the balance between them. Again, the authors suggest that this
situation could be avoided or mitigated by ensuring that the imaginaries used during the
emergence of new technologies remain open and take account of social changes and
differing interests.
Conclusion
Perhaps the most distinctive and original contribution to be drawn from this analysis is the
authors’ discussion of the role of ‘imaginaries’ in the emergence of innovations. The authors
acknowledge that such imaginaries are both necessary and potentially dangerous. They are
necessary because some structure is needed to frame the emergence of innovations,
particularly during early phases in which detailed scientific knowledge of the implications of
a particular innovation is not yet available. Imaginaries are necessary to open public debate.
However, imaginaries are also dangerous because they can become insulated from public
debate and changing attitudes, because they can be used to provide a mask of legitimacy for
new technologies, and because they can be framed in a limited way (for example by focusing
only on the economic benefits of a technology). The authors propose their beam balance
(weighing scales) metaphor as a way to frame a more adequate approach to innovation that
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both provides a better balance between governance and infrastructure, and which is more
attentive to the power dynamics that lead to the construction of the initial imaginaries.
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8.3 Appendix 3 - Case Study 3: E-Health
Subject
health, safety, freedom, privacy, protection, transparency, profitability, sustainability
Domain / Field
Health, ICT, joint technology initiatives
Abstract
The project aimed at the development and implementation of a vital parameters‘ (blood
glucose, blood pressure) monitoring and alarm system for mobile health care. Although,
from a technical and financial point of view, the system appeared efficient and acceptable
for the clients, it disappeared from the market shortly after its launch due to a lack of
cooperation with important healthcare stakeholders.
Domain/Field of research and innovation
The aim of the project was to create a system that enhances health and safety for clients by
monitoring, recording and automatically transmitting the vital parameters blood glucose
and blood pressure, in order to control them more close-meshly, facilitate their long-term
evaluation and set off alarm in case they exceed a critical value.
On the other hand, privacy of the clients would be protected given that access to the data
was only provided to persons explicitely designed by them.
The system allowed computer-based measurement of the vital parameters blood glucose
and blood pressure, the recording of these data in an electronic diary, the definition of of
critical values and, in case these thresholds were exceeded, the alarming of the client‘s
relatives, caregivers or physicians. The electronic diary enabled the client’s physician to
conduct long-term-analyses of the vital parameters in a well-arranged way and to draw
conclusions for further therapy and medication.
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Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
This system was developed by the telcommunications equipment company ALCATEL Lucent
in cooperation with the telecommunication provider Orange, the Vienna General Hospital
and Samaritan Vienna.
What were they responsible for? (problem area)
The telecommunications equipment company ALCATEL Lucent technically implemented the
equipment for data collection and transfer, and the data base.
Orange provided the telecommunications infrastructure.
Both were thus responsible for safety, transparency and privacy.
Medical expertise was administered by the Vienna General Hospital, which contributed to
the content of the online platform and surveyed the project from the medical point of view,
and was thus responsible for health and clients protection.
Samaritan Vienna helped to find test clients and to assist in the testing process and in the
declaration of data protection. They were responsible for the freedom of the clients to
participate or not in the project, and also for their safety and privacy.
Affected stakeholders
Elderly and their relatives, doctors and hospitals, caregiving organizations and staff.
Describe the key issue / problem
The objective of the project was to enhance health and safety of patients by the means of
an automatic monitoring and alarm system viewing the vital parameters blood glucose and
blood pressure.
A system of that kind might be especially helpful for special target groups like children with
diabetes, or patients with low compliance, in order to avoid their „cheating“; furthermore,
for patients testing new medicaments, or in cases where adequacy of medication has to be
closely controlled. Freedom of movement would be enhanced if a remote control of vital
parameters automatically set off an alarm and guaranteed help.
At the same time, data security and protection appear crucial when dealing with medical
data, which would be secured by technical and organizational measures.
To achieve the above mentioned goal, it would also be necessary that physicians encourage
and support their patients to use this system and that they apply it as a tool of evaluation
and quality assurance of their medical care. Without the contribution of the attending
doctor, the output of the system would end as a data cemetery.
After the test run, the system was launched to the market. Although its price (10,- € per
month) did not conflict with the clients‘ willingness to pay, the system failed to win the
cooperation of the medical association and the health insurance companies, and thereby
the clients‘ attending physicians. As a consequence, clients‘ interest in the system rapidly
decreased. In the end, the system lacked profitability and had to be pulled out of the
market. So, the absence of important stakeholders in the project led to its nonsustainability.
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How was the responsibility exerted / not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem
and what were the limitations of the approach chosen?
The project included various partners from different disciplines (telecommunication,
medicine, caregiving) working jointly together to ensure that all ethical as well as technical
aspects were covered during the entire project. Possible concerns of people regarding the
exertion of e-health were considered. Therefore, users were involved throughout the
project, as their needs and wishes were examined with user requirement studies, usability
studies (living labs models), regular feedback intervals, regular dialogue with clients, and
user satisfaction evaluation.
Nevertheless, the project failed to integrate some important stakeholders, namely the
medical association and the health insurance companies.
The system was designed to provide computer-based vital parameters‘ monitoring with the
purpose to enhance clients‘ health and security and contemporaneously respecting and
protecting their privacy requirements via data encryption.
Clients gave written informed consent, which explicitly stated that the e-health-services
should not be regarded as a substitute for regular medical check-ups and treatments, or
emergency systems. These measures showed themselves apt to protect health and safety of
the clients.
After signing the consent, clients received a glucose-meter or a blood-pressure-meter and a
mobile phone. During the testing of the e-health-system, clients continued measuring blood
glucose and blood pressure as before. The measured data were automatically encrypted
and submitted to a central internet database. Retrieving these personal data was only
possible with username and password, in order that only clients, or the persons authorized
by them (like relatives, caregivers or the attending physicians) could get access to them.
Through these measures, clients‘ privacy was protected.
In the course of testing, feedback from clients, caregivers, physicians, and automatically
generated messages were collected and evaluated. The user-friendliness of the system was
enhanced stepwise following the clients‘ feedbacks, which promised good transparency for
the clients.
The system was introduced to the market in 2010, but had to be retracted soon after. The
reason for its failure was mainly that important stakeholders, namely the medical
association and the health insurance companies, refused their cooperation when the
system was implemented. .Furthermore, the telecommunication provider had been
supposed to advertise the system more actively, but, due to internal changes in the
organization, this investment was stopped before the end of the project.
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice / a mixture?
The project received the ebiz governement award in 2010.
Unfortunately, although e-health would have served as good example regarding health,
safety, freedom, privacy, protection, transparency, it failed with regard to sustainability and
profitability, because it had to retracted from the market not long after its introduction, the
underlying cause for its failure mainly being that it missed out some important stakeholders
– the medical association and the health insurance companies, and thereby the clients‘
attending physicians.
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What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue / problem that have been
learned?
For future research in this area, we recommend that all stakeholders be considered and
that their willingness to support the project should be secured in advance.
While technical and medical expertise in designing a vital parameters‘ monitoring and alarm
system on the one hand, and clients‘ approval of the system and its implementation on the
other hand, appear both indispensable, it is also crucial not to forget other stakeholders
that have to consent and to cooperate in order to guarantee the system’s sustainibility and
profitability.
How was this approach decided upon? What were the primary considerations in the
reasoning and were any special tools in resolving the key issue/problem?
The initiative to the project e-health came mainly from the telecommunication equipment
company. Our feeling was that they viewed the medical and caregiving organizations rather
as provider of test clients and in-the-field-expertise, rather than regarding them as
equivalent cooperation partners in all stages of the project.
In the planning of the project, the following important key issues health, safety, freedom,
privacy, transparency, and clients‘ protection were definitely taken into account.
The problem was that forgetting to integrate important stakeholders into the project
evidenced its full impact only after the end of the project, when a lot of time and money
had been already invested into the development of the system.
In addition to that, the caregiver organisation was just gathering its first experience with
research projects, so it shied away from giving a more discerning feedback to the project
leader.
Also, the two telecommunications companies underwent significant internal alterations in
the course of the project, which also lead to a change in the business environment.
What steps were required in implementing this approach? For example could it be
brought directly to management or was there the need to prove that it was a problem
through empirical research or economic analysis?
The project idea was brought directly to the caregiving organisation’s management, which
showed interest in the system because it suited its principle of continuous improvement.
The next steps included several technical and medical analyses as well as clients feedback
regarding the system. In this way, health, safety, clients ‘protection, privacy and
transparency were secured.
One step that missed was to get the medical associations and the health insurance
company’s support and cooperation. This would have been necessary already in the
beginning of the project.
Conclusion
The technical and medical experts working together in the project proved to be experienced
enough regarding the ethical issues health, safety and privacy protection,
However, it would have been helpful if, in the beginning project, all possible stakeholders
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had been considered.
This applies especially to representatives of the medical association and of the health
insurance company which should have been invited to join the consortium. To convince
them of the benefits of the system and to win their support would have been an important
prerequisite for the profitability and sustainability of the system.
In addition to that, establishing a solid basis of cooperation with the clients‘ physicians
would have rendered the e-health a useful tool for enhancing clients‘ health, safety, and
more freedom to move around.

8.4 Appendix 4 - Case Study 4: FEARLESS – Fear Elimination As
Resolution for Loosing Elderly’s Substantial Sorrows
SUBJECT
security, safety, protection, elderly, transparency, privacy
DOMAIN/FIELD
security, pattern recognition, audio-visual assistance, elderly, risk detection, self-serve
society
Abstract
The project FEARLESS which stands for “Fear Elimination As Resolution for Loosing Elderly’s
Substantial Sorrows” aims to reduce elderly’s fears within their homes. Due to reluctance or
forgetfulness of elderly to wear any devices which may activate alarm calls, the project is
designed to visually and acoustically detect risks. Subsequently, relatives or care taker
organizations will be connected automatically and without the need of any user
intervention. The overall aim is the reduction of barriers, which impedes the mobility of
elderly people at home as well at outside. By providing safety, elderly will suffer from less
fears and thus enhancing their participation in societal life.
Audiovisual detection of risks
The goal of the project is to detect a wide range of risks including smoke and fire, flooding,
falls or sudden changes with a single sensor unit, enhancing mobility as well as participation
in societal life by reducing elderly’s fears. The FEARLESS system uses cameras equipped with
microphones as sensors, allowing for the combined visual and acoustic detection of risks.
Furthermore, the system makes use of a late fusion approach which performs analysis of
the scene on each camera individually and then combines the individual results to get an
overall decision. Due to the smaller size and dimensionality, audio data is easier and faster
to process than video data. Many of the events to be detected by the FEARLESS system are
usually accompanied by characteristic audio sounds that could provide useful information
for detection. In order to detect reduced mobility, a long-term tracking of the elderly is an
essential part of the system. This tracking is usually done visually but FEARLESS also
introduces audio information into tracking. This kind of sensor offers a flexible and
extendable solution, able to detect different kinds of events simultaneously by applying
computer vision and audio processing algorithms.
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Who was responsible?
The project FEARLESS is part of the Ambient Assisted Living Joint Programme (AAL JP),
which aims to create a better condition of life for the elderly through the use of information
and communication technology. Furthermore, FEARLESS is an across-national project which
consists of partners from complementary disciplines working jointly together in order to
provide an all-embracing expertise. The consortium, which comprises 10 organizations from
4 different countries aims at developing a high-end product while covering different aspects
of end-users needs and wishes. To ensure a holistic approach, not only technical members
but also psychologists, medical scientists and companies are part of the project.
Psychological and medical aspects are covered by the University of Bamberg and the
Medical University of Vienna, whereas usability aspects will be considered by Linkcare
Health Services. The technical expertise will be provided by CogVis GmbH and the Vienna
University of Technology as well as by Fraunhofer IPK. Due to the already existing
infrastructure of a panic button system, direct end user access will be provided by TeSan
and Samariterbund Wien. Achieving a high dissemination will be enabled by the integration
of the electronic partner network provided by InfoKom GmbH, whereas the focus of i2Cat
Technological Center is more on the development of appropriate business models.
[What were they responsible for?]
Since FEARLESS aims at providing an end-user centred design, the participation of users like
elderly, care-taker organizations or relatives is crucial. Thus, the consortium partners are
chosen to ensure high user participation from the very beginning throughout the whole
project to ensure continuous user evaluation and feedback loops. Needs and fears, side and
long-term effects and ethical or practical implications of FEARLESS are studied by the
University of Bamberg during the whole project phase. A focus of this psychological
research will lie on the self-efficacy, as it is associated with mobility. By providing safety
FEARLESS reduces fears and thus it will enhance mobility as well as self-efficacy. The
Medical University of Vienna and Linkcare act as consultants and provide medical
information regarding diseases like dementia but will also perform clinical trials during the
project as they benefit from connections to the Vienna General Hospital as well as to the
Hospital Clinic de Barcelona.
Privacy and transparency issues
FEARLESS should not be perceived as a surveillance system, but as emergency aid which
enables elderly to keep self-confidence while handling every day challenges. Self-efficacy
though cannot arise when a person perceives oneself as in control. Therefore, a principle of
minimal intrusion is crucial. Otherwise, a person will not feel safe in their homes but
incompetent and under surveillance – circumstances which may lead to low self-efficacy,
depression and paranoia. Furthermore, ethical and legal issues need to be taken into
account. Another factor which has to be considered is the lack of expertise at the supplier
side concerning different sensor systems. If an end user is willing to use the FEARLESS
technology two problems occur: to be aware of existing solutions and to find the right
company in order to install it. Usually elderly will contact their known and trusted
electrician around the corner to get information. However, these are mainly small family
businesses which do not have the resources and skills to provide services, involving all crafts
necessary. The best ambient assisted living technology is worthless, if end users and
vendors do not know that the technology exists. To overcome this problem, important parts
of the supply chain have to be integrated.
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How was responsibility exerted?
All ethical aspects are assessed prior to the initiation of the user requirements studies and
will be monitored during the entire project. This includes offering a confident
communication channel for all end users and related persons, so ethical problems arising
within these periods can be dealt with as soon as possible. Due to the use of optical sensors
and the intense user integration, FEARLESS has to consider end user’s privacy and concerns
at any time. Additionally, all recommendations and laws covering privacy protection on
national and European level will be taken into account. As FEARLESS detects incidents in
real-time, no data has to be stored in general. However, if an incident occurred, the system
will make a snapshot of the scene totally anonymous so no personal information is visible at
all. This snapshot will then be provided to the operator to afford proper actions are taken.
To ensure that end users are fully in charge over FEARLESS, it will be built in a fashion that a
discernible signal will clearly indicate when the sensor is active. At any time, the system can
be disabled by the end user easily. In order to ensure widely dissemination, FEARLESS
involves an international network of electricians via one of its partner. This will ensure the
usability of the FEARLESS sensor unit and functions as well as the fast adoption by the
market.
Conclusion
The overall goal of FEARLESS is the reduction of barriers, which impedes the mobility of
elderly people by combining vision based sensors with acoustic event detection. To ensure a
holistic view, the project consortium consists of partners from different disciplines and thus
not only technical aspects are covered. FEARLESS aims at providing end users help,
whenever help is needed. To accomplish this, psychological factors as well as protecting
privacy are taken into consideration. The user are involved throughout the entire project, as
their needs and wishes are examined in regular feedback intervals – as well as their feasible
concerns about their privacy. The focus does not lie on developing a new technology, but
also on realistic dissemination. Hence, important parts of the supply chain have to be
integrated – the cooperation with a big network of electricians and electric shops assures
that people get to know FEARLESS as well as a widely distributed installation.

8.5 Appendix 5 - Case Study 5: Sarawak’s hydropower energy
Subject
Select subject keywords from list below and if necessary add new ones- max 10 keywords.
energy, environment, socio-economic/humanities, , construction, communication and
culture (additional: sustainability, media, legalism, corporate social responsibility)
Abstract
There are many layers and ongoing agendas and political relationships which have formed
and will continue to direct the motivation, intention, position and solutions offered.
Emotional response to development is expected. Lack of emotional response is unhealthy as
it would actually signal a sharp and blatant deterioration in our social and moral fabric, a
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disinclination to stand up for wrong, a detachment from solidarity, pride and home.
Developments happens both because of and in spite of emotions. Emotions are no more the
collateral paid for required socio-economical betterment as they are the sources of
resistance and also the kick start and driver to achieving a pre-determined standard, albeit
being experienced through a myriad of personalities, ideologies and principles.
The development of Sarawak within a political-socio-economical landscape as a result of
historical conditioning and national agenda.
The identification, harnessing and expansion of natural resources to lift and drive the
transformation of Sarawak’s economy.
Field of research and innovation
1) Hydropower as Energy.
2) Balancing preservation of culture in light of an unprecedented rate and volume of
development.
Sarawak boasts unique topography and hydrology, capable of creating and generating large
amounts of hydropower at a consistent and constant rate. With careful planning and
dynamic strategy, the vision of the Sarawak Government is that by developing and
harnessing the available hydropower energy, industries and foreign investors will be
attracted to Sarawak. At a very basic level, cluster industries will create employment
opportunities, grow talent, strengthen social standing and subsequently elevate Sarawak’s
economy. An economically viable and stable Sarawak will best be able to maintain control
over her natural resources. The history behind the need for control will be explained in the
last paragraph in this section*.
The 1st dam owned by the State was Batang Ai was built in the 1980s. The Socio-Economic
Impact Assessment (SEIA) was not a requirement and present policies should not be used to
unfairly judge past projects. Having said that, although a legal framework is absolutely
necessary and is meant to protect various parties from inconceivable consequences,
legalism is not the way forward as it proves a bitter and brittle crutch.
The Bakun dam and the controversies that surrounded the dam “as large as the island of
Singapore” is actually a Federal project although to the public eye the difference does not
matter and the State Government and State owned electricity utility must bear their share
of responsibility/ blame for any negative effects, realised or perceived, of the dam.
The latest dam (Murum) has been the focus of much controversy both locally and
internationally. The Government and Utility had to recently appear in Geneva to answer
allegations of “abuse” against the indigenous people. Links on this provided further below.
Another 9 dams are in the pipelines at different stages of decision making. Those opposed
to the dams rely mainly on a combination of factors namely the number of dams, their
environmental impact, infringed rights of native people and the unpopularity of the
Government of the day.
Technological advancement aside, the rapid development of ideas and infrastructure has a
real effect on the indigenous population especially the older generation who still maintain
their nomadic/ traditional way of life. Although a proportionately small group, the influence
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3rd parties whether by good or ill intention, have disproportionately magnified the actual
reality of socio-economical impact. Having said that, each opposition ought to be taken on
its own merits despite the unsavoury characteristics of those advocating alleged rights/
infringement of rights.
Sarawak is unique not only in its ecological diversity and topographical genius but also in the
vast array of cultures that make up her people. One of the reasons why opposition in the
name of indigenous rights has be so readily accepted (and the burden placed on
governments instead) is due to there being around 60 different ethnic groups in Sarawak,
many of whom have close ties, spiritually and culturally to the land. In striving for aggressive
development, Sarawak also needs to consider her greater asset; that of her people and their
cultural heritage.
Although emotions are inherent in all decisions, the issues will not be resolved on the backs
of uncompromising self-righteousness and indignation rather, it is in respecting a balance in
the meaning of liberty that dignity can be restored to discussions.
*The bulk of Malaysia’ export of petroleum and natural gas comes directly from Sarawak
however, Sarawak only receives a paltry 5% whilst the capital (Kuala Lumpur) keeps building
itself up on the backs of and to the detriment of the Sarawakian people.
Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
Sarawak Energy Berhad (Limited) (SEB) is a 100% State-owned Energy Utility. It holds the
monopoly over the generation, supply, transmission, distribution and maintenance of
electricity in Sarawak. Having the necessary financial strength and structure, SEB is also
entrusted to conduct feasibility studies, undertake to build dams (upstream), seek out
multiplier effect core industries and assess long term State growth as a result of
downstream activities. As a privatised organisation, it is under the guidance of its Board and
the State. This includes reporting findings/ answering questions pose by the State Assembly.
http://www.sarawakenergy.com.my/index.php/about-us
Although SEB’s responsibilities include identifying and mitigating the social and
environmental impact of construction, impoundment and operations of the dam, some
media and NGOs are anticipatorily antagonistic towards the project and utilise different
means to disrupt work progress, increase tensions between employees and indigenous
tribes and endanger lives. These 3rd parties are at best an unofficial check and balance,
hopefully deterring real corruption from infiltrating the ranks however their lack of
diplomacy and communication through proper channels undermines their own cause
amongst would be sympathisers but stirs up enough emotion to act as a permanent thorn in
SEB’s side. It is uncertain whether these demonstrations of representation are genuine or if
an ulterior agenda is in place.
http://www.theborneopost.com/2013/05/23/save-rivers-chief-stirs-controversy-at-ihaworld-congress/
What were they responsible for? (problem area)
As explained in the 2 sections above (please let me know if you need further details on this)
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Affected Stakeholders





State
SEB
Contractors
Displaced indigenous people

Describe the key issue/problem?
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?





What could any researcher in this domain do to reduce the possibility of the
problems/bad outcomes encountered?
What do you think are some of the limitations of the approach that was taken?
How was this approach decided upon? What were the primary considerations in the
reasoning and were any special tools in resolving the key issue/problem?
What steps were required in implementing this approach. For example could it be
brought directly to management or was there the need to prove that it was a
problem through empirical research or economic analysis?

Conclusion: Please identify what elements were most helpful in identifying and mitigating
this issue. How could the ethical issues have been addressed early on? What might lead
people to miss the existence of these issues?
References
Kindly find the following links for further information and perspectives.
SEB facts on Murum Dam:
http://www.sarawakenergy.com.my/index.php/hydroelectric-projects/fact-sheets/murum
SEB answer in Geneva:
http://www.sarawakenergy.com.my/index.php/news-events-top/latest-news-events/latestmedia-release/474-sarawak-government-team-takes-strong-stand-to-united-nations-ingeneva
Save Rivers - One of the more vocal NGOs against the Dam
http://www.savesarawakrivers.com/
Bruno Manser Fund – another vocal NGO against the Dam (in defence of the Penan
indigenous group)
http://www.bmf.ch/en/homepage/
Local newspaper reporting on ADB financing transmission lines between Sarawak and
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Kalimantan, Indonesia
http://www.theborneopost.com/2014/01/18/pestech-to-benefit-from-growing-regionaldemand-for-power/
Another local paper on recently approved dams
http://www.thestar.com.my/Business/Business-News/2014/02/19/Baram-Balleh-dams-getgoahead-Projects-will-raise-Sarawak-hydro-power-capacity-to-nearly-6000MW/
Additional documentation (separate documents, audio or video files) you used or that
show similar situations
(as per the links above)
ITEMS to be added to CASE STUDY by Observatory Management




Useful decision tools
Research standards
Other cases on the Obs.

8.6 Appendix 6 - Case Study 6: London Underground: Modular
Integrated Passenger Surveillance Architecture
Subject
Select subject keywords from list below and if necessary add new ones- max 10 keywords.
transport, surveillance, security, safety, technology development
Abstract
This case is taken from the PRISMATICA (pro-active Integrated Systems for Security
Managed by Technological, Institutional and Communication Assistance) project. This was
an EU project concerned with the development of MIPSA (Modular Integrated Passenger
Surveillance Architecture), an information processing system that would be developed
through the project to monitor real time data from CCTV cameras and automatically
recognise events. The potential use for MIPSA was to be within the operations rooms in
urban transportation network (metro systems) stations, in Europe. It was seen as a
‘upgrade’ of existing technologies available for use in the operations rooms. In particular,
MIPSA was seen as a solution to facilitating the ‘surveillance’ work of station supervisorstasked with the overall running of the stations. These institutional members were seen as
in danger of suffering from ‘cognitive overload’ due to multiple information sources
available to them in the coordinating the activity on the various transportation networks in
Europe.
The focus of the case is a qualitative video based study undertaken as part of PRISMATICA.
This was conducted by members of the Work Interaction and Technology Group based at
King’s College London, who through a situated consideration of the practices and
procedures of the station supervisor in stations within the London Underground Network
revealed how MIPSA may actually disrupt, rather than facilitate the work of station
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supervisors who are responsible for the ‘smooth’ running of station. This case showed how
an early and situated investigation of practices and procedures could be conceived as a
‘responsible’ exercise in requirements engineering- prevent dangerous, ineffective and
expensive technological developments from being produced.
Field of research and innovation
The particular field of concern here is technological development for the transportation
industry.
In particular it regards an EU project that was instigated around a decade ago, in order to
consider the development of an information processing system called MIPSA, to facilitate
and support the work of station supervisors in the operations rooms in transportation
networks across Europe.
This was in particular to mediate what was termed as the ‘surveillance’ activities of the
supervisors. The notion of ‘surveillance’ was conceptualised as a passive observer activity,
where the observer was at risk of ‘cognitive overload’ due to multiple devices available in
the operations rooms. In the London Underground operations rooms- there existed, for
example, a series of CCTV cameras, a Passenger announcement system, a radio, and a
telephone (amongst other electronic systems).
It was felt that if the Supervisors were overloaded with information from these various
sources, their likelihood of being able to locate and deal with problems- some of which
could be potentially very high risk (terrorism for example), would be impaired. MIPSA could
potentially overcome this issue by automatically detecting problems and alerting the
Supervisor, and also acting as an easy to use interface- whereby all tools such as CCTV and
Radio systems could be operated through the one system as opposed to separately.
Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
The ultimate responsibility for accepting and exploring the need to “update” the
technological infrastructure in the operations room at the London Underground was the EU,
who provided the funding for the project. There was an interdisciplinary consortium, which
included multiple urban tour operators from across Europe (including the RATP, ATM and
STIB).
This distinct case that formed part of PRISMATICA was undertaken as a result of the EU
funding was to be undertaken by the WIT Group at King’s College London.
This is a
research group that works using a qualitative vide-based methodological procedure. This
‘workplace studies’ method is based on ethnomethodology and conversation analysis, used
to elaborate on workplace activities through a fine-grained analysis of their activities.
These implications can be particular important in revealing tacit organisational interactions
which can be particularly important during the requirements engineering phase, iterative
developments or assessments of technologies- to (re)consider concepts that underpin
developments. Here the notion of ‘surveillance’ from which the dangers of ‘cognitive
overload’ stemmed from, were particularly key to understand and had implications for the
development of MIPSA.
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What were they responsible for? (problem area)
The WIT Group was responsible for a consideration of, and suggestion of implications for
technological developments (MISPA) to upgrade the operations room at London
Underground, surrounding the notion of ‘surveillance’.
This involved be considering how multiple technologies use (including CCTV, radios,
personal announcement systems) could be combined/replaced with more “up-to-date”
technology. It was feared that the station supervisors, given the range of technology
available to them would be subject to ‘cognitive overload’, and increase the likelihood of
them overlooking issues of importance in regards to the operation of the station. MIPSA
was geared towards overcoming this issue. It was hoped that developments through the
project, would enable MIPSA to detect issues such as ‘overcrowding’ (a common and
problematic issue in urban transportation networks). However, a situated study showed
the complexity and problematic implications of MIPSA.
The implications derived from the qualitative study revealed that, the prescriptive role
description of the station supervisors and a priori conceptualisation of surveillance and
‘cognitive overload’ were infact misrepresentative of the actual practices and procedures of
the station supervisors. The supervisors were not simply receiving information in a passive
way, but carefully and selectively based on their routine knowledge and the circumstances
at hand, configuring the environment in particular ways. Therefore- they were seen as
unlikely to ‘suffer’ from cognitive overload. Further, the detection of certain events
appeared to be based upon the interweaving of different images in particular
organisationally relevant ways. ‘Overcrowding’ for instance, was not based on a single
image, but on the interrelationship of different CCTV images to gage the overall passenger
flow in the station, in relation to ongoing circumstances (such as potential delays etc, which
may affect passenger flow).
The conceptualisations underpinning MIPSA- such as ‘surveillance’ were brought into
question, and it was questioned whether the it was first necessary to ‘improve’ the work
practice of the station supervisors, and secondly able to detect events according to the
complex and selective manner in which events were detected by the supervisor (not based
on the analysis of a single image).
Affected Stakeholders
The affected stakeholders of this particular case, since it a part of an EU project- considering
the development of MIPSA for European urban transportation operations- would be the
staff and passengers who operate and use the networks. This is, as the use of the MIPSA
would have implications for the manner in which organisational practices and procedures
are conducted, to coordinate the wider members of staff and commuters using the
networks. This case found that the use of MIPSA may have detrimental impacts on the
current practices and procedures of the station supervisor within the operations room.
This finding, in collaboration with the findings of other partners in PRISMATICA, may also
have affected the broader design and development of technologies to support surveillance,
since there were implications drawn for the notion of ‘surveillance’ and ‘cognitive overload’.
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Describe the key issue/problem?
They key issue surrounded the design and development of an information processing
system to monitor real time data from CCTV cameras in urban transportation network
operation rooms, and automatically recognise particular events (MIPSA). This was seen as
an ‘improvement’ to the current procedures of the station supervisor in these domains, and
facilitate their ‘surveillance’ of their particular station, to ensure that routine and extreme
dangers are prevented.
The notion of ‘surveillance’ and particular advantages attributed to the technology was that
of the Supervisor as someone prone to experiencing ‘cognitive overload’ due to the number
of technological devices based in the operations room. If the supervisor was overloaded in
this way, it was seen that important and dangerous events in stations may not be ‘found’ or
dealt with. Such events could range from passenger injuries, to even locating potential
terrorist activity. MIPSA was seen as a way in which the perceived shortcomings of the
surveillance could be overcome, through automatic detection enabled by the technology.
This would have associated economic benefits for the station- as a ‘better running’ may
mean more efficiency.
The manner in which these developments were considered by the EU was through an
interdisciplinary, collaborative team ranging from technology developers to social scientists,
in conjunction with key urban transportation operators in Paris, Milan and Brussels. The
development of MIPSA would take place collaboratively, with amongst other things, a
concern for the existing practices and procedures of station supervisors.
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen
Responsibility can be seen as being exerted through the case, in the situated consideration
of the work practices of the station supervisors in the London Underground, to understand
their work, from their perspective. In particular it was shown how important it is to attend
to the sensitivities of these various work practices rather than attempt to ‘prescribe’
technological solutions to ‘improve’ organisational work. The dangers of a technology such
as MIPSA being implemented without such a consideration, could be a misunderstanding of
issues faced in the domain, and a disruption of work practices- in the case with potentially
serious implications, possibly endangering thousands of lives or even their security.
This situated consideration may be important to for economical reasoning. It may prevent
whole technological systems being developed on misconceptualisations of what they intend
to facilitate or support- thereby preventing the expenditure of huge portions of money on a
system.
The limitations of the approach chosen could be stated that the investigation was a time
consuming, and comprehensive consideration of activity in the London Underground, which
took a number of years to understand. This may not be appropriate for the competitive
environment and the constraints it poses in all circumstances, where one particular demand
is speed.
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Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
This case is judged to largely be an example of good practice. Many technological
interventions introduced to workplaces are left redundant, resulting in the unnecessary
expenditure of vast quantities of money, for example, TAURUS (Charette, 2005) or the
London Ambulance Dispatch System (Beynon-Davies, 1999; Finkelstein and Dowell, 1996).
Here it is shown how an interdisciplinary team, and prior consideration of practices and
procedures is an example of good practices, for the workplace and related concerns such as
safety and security, and to support economically sound decision-making.
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
This particular case is an example of how a consideration of practices and procedures in
organisations can be used to prevent the implementation of technological ‘solutions’ that
hinder activity in potentially dangerous ways, and can be costly. The only drawback of this
is that nature of the situated, video based consideration of the workplace activity in this
situation was a time consuming undertaking. It may not be that this is possible in all
circumstances.
Despite the temporal constraint, the value of this approach initiated through the
PRISMATICA project can be extremely valuable. If we consider the wider elements of the
project this case was embedded within, then the interdisciplinary nature of the consortium
including members of industry, social scientists and engineers, provides a comprehensive
way of considering the issue at hand.
Conclusion
The strength of this case (if we consider the wider project in which it is embedded) is that
there were multiple disciplines involved in considering the issue, and there was a holistic
approach to the problem- where there were engineers who could consider the technology,
working closely with social scientists who could explore the practices and procedures of the
participants in the London Underground.
This approach, and the time that was allocated to it’s undertaking, was crucial to explore
and surface the practices and procedures of the station supervisor in the London
Underground. It was clear that workplace roles are not necessarily those that are depicted
in formal role descriptions, but contingent upon the ongoing activity of other staff,
passengers and situations within the station. This enabled the issue of how the supervisor
manages the activity in the station- and the associated dangers of not managing it
adequately, to be revealed in the early stages in the project. It further allowed an
explication and reconsideration of some of the concepts that were underpinning the
development of MIPSA- important and somewhat crucial.
It may be that if a problem related to a technological development, does not incorporate a
thorough elicitation of requirements based on an understanding of what workplace
activities are, then implementing new and innovative technological solutions to affect them
in a positive way is an extremely difficult undertaking. In this case, the design of a
technology to in one part resolve a perceived issue regarding ‘cognitive overload’, is shown
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to be unnecessary and potentially disruptive.
This is not to say the exploration of technological developments is not beneficial, it has
much to offer, however this case advocates a cautionary approach.
References
Heath, C., Svensson, M. S., Hindmarsh, J., Luff, P., & Vom Lehn, D. (2002). Configuring
awareness. Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), 11(3-4), 317-347.
Heath, C., Luff, P., & Svensson, M. S. (2002). Overseeing organizations: configuring action
and its environment. The British journal of sociology, 53(2), 181-201.
Additional documentation (separate documents, audio or video files) you used or that
show similar situations
Related References
Beynon-Davies, P. (1999). Human error and information systems failure: the case of the
London ambulance service computer-aided dispatch system project. Interacting with
Computers, 11(6), 699-720.
Charette, R. N. (2005). Why software fails [software failure]. Spectrum, IEEE, 42(9), 42-49.
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Service case study. In Proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Software
Specification and Design (p. 2). IEEE Computer Society.
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technology in London Underground Line Control Rooms. Computer Supported Cooperative
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ITEMS to be added to CASE STUDY by Observatory Management
a. Useful decision tools
b. Research standards
c. Other cases on the Obs.
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8.7 Appendix 7 - Case Study 7: Controlling the Irrigation Flow in Heap
Leach Piles by Unmanned Aerial Vehicle with Thermal Camera
Subject
The development of a mechatronic system performing top/down view over an on/off heap
leach pile, is highly desirable for recognizing and de- tecting, through thermal analysis, as
heap leach piles may become locally saturated by the leaching solution irrigation, triggering
liquefaction and possible collapse, that can bring catastrophic consequences, especially to
the life of the operators that has to work in the management of the pile.
Keywords: robotics
Abstract
Modern heap leaching practices represent an expanding opportunity to develop new
technologies dealing with new operating systems in order to improve the overall process.
Therefore, this research addresses the problem of the irreg- ular irrigation in heap leach
piles, in order to control irrigation and to avoid liquefaction, and herein the correlated
collapses, along with their catastrophic consequences, that also include the loss of lives.
Who or what was responsible?
The responsible of this research and innovation are the mechanical, electrical and chemical
engineers of the Advanced Mining Technology Center of the Uni- versidad de Chile, as well
as the operators of the heap leach piles along with metallurgical technicians and miners
who belong to different mines and hy- drometallurgical process plants. Eventually, labor
union of the different mines could be also involved, as such mechantronic system is
supposed to substitute the intervention of the human being in the operations.
What were they responsible for?
They are responsible for creating a system able to substitute the action of the human being
in charge of monitoring the heap leach pile. The irrigation process has to be monitored
during leaching, in order not only to check if the solution is distributed uniformly all over
the pile, but also for avoiding possible collapses due to liquefaction. Herein that the
presence of the human operators might be absolutely avoided in the surroundings of the
pile, in order to prevent possible catastrophic consequences to their lives.
Describe the key issue/problem?
Heap leaching is a mineral process in which crushed or run-of-mine rock are leached with
chemical solutions in order to extract valuable minerals. Heap leaching technology is largely
applied to copper-containing minerals in which these are irrigated with a weak sulphuric
acid solution. This solution dissolves the copper from the mineral and the ”pregnant leach
solution” (PLS) passes down through the ore pile and is recovered at the bottom. The
bottom of the leach pile is usually constructed with a geo-membrane liner, and a permeable
crushed rock drainage system along with a drainage pipe network. Copper is extracted from
the PLS using electro-winning processes and the acidic solution is recycled back onto the
leach pile. The critical aspects of heap leach piles can be summarized as the depth of the
ore, and for on/off pads the equipment loads, presence of water and local terrain [1]. All
these variables can dramatically affect stability. Since the piles may become locally
saturated from leach solution irrigation, the potential for liquefaction also exists and is
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often considered; moreover, if the pile is located in a seismically active zone. However,
liquefaction flow slide failures have also been reported to occur under static conditions;
these are of particular interest because of their catastrophic consequences over the
operations, and of course, the life of the human operators that work in the surroundings,
helping the management and maintenance of the heap leach pile.
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen?
Responsibility was exerted in a way all the people involved (technicians, operators, miners,
engineers) in the heap leaching process has participated actively, with technical
observations, and also based on their experience. With all this information, the mechatronic
system has been conceived for monitoring heap leach piles.
The main scope of this approach was to control de irrigation of the pile, in order to avoid
saturation zones, which can compromise, besides the leaching process, the stability of the
pile. In order to address the early detection of the saturation zones, it was necessary to
survey and monitor the pile, especially during irrigation. However, with this system it was
also intended to recognize the zones that were not irrigated, in order to improve the
leaching process as well. This monitoring action was conducted by a thermal camera
attached to an aerial vehicle. The idea was to detect the saturation zones and the not
irrigated ones through a thermal analysis, which can be conducted by image processing [2].
Therefore, as the saturation zones are detected, suitable control actions in the irrigation
system can be performed. In such case, in those zones in which there is an excess of
solution, the corresponding valves should be closed, yet in those zones there’s a lack of
solution, the flux must be increased. If these issues are controlled, the leaching rate will be
increased, which is traduced in an increase of recuperation of copper from the pile, and so
its production. But not only, it should also increase safety, especially for the operators that
work in the management of the pile.
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
This is an excellent case of RRI in which there was vivid interaction among the stakeholders.
This interaction guaranteed the chance to move towards respon- sible innovation, dealing
with the creating a new application that can help the human being to compute their tasks in
a safer way, avoiding by one hand, the direct exposition to acid solution (which is toxic for
humans) and avoiding the possibility to be reached by collapses due to liquefaction. In this
particular case, the conceived application and prototype, can lead to have in the future a
better process, that can give a better service to be successfully used in process plant.
The limitations that were encountered deal with some environmental and technical issues:





Wind conditions can make the aerial vehicle unstable. The wind speed should always be
below 8 Km/h for guaranteeing stability.
This approach can only check the irrigation process on the surface of the heap leach
pile. Therefore, is not completely effective, as a complete insight of the pile (in their
interior) is needed, in order to verify the conditions inside as well.
The primary considerations where merely based upon the opportunity of making an
effective application by integrating a aerial vehicle with a thermal camera along with
the some algorithms based on image processing and analysis. This research was
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stimulated by the evidence that heap leach pile management and maintenance needed
a technological framework to help human operators.
Therefore, this innovation was based on the need and request of miners and operators, in
order to assist and help in their activities, in order to avoid incidents and accidents, due to
acid exposition and collapses.
Conclusion
The thermal images are efficient for controlling irrigation in heap leach piles as they give
valuable information about the zones, if they are correctly being irrigated.
Image processing and analysis allows the classification in order to successfully separate and
segment different zones of the pile under irrigation, the loop can be closed as the irrigation
system can be controlled automatically. Such irrigation control can give the chance to
monitor the pile in order to avoid collapse because of liquefaction.
As this approach is non-invasive, it is not necessary for an operator to go and check inside
the heap leach pile the conditions of either the irrigation or the pile, as this information is
taken from the thermal camera with the unmanned aerial vehicle. Therefore, this kind of
approach dramatically reduces the risk for the operator, as he/she is neither exposed
directly to the solution nor above the pile.
References
R. Thiel and M. E. Smith, “State of the practice review of heap leach pad design issues,”
Geotextiles and Geomembranes, vol. 22, no. 6, pp. 555–568, 2004.
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8.8 Appendix 8 - Case Study 8: A Novel Methodology for Assessing the
Fall Risk using Low-Cost and Off-the-Shelf Devices
Subject: health
Keywords: health, biomedical engineering, joint technology initiatives
Abstract
Early detection of fall risk can reduce health costs associated with surgery, rehabilitation,
imaging studies, hospitalizations, and medical evaluations. This work proposes a
measurement-focused study oriented to evaluate a new methodology for assessing fall risk
using low-cost and off- the-shelf devices. Experiments were conducted in a population with
falling background, and with non-falling background. These two groups had the same age
distribution. Hence, such methodology can classify the fall risk as high or low.
Domain/Field of research and innovation
This work is related to the field of health, specifically the evaluation of the risk of fall of
elderly people. In order to successfully achieve this issue, other disci- plines had to be
considered as well. As these evaluations are made through a device, which in turn is
constituted by different sensors. Therefore, biomedical engineering aspects must be
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considered, as this tool seeks to close the gap be- tween engineering and medicine,
combining the requirements of the design and the setup along with the engineering aspects
and biomedical science in order to improve the health care treatment, including diagnosis,
monitoring, and therapy as well.
Who or what was responsible?
The responsible of this research and innovation comes from the bioengineering team,
composed by mechanical, electrical and biomedical engineers of the Advanced Mining
Technology Center of the Universidad de Chile, as well as a group of traumatologists,
neurologists and operational therapists who belong to different public and private hospitals
and who are working and researching in the field of Fall Risk Assessment for the last 20
years. However, other institutions were related too, as these have helped developing this
research: elderly care homes and dancers club for elderly people. Actually, for this study
chosen group that belonged to the low fall risk was composed by 21 persons. All these
people were Tango dancers, as they participate actively in a Tango Club. They dance at the
Tango Club two times a week, for two hours each time. The range of ages was between 54
and 83 years, with a mean of 68.2 years and a standard deviation (STD) of 7.2 years. The
high fall risk group was composed by 16 per- sons from hospitals and elderly care homes
with ages between 54 and 86 years. This group has a mean of 68.4 years and a standard
deviation of 8.9 years.
What were they responsible for?
Low-cost and off-the-shelf devices, designed for home video game, if they are integrated
properly, as in this study, are intended indeed to provide valuable information about
assessing human fall risk. The people involved in creating this new device were responsible
for offering a new methodology, as well as a prototype (that can then could lead into a
product) that could be used by elderly people in public and private hospitals. At least, that
was the scope of such a research. Obviously, the idea behind this research was to offer a
methodology and a low cost device, as the ones that are used right now are 10 times more
expensive; this has a direct and so positive impact on the users’ economy.
Describe the key issue/problem?
Carrying out activities of daily living (ADL) in a proper way usually needs balance and the
corresponding response to external stimuli (visual, auditory and/or proprioceptive stimuli)
[1]. Limitations in motor control can lead to disabilities, increasing the fall risk. Falls are the
major cause of fractures or traumatic injuries in elderly population. Approximately 30% of
those over 65 years have experienced at least one episode of falling in the previous year,
while 6% of these results in fractures [2, 3, 4, 5].
Most falls occur during locomotion [6], because of several factors that in- crease fall risk,
such as sedentary lifestyle, health problems, and advanced age. Hence, maintaining a high
level of locomotor self-sufficiency is a key issue in the management of elderly patients [4].
Falls can have many negative consequences, not only on health but also on the economy, as
these increase disease morbidity, mortality, and dependence on others in order to come
through with ADL. Early detection of fall risk factors can reduce health costs associated with
surgery, rehabilitation, imaging studies, hospitalizations, and medical evaluations.
Documented risk factors for fall risk include: muscle weakness, history of falls, gait deficits,
balance deficits, arthritis, depression, cognitive impairments, and age [3],[5].
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How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen?
This study aims to close the gap between clinical and laboratory tests by proposing a
methodology that allows the construction of low-cost, portable, replicable, objective and
reliable fall risk assessment systems, oriented to clinical practice in different populations,
such as elderly people or people with musculoskeletal dysfunction. Moreover, the ability to
quantitatively predict the fall risk in clin- ical practice is useful for preventing future falls (by
controlling the evolution of the risk through exercises or continuous care), and for
evaluating the use of walking aids.
Therefore, a novel methodology is used for building a scientific tool in charge of predicting
the fall risk in elderly people. This methodology is based on three main systems: a Data
Acquisition System, a Data Analysis System, and a Fall Risk Assessment System. Such
methodology includes eight tests that are applied to elderly people with high fall risk and
low fall risk [7].
In this work, the participants are classified as having high fall risk or low fall risk, according
to the following criterion: having at least one fall during the last year [4].
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key
Issue/problem that have been learned?
This is a good case of RRI in which there was a good interaction among the stakeholders.
This interaction guaranteed a good chance towards the creation of a good prototype (and
further a product) that can be successfully used in hospitals.
One of the limitations that were encountered are referred to the availability of the
participants when testing the methodology and classifiers. The methodology proposed and
so the prototype, would be much more robust and reliable if it has been conducted with
more people, and not only 37 participants. Nonetheless, incorporating more participants
should involve more work, in terms of time and data processing by the researchers.
Therefore, such approach was decided upon the availability of time and participants.
The primary considerations where merely based upon the opportunity of making a
prototype by integrating low cost and off-the-shelf devices (Kinect, Wii Motion and Wii
Balance) along with the using of signal processing, data mining, and computational
intelligence methods, in order to analyze the acquired data and determine the fall risk of
elderly people.
Conclusion
The most helpful elements were the experience of the team and the integrated work
among the researchers with doctors and therapists, along with the volun- teers used for
training the device and the proposed methodology. This is a novel method to identify the
risk of fall of a person with the same level of confidence than the ones commonly used in
clinical applications, but with an associated cost that is much lower. This may lead into a
great and positive impact, as these exams and evaluations can be much cheaper for the
population.
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8.9 Appendix 9 - Case Study 9: InReakt
SUBJECT
privacy, transparency, security, safety, protection
DOMAIN/FIELD
security, public transport, pattern recognition, audiovisual detection
Abstract
As violence and vandalism are on the rise in local public transport, passengers might feel
uneasy or even avoid public transport altogether. Thus, there is a need to ensure safety of
passengers and personnel of public transport systems. InREAKT aims at the automatic
detection of safety-critical situations in public transport by applying an event management
system, which combines audio and visual detection. Due to the specific issue, privacy and
transparency as well as the legal framework have to be taken into account.
Field of research and innovation
Vandalism and criminal offenses impede reliability and safety of public transport. Thus,
InREAKT aims at increasing security by applying an integrated and preventive approach.
Predefined processes might be advantageous when dealing with safety-critical situations
and emergencies. InREAKT applies an event management system, which includes an
integrated help reaction chain as well as a self-learning knowledge repository. It will be
supported by information and communication technologies, e.g. mobile applications, which
function as web based electronic emergency button. Different to traditional emergency
buttons, observers of critical situations will not have to reveal themselves as intervening
witnesses when using the mobile applications. The holistic detection system will enhance
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actions taken by security forces. The objective is to decrease personal injuries and damage
to property by increasing deterrence. Due to changing patterns of demography, particular
attention will be paid to elderly. It might be conceivable that this specific age group may
suffer from different fears than younger people. Additionally the project will consider
people’s notions about existing security measures as well as their expectations concerning
the application of InREAKT and other subsystems.
Who was responsible and what were they responsible for?
In order to identify precarious situations, InREAKT will provide an automatic detection
system, which combines audio as well as visual detection. By assessing emergencies
adaptive and situational the false alarm rate will decrease. InREAKT comprises a self-learning
event management system, which may be adapted to new circumstances in order to
improve processes over time. The system consists of a knowledge repository, which
provides the control center staff of the transport company with recommended actions and
emergency management plans. The project consortium consists of research institutions and
small and medium enterprises. STUVA is an independent, non-profit research institution
which activities mainly focus on the areas of underground construction as well as railway
and road transport. Fraunhofer Institut für Produktionsanlagen und Konstruktionstechnik
IPK conducts applied development and research on automation and security technology
amongst others. INIT GmbH is a leading supplier in Intelligent Transportation Systems as
well as fare collection systems and provides comprehensive knowledge with regard to the
needs of public transportation. Infokom GmbH offers customer orientated full-range ITsoulutions and services, which include consulting, software development and IT-training.
The department of experimental and theoretical psychology of the University of Heidelberg
provides expertise in the areas of complex problem solving, eye movement research and
neuropsychology.
How was responsibility exerted?
InREAKT will be accompanied by psychological research during the whole project phase.
Research mainly concentrates on perceptions of security, analyses of acceptance and
information management. Furthermore InREAKT seeks to determine subjective safety
concerns. The project aims at detecting local conditions, which might cause fears by
applying eye movement studies and complementary surveys. Besides the acceptance of
InREAKT, research will also focus on the significance of surveys on the whole. Additionally
the system will abstain from storing personal data. If an emergency occurs, the system will
transmit information about the incident to the control center of the transport company.
However, the objective is not the identification of the alleged criminal.
The project will be supported by a scientific advisory board. The board embodies end user
interests. Additionally it is responsible for articulating concerns related to passenger rights
and data protection as well as the right to informational self-determination. Special
attention will be paid to the regulatory framework for privacy.
Conclusion
Since InREAKT aims at the automatic detection of safety-critical situations important aspects
such as data protection and the right to informational self-determination as well as
regulatory frameworks have to be considered when applying monitoring technology in
public transport. Also end user’s needs and wishes have to be included in the work process.
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Yet responsible research and innovation also implies the need for openness and
transparency. It encompasses the consistent and ongoing involvement of all groups in
society. Considering the fears related to surveillance technology, transparency and
information management is crucial in order to ensure public acceptance and support.

8.10 Appendix 10 - Case Study 10: WEIRD
Subject
Broadband wireless transmissions of video and data for e-health applications (ultra-sound
images) and environmental monitoring (seismic data, volcano images), carried out in the EU
FP7 Project WEIRD
Domain/Field
Health, communication, environmental monitoring, security
Abstract
WEIRD (WiMAX Extension to Isolated Research Data networks) is project for implementing
research testbeds using the WiMAX technology to allow isolated or impervious areas to
connect to the GEANT2 research network. WEIRD will contribute to the standardization of
WiMAX integration into next generation networks. The application scenarios are: volcano
and seismic activities monitoring, fire prevention, and telemedicine, fixed and mobile video
surveillance.
Domain/Field of research and innovation
The domain of research and innovation is ICT, the interoperability of wireless and wired
networks with Quality of Service (QoS) support, the experimentation of novel wireless
broadband technologies with mobile clients (WiFi and WiMAX), and the transmission of
high-quality images (fire prevention - mobile surveillance) in different mobile environments.
Due to the peculiarities of the traffic flows involved in this project also security issues were
of major concern.
Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
Research institutions for volcano behavior study (e.g., ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI GEOFISICA E
VULCANOLOGIA), health institutions (e.g., ASSOCIAZIONE OASI MARIA SS. ONLUS), and SMEs
on health-care (e.g., SOCRATE MEDICAL SRL) were involved in this project.
In additions to this, many telecommunication industries were involved, such as ALCATELLUCENT ITALIA S.P.A., PORTUGAL TELECOM INOVACAO SA, and ITALTEL S.P.A..
The participants to this project were:
-

VALTION TEKNILLINEN TUTKIMUSKESKUSSUOMI
ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI GEOFISICA E VULCANOLOGIA
CONSORZIO PER LA RICERCA NELL' AUTOMATICA E NELLE TELECOMUNICAZIONI C.R.A.T.
CONSORZIO PISA RICERCHE SCARL
PORTUGAL TELECOM INOVACAO SA
FACULDADE CIENCIAS E TECNOLOGIA DA UNIVERSIDADE DE COIMBRA
UNIVERSITATEA POLITEHNICA DIN BUCURESTI
ALCATEL-LUCENT ITALIA S.P.A.
DAS PHOTONICS SL
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-

VEDURSTOFA ISLAND
SOCRATE MEDICAL SRL
WIND TELECOMUNICAZIONI S.P.A.
ITALTEL S.P.A.
ASSOCIAZIONE OASI MARIA SS. ONLUS
ORANGE ROMANIA S.A.

What were they responsible for? (problem area)
Developing new technologies and applications in the field of environmental monitoring
(volcano and seismic activities monitoring), telemedicine and telemedicine assistance, fire
station application, fixed and mobile video surveillance.
Affected Stakeholders
Main industries in the sector of wireless communications, main telecommunication
operators, SMEs to develop new applications on security, video, and alerting.
Describe the key issue/problem?
The main problem is to make experiments and use broadband wireless secure technologies
to allow video transmissions on the move. Different types of signals have been considered
to be transmitted in a wireless way investigating techniques to guarantee QoS (latency,
packet loss, jitter, etc.).
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen?
Two main areas and also testbed of the WEIRD project addressed interesting issues of
Responsibility as outlined below:
The project has addressed the monitoring of the environment (seismic and volcano risks). A
mobile seismic network an be deployed to support the permanent seismic network in case
of seismic or volcanic crises. This is very important to analyze as soon as possible the seismic
signals. It was considered that mobile stations gather the seismic signal in local mode,
storing the data on high capacity hard disks. The data are periodically collected, analyzed
and integrated with the permanent network ones.
The project has also focused on telemedicine and the adoption of novel technologies on the
move to provide prompt assistance in case of street car accidents. In particular, mobile
diagnostic tools (portable ultrasound) are used to take some images of the patient to be
sent via a laptop to the hospital where they are analyzed by an expert.
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
This project seems to be an example of good practice for the topics that have been
addressed (e-health, security, broadband transmissions) even if responsibility/ethical issues
were not explicitly taken into account.
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
The lesson learned in this project are the importance and the possibility of high-quality
video and data transmissions on the move to support important services for the community.
The WEIRD project had many RRI implications even if ethical issues were not directly
addressed.
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The main limitation on the approach is that the solution proposed are quite related to the
specific technologies adopted and a new solution should be identified with the new
technologies that could on the other hand provide even more powerful capabilities to
support monitoring and e-health services.
The 'special tools' considered in this project are related to technologies like IEEE 802.16e.
Empirical research was heavily involved in this project since many testbeds have been
implemented in different scenarios.
Conclusion
The WEIRD project has dealt with broadband wireless communications and applications to
scenarios that are very important for everyday life, such as seismic sensors, volcano
monitoring, fire monitoring, and e-health. Si there are many ethical and RRI implications for
the activities of this project even if ethical issues are not directly addressed apart the
interest in supporting a secure communication channel. Many applications have been tested
with the transmission of high quality video images on the move (e-health applications, fire
alarms for forests, etc.).
Several test-beds have been built in order to allow the European research backbone
networks (i.e., GÈANT and GÈANT2) and relevant National Research and Educational
Networks to be reachable from remote areas.
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8.11 Appendix 11 - Case Study 11: DRIVE C2X Project – Accelerate
Cooperative Mobility
Subject
DRIVE C2X Project – Accelerate Cooperative Mobility
Domain/Field
Vehicular Communication System, traffic safety, car to car communication
Abstract
The idea of cooperative driving originates from the concept of automated highway, where
the vehicle is receiving input signals from the road environment – either from a road surface
or roadside [1]. The aim of the EU FP7 DRIVE C2X project is to support foresighted driving
and early detection of hazards. This is realised by means of a communication-based system
that extends the drivers’ horizon and warns of potentially dangerous situations ahead [2].
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Domain/Field of research and innovation
This project is in the field of vehicular communication systems where vehicles and roadside
units are communicating nodes, providing each other with information, such as safety
warnings and traffic information. As a cooperative approach, vehicular communication
systems can be more effective in avoiding accidents and traffic congestions than if each
vehicle tries to solve these problems individually.
Generally, vehicular networks are considered to contain two types of nodes: vehicles and
roadside stations. Both are Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) devices. The
network should support both private data communications and public (mainly safety)
communications, but higher priority is given to public communications. Vehicular
communications is usually developed as a part of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS).
Given the large number of vehicles such as automobiles, moto-bikers, they are producing
considerable of air pollution, posing a significant safety risk, etc. ITS seeks to achieve safety,
sustainability and productivity through intelligent transportation which integrates
communication between mobile and fixed nodes. To this end, ITS heavily relies on wired and
wireless communications.
Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
The EU Integrated Project DRIVE C2X is the follow-up project of PRE-DRIVE C2X and is part of
Car 2 Car Communication Consortium, which is dedicated to the objective of further
increasing road traffic safety and efficiency by means of Cooperative ITS (C-ITS) with Vehicleto-Vehicle Communications (V2V) supported by Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communications
(V2I). The DRIVE C2X consortium consists of 34 partners and 13 support members. It
includes the leading European players, who possess comprehensive knowledge on
cooperative mobility, and have a long experience in EU funded projects. To ensure a holistic
approach, automotive Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), research institutes,
electronics and supplier industry, road operators, software developers and traffic engineers
are part of the project. Automotive OEMs are big and important companies in automobile
industry such as Audi, BMW Forschung und Technik, Ford Forschungszentrum Aachen,
Honda Research Institute Europe, Centro Ricerche Fiat, etc who can provide vehicles and
machine interfaces as well as user experiences. In order to conduct technical tests,
electronics and supplier industry, telephone companies as well as the software developers
such as Delphi Deutschland, Hitachi Europe SAS, Renesas Electronics Europe, Continental,
Testing Technologies, Vector Informatik, etc are included in the project. Last but not least,
many research institutes have taken part in the project such as Bundesanstalt für
Straßenwesen, Centro Tecnológico de Automoción de Galicia, Chalmers University,
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast
Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek, Technical Research Centre of Finland, etc [3].
What were they responsible for? (problem area)
In DRIVE C2X, the automotive OEMs play a key role for the project’s success. They provided
test vehicles and the human machine interfaces for field operational tests. Additionally, the
project benefitted from their requirements for functions, technical and user acceptance
tests. The electronics and supplier industry, telephone companies as well as the software
developers supported the DRIVE C2X project by conducting technical tests. They provided
equipment and software for the vehicles and the infrastructure. Traffic engineers and
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research institutes established the academic groundwork for the measurements and impact
assessment. Furthermore, they coordinated and supported the testing. Road operators
helped to provision the test sites and handle the test site operation. They also collected data
for the field operational tests and execute fleet, as well as user management. The additional
partners are specialists in their respective field. On the one hand the organizations fulfil
managerial and consulting functions [3].
Affected Stakeholders
Main industries in the sector of automobile, the electronics and supplier industry, telephone
companies as well as the software developers to develop new equipment, software for
vehicles and infrastructure.
Describe the key issue/problem?
During the past decade, researchers have been working on cooperative systems worldwide
in numerous research projects. Tentative results suggest that communication between
vehicles and vehicles and infrastructure can improve sustainable transportation. There is
today a general understanding of the benefits of cooperative systems in terms of traffic
safety and efficiency, but so far these systems have been tried out in small scale
experiments only. The work carried out in this project built strongly on previous and ongoing work on cooperative systems, which are now considered to be mature enough for
large-scale field operational tests and enhances techniques that have been studied on those
projects. The Europe-wide testing community envisaged for DRIVE C2X comprises of six test
sites in Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, France and Finland. Essential activities in
this project are the testing methodology and evaluation of the impact of cooperative driving
functions on users, environment and society. In addition to impacts, other important areas
of testing are technical functionality and robustness of the systems – also in adverse
conditions. The user feedback and the results from technical tests enable the creation of
realistic business models for the following market introduction. There are two types of test
sites are distinguished: System Test Sites (STS) and Functional Test Sites (FTS). STS was
installed with the full DRIVE C2X system prototypically, allowing implementation, test and
evaluation of all functions selected for DRIVE C2X. FTS were test sites that did not
necessarily comply with the full DRIVE C2X spectrum. However, they allowed evaluation of
functions that are the same or similar as the functions agreed for DRIVE C2X. One of the
purposes of the test sites is to deliver data for the evaluations of different RRI issues such as
safety and sustainability. Besides they also served for interoperability and harsh conditions
tests and demonstration of the Europe-wide functioning of the DRIVE C2X.
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen?
There are no doubts about the potential benefits of C2X communication technology but so
far those benefits cannot be quantified because there are no field trials with cooperative
systems technology ongoing yet that can provide the data needed for a serious assessment
of the benefits. During the course of DRIVE C2X a number of test sites for cooperative
systems went into operation that provided the rough guesses about potential benefits with
respect to safety and sustainability.
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Safety
C2X communication is expected to provide what is called the Telematics Horizon. It will
enable drivers to look further ahead than they would relying on their eyes and in vehicle
sensors only. Through C2X communication drivers will be informed about potentially
dangerous situations in front of them in due time before they reach this particular spot.
Driving simulator studies have shown that drivers having received warnings via C2X
communication will adapt their speed better to the potentially safety critical situations than
drivers that have not received a warning. It is obvious that this will have a direct effect on
number and severity of accidents resulting in the reduction of accident costs foremost but
also in the reduction of congestion costs, time costs, emission costs and costs for vehicle
operation [4]. All the issues have a significant impact on RRI.
Sustainability
Sustainable road traffic is road traffic that makes optimal use of existing resources. C2X
communication technology contributes to this by providing the necessary traffic flow data to
distribute road traffic better on the existing road network through intelligent route guidance
and traffic management. Improved use of the existing road network is only one aspect of
sustainable road traffic. Traffic-related emissions and travel time are others. Also here C2X
communication technology can help. Adaptation of the driving speed to traffic light phases
is one particular example, where C2X communication helps saving emissions and time
because it avoids unnecessary standstill at red lights. Sustainability can be quantified in
monetary figures very well. Therefore, socio-economic models have been developed in PREDRIVE C2X that allow to allocate costs to accidents, traffic jams, emissions and all other
relevant traffic-related aspects. Comparing the situation with C2X communication with the
without case does directly indicate the impact that vehicular communication has on
sustainability.
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
This project seems to be an example of good practice for the topics that have been
addressed in previous projects in the field of vehicular communication systems (PReVENT,
CVIS, SAFESPOT, COOPERS, and PRE-DRIVE C2X). RRI issues such as safety and sustainability
have been taken into account.
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
The first issue is to define all the research questions, hypotheses and performance indicators
which still needs to be done in setting up the complete methodology. For example, there
might be congestion due to high number of packets load when number of vehicles increases.
This also could be one of the limitations of the project since the number of vehicles involved
in testing is usually small while, in reality, that number in an area could be much bigger. In
order to avoid this problem, a congestion avoidance mechanism needs to be implemented.
During actual field test design process, different weather conditions should be considered as
one of the key factors that have to be accounted for a better road safety.
Also compatibility issues across European test sites is an important issue. The precise testing
process description will be a key factor contributing to the comparability and a majority of
data from the test sites. One of the greatest challenges in creating the methodology is to
harmonise the test sites in terms of test design, testing procedure and human-machine
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interface across test sites. All these have an impact on the final results. Finally, long-term
testing also needs to be planned and agreed throughout the testing community [2].
Conclusion
The overall goal of Drive C2X is the implementation of communication among vehicles (C2C)
and between vehicles and a roadside backend infrastructure system (C2I). Previous projects
such as PReVENT, CVIS, SAFESPOT, COOPERS, and PRE-DRIVE C2X have proven the feasibility
of safety and traffic efficiency applications based on C2X communication. However, the
potential benefits of C2X communication technology cannot be quantified because there are
no field trials with cooperative systems technology ongoing yet that can provide the data
needed for a serious assessment of the benefits. DRIVE C2X goes beyond the proof of
concept and addresses large-scale field trials under real-world conditions at multiple
national test sites across Europe. RRI issues on safety and sustainability have been analyzed
by utilizing data provided from the test sites. To this end, the project used Car to Car (C2C)
to exchange information on safety-relevant or other useful information and Car to
Infrastructure (C2I) to exchange information with backend systems like traffic lights or road
operators. On the other hand, Field Operational Test (FOT) is a powerful tool for studying
functions and systems that have reached and advanced stage of development as well as
providing assessments on ethical issues such as security.
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8.12 Appendix 12 - Case Study 12: Broadband Access via Satellite
systems in Developing Countries
Subject
O3b Networks – Broadband Access via Satellite systems in Developing Countries
Domain/Field
ICT, space, communication, tele-education services, tele-health services
Abstract
Over three billion people in the world cannot benefit globalization because they are denied
access to communications networks. The O3b networks [1] is deploying a next-generation
satellite network that enables telecommunications operators, internet service providers,
enterprise and government customers in the developing countries to extend their range and
reach of service through fast, flexible and affordable connectivity in order to help close the
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digital divide, which is a barrier for the development.
Domain/Field of research and innovation
O3b’s satellites provide fiber-like throughput with an average of three to four times higher
bandwidth capacity than geosynchronous or inclined orbit satellites. More bandwidth
means more people can be connected to the. O3b's satellites are placed in an orbit at 8062
kilometers of altitude, which is less than one quarter of the altitude of geostationary
satellites; significantly reducing satellite latency and providing around 70% of the world's
population with broadband Internet connectivity. O3b’s innovative Medium Earth Orbit
(MEO) satellite constellation can support the low latency required by cutting edge 4G/LTE
technologies, to provide back-haul for remote 4G/LTE networks. This satellite networks will
permit to remote and challenging environments. Round-trip data transmission takes less
than 150ms. This creates a Web experience significantly closer to terrestrial systems such as
DSL or optical fiber. Several billion people will enjoy access to broadband for the first time.
Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
The name "O3b" stands for "[The] Other 3 Billion", referring to the population of the world
where broadband Internet is not available without help. O3b is financially backed by SES,
Google, HSBC, Liberty Global, Allen and Company, Northbridge Venture Partners, Soroof
International, Development Bank of Southern Africa, Sofina and Satya Capital. O3b launched
the first four MEO satellites (of a constellation of 8 satellites) on June 25, 2013. SES
maintains the right to take majority control of O3b in the future, and Bausch has raised the
possibility of spinning it off through a stock offering.
What were they responsible for? (problem area)
Access to information and communication technology (ICT) is essential in the developing
world, because it is the key to improve country educational and economic prospects.
However, the cost of new technologies and the lack of IT knowledge and proficiency cause
that many people still have no access to IT. Today, information is seen as one of the major
drivers of economic and social development. The digital divide is not only a divide between
people who have access to ICT and people who don’t. It’s also a divide between people who
have knowledge of ICT and those who don’t, between people who realise the opportunities
presented by ICT and those who don’t. It consists of an infrastructure gap, a knowledge gap
and a psychological gap. These are all crucial challenges to be addressed. In contrast to the
way the current Internet has evolved, the development of the next generation network will
demand both collaboration and a shared vision between researchers, corporations,
community groups, policy makers, and governments. There can be no single uniform
solution that embraces all types of user and all locations. The network needs to offer
flexibility to behave in different ways at different times and in different places, depending
on the outcome of market selection and social regulation mechanisms.
Education, health, tourism, whole economies, even entire countries are destined for an
upgrade when connected by O3b [2]. O3b was designed to cater for telecommunication,
broadcasting, Internet and multimedia services together with tele-education and tele-health
services. Bigger bandwidth makes better medicine possible in the isolated islands. The use
of 03b delivered video conferencing enabled island-based doctors to link up with their
counterparts to share ideas and discuss specific patient cases to ensure the best care
possible.
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Affected Stakeholders
Main industries in the sector of wireless communications, main telecommunication
operators, main operators in satellite industry, stakeholders in education and health
services
Describe the key issue/problem?
The term "digital divide" refers to disparities in access to and facility with information
technology based on demographic factors such as race, ethnicity, income, education, and
gender. Most of the energy put towards this issue focuses on the problem of access to
resources and not enough on helping people to acquire the skills necessary to properly
utilize IT. Closely related to adoption of technologies is digital literacy – the extent to which
an individual is competent in using digital technologies such as computing software and
Internet applications. For those with low digital literacy, take up of Internet technologies
can be poor. It has been argued that particularly for those with low digital literacy, support
and training in the use of Internet technologies is crucial to avoid low Internet take up rates.
Another obstacle of adoption is an affordable price for the service provided. The price of
broadband needs to be reasonable, especially with the proliferation of smartphones and
multimedia communications services. Some telecommunications programs seek to address
this issue by offering different degrees of broadband service for a reduced price.
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen?
O3b networks offers a solution for developing countries to overcome the digital divide
issue. This includes connecting villages with the Internet and establishing community access
point; connecting all local and central government departments and establish websites and
e-mail addresses; connecting all scientific and research centres, public libraries, cultural
centres, museums, post offices and archives, universities and schools; ensuring everyone
has TV and radio access. The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) [3] is a good example
of an African country which is crying out for improved connectivity. Currently, there is no
submarine fiber connectivity to the international Internet backbone. The new broadband
access will have a highly beneficial impact on the local economy, connecting its citizens and
entrepreneurs with their peers and business partners elsewhere in the world. In Malaysia,
the government is aiming to close the digital divide existing between rural and urban
Malaysia by offering cost-effective mobile voice and broadband data service over O3b
satellites to rural areas. Even in Afghanistan, one of the most challenging markets in the
world, the potential benefits are immense. In Cook Islands, O3b enables a whole new world
ahead for students living and learning there. It helps the children, the students to realize
they don’t have to travel overseas to be a part of the network of the world. They can now
connect to anywhere in the world from the Cook Islands. Afghanistan is a land-locked
country with no submarine cable. There are a few overland fiber cables. These fiber cables
are highly unstable. With additional, reliable, capacity via satellite major Mobile Operators,
Internet Service Providers and other corporate customers will be able to provide better
services.
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
This networks seem to be an example of good practice for the topics that have been
addressed (satellite broadband, tele-education services, tele-health services). This networks
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are increasingly taking into consideration satellite broadband options to bridge the digital
divide.
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
No one-size-fits-all solution exists for promoting broadband adoption among underserved
populations, but some key lessons learned in meeting these goals include [4]:
Focus on Digital Literacy. Training on how to use the Internet is critical to closing the digital
gap. Digital literary courses held at local public libraries were the most effective elements in
encouraging broadband adoption. Through the training, many came to realize how integral
the Internet had become to everyday tasks like paying bills, applying for jobs, searching for
medical information and support for kids’ education.
Recognize the variety of adoption needs. States, cities, and neighbourhoods have different
broadband adoption needs. Adoption efforts should be tailored to these needs.
Provide tools to those who need them. In
addition to the lack of access
and digital illiteracy, an adoption barrier is simply not having the tools at hand to use
broadband. Some of the examples above feature incentives in the form of free broadband
access or computers as a way to encourage and promote adoption.
Conclusion
The overall goal of O3b is to help close the digital divide, which is a barrier for the
development by bringing broadband access to billions of people that up to now have not
experienced the benefits of fast Internet connectivity. There is a positive correlation
between the access to the Internet and the economic growth. ICT plays a major role with
respect to the efficiency of the economy and the access to knowledge becomes more and
more global because of the spreading through the Internet. The challenges in developing
countries require the use of technology that can be deployed quickly and at low cost to
create a rapid impact. Recent developments in satellite technology have reduced the costs
of operating and maintaining networks while at the same time increasing performance and
overall service available. By delivering highly affordable and ubiquitous bandwidth with the
performance and speed of fiber-like, O3b networks provides a better quality of teleeducation and tele-health services.
References
http://www.o3bnetworks.com/
http://www.o3bnetworks.com/media/238505/o3bcasestudy.pdf
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8.13 Appendix 13 - Case Study 13: Canal top solar power project on
Narmada Canal, Gujarat
Subject
Energy, environment, socio-economic/humanity, security, joint technology initiatives,
agriculture, growth, security, development, profitability.
Abstract
Despite belonging a largely agricultural state, reliant upon water and electricity for their
livelihoods, the population of Gujarat (Northwestern state of India) has faced significant
problems in terms of water shortages. Furthermore and related to the socio-economic lives
of its inhabitants, with immense natural resources available to exploit for the generation of
solar powered energy, there has been a long-standing reliance on non-renewable forms of
energy. This case, based on a documentary analysis and personal experience as a farmer,
reveals how the Indian government has devised a solution in an attempt to resolve these
both these issues simultaneously, taking into consideration the needs of stakeholders, in
what may be considered a ‘responsible’ manner. This is through the production of ‘canal
top solar panels’ where solar panels are strategically placed on canals, instead of through
land acquisition to deal with problems of both water shortage as well as generating
renewable energy. Though currently in its pilot phase, this offers a great deal of potential
to dealing with the problems that have been significant for Gujarat.
Domain/Field of research and innovation:
There are a number of domains involved here- bringing these altogether the key area dealt
with is agriculture and the environment.
Who or what was responsible?
The government of Gujarat was responsible for attempting to resolve an increasingly
problematic situation whereby there were water shortages, and the unnecessarily harmful
production of energy from non-renewable energy sources. Despite having five percent of
the population, Gujarat receives only two percent of available water in the country. Thus
there is the issue of water scarcity as well as irrigation purposes [2]. Furthermore despite
having enormous potential to generate electricity by renewable sources (for instance,
there are 300 days of solar radiation a year, 24 million tons of bio-mass dung due to the
large cattle population, wastelands that can be used for biogas, hills for wind-powered
energy), only fifteen percent of the state energy of Gujarat is generated through renewable
means. Both issues are long-standing problems for the state.
A political body of the government of Gujarat, Sardar Sarovar Narmada Nigam Ltd (SSNNL)
has supported Gujarat State Electricity Corporation (GSECL) for developing a pilot project
on solar photovoltaic grid on Narmada canal connected to a power plant. This project has
been commissioned by Sun Edison India at the cost of Rs. 177.1 million funded by
government. Together this public-private initiative is responsible for the development of
the canal top solar panel project, and the first pilot grid set up on Narmada Canal. A 1 MW
pilot plant has been set up over a 750-metre stretch of the Sandand branch of the canal,
which will generate 16 lakh units of clean energy and prevent the evaporation of 90 lakh
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liters of water from the canal annually. The project has close Rs. 177.1 million.
What were they responsible for?
The government was responsible for dealing with the problems faced by the agricultural
communities, the long-term economic health of the state and for the way in which this
solution would be achieved. The government in its resolution needed to:
1. Ensure that available water could be used efficiently as possible, thus helping to
overcome water shortages faced from the evaporation of water from canals, and the
general short supply.
2. Take maximum advantage of available sources of renewable energy.
There was the decision to solve this problem with an innovative approach- a public private
partnership, in which canal-top solar panels would be built.
This solution came after others such as an attempt by the government to interlink all the
rivers in the state, build man-made dams and canals to distribute water from rivers to fields
for irrigation and drinking, had not been met with a great deal of success. Solutions such as
these had involved land acquisition, which was met with a great deal of hostility as
agricultural land and so the livelihood of families were threatened, and the issue of water
evaporation. During the summer months, the evaporation of water due to the immense
heat causes a heavy loss from canals and other water sources.
The canal top solar power plant, which would involve placing a solar panel on top of canals,
was envisaged to have multiple benefits such as avoiding water evaporation from canals
(since the solar sheets would literally be placed upon them), and also avoiding the
necessity of land acquisition. The efficiency of solar panels was also states to be higher
when cold-water runs beneath them. All in all, it is envisaged as having the potential to
produce 2,200 MW of solar power, and save up to 11,000 acres of land that would
otherwise have to be used to prevent water evaporation [2].
Dealing with the issue of water shortages, and renewable energy simultaneously is also
seen as a cost effective approach.
Affected Stakeholders?
The construction of the canal has a desired affect on the whole agricultural communities as
a whole.
For famers, it provides a means through which they can irrigate their fields- since the solar
panels placed on canals prevent water from evaporating. This has a wider affect on the
crop production and so their socio-economic life. The production of electricity in a
renewable form also has an intended impact for the communities as a whole, as well as the
environment, since it is low-cost and minimally damaging to the environment.
Another benefit was seen as the creation of labour, as the project would require
manpower to construct the canals. It was also foreseen that this could be a project rolled
out over other parts of India.
Describe the key Issue/problem?
There is scarcity of electricity throughout country and as non-renewable processes harm
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the environment with a need to promote green energy. Solar energy has got the potential
but due to its uneconomical cost and requirement of huge amount of land it is not very
popular, but if it can coupled with any-other project like this it can be highly beneficial.
How was responsibility exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and what were
the limitations of the approach chosen?
To resolve the problems of land acquiring for building a power plant and evaporation loses
on open canals, based on outcomes from previously attempted solutions, a state
government body Gujarat State Electricity Corporation (GSECL) with support from Sardar
Sarovar Narmada Nigam Ltd (SSNNL) awarded the contract for engineering, procurement
and construction to Sun Edison India at the cost of Rs. 177.1 million for manufacturing of
canal top solar power plant. This public-private partnership was responsible for producing
the appropriate solution.
Responsibility was exerted through the choice of the solution itself. Since other solutions
had created problems to which there were angry reactions, such as the land acquisition of
farmers, or where there was the compounding of other problems- such as water
evaporation through increase in number of manmade canals and damns, then the
government took a great deal of care in the selection of this particular resolution. This was
based on the needs of the environment, and also the people. The canal top solar plant
would overcome and limit much of the negative impact the development would have on
the society, as well as having large ranging benefits for the environment.
The use of a public-private partnership, to deal with the two problems of water scarcity
and the over-usage of non-renewable energy sources is seen as a cost effective solution,
not just for the present, but for sustainability in the long time. here there is responsibility
of the future as well as current needs of the agricultural society and environment
displayed.
Major limitation with this project is that it is still very expensive-it is considered the most
appropriate solution, but in economic terms quite expensive to deliver. This may have to
be balanced against the overall benefits.
It is hard to reflect on other
limitations/observations as the pilot is still be used, and no overall statistics or concrete
evidence has yet been produced.
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/ a mixture?
It seems to be an example of good practice, as there were ‘easier’ ways in which the
problem of water shortages and non-renewable energy could have been dealt with. One
would be through taking land from farmers and building solar panels on this. This would
mean that the issue of water shortages would have to be considered separately. Instead
the solution, took into account how wider agricultural communities may be affected, and
took action based on this. So, it is largely considered to be an exercise of good practice.
One issue is, that if maybe the issues had been more carefully considered to start off with,
then the good practice shown here could have been displayed earlier, instead of costly
mistakes.
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What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
There have been a number of lessons learnt from dealing with the issue of water shortage
in Gujarat.
First- there is potential to learn from past mistakes- to develop new solutions. In this case
the solution that was developed by the government, was one which took into
consideration all the problems which had been encountered in the past- and tried to look
at how they could be minimized. This is good, but perhaps, if this has been done earlier in
just considering the situation, than the impact of the problem, and the economic costs,
could have been avoided.
It has also shown how one solution to a problem may be able to deal with more that one
issue at once. This can be more cost effective, so here, the solution offers benefits for both
society and also the environment through dealing with water shortages and also the over
use of renewable energy sources.
The solution can, as far as possible, consider the impact on stakeholders not just today but
in the future. This canal-top solar panel solution seems to offer a sustainable solution to
this issue, which will hopefully be maintained for future generations.
It has also shown how partnerships between private and public companies can be an
economical way to sort this thing out i.e. finding process which will lower the production
cost, such as a private-public partnership.
Conclusion:
In dealing with issues that affect so many people, then it was important to take into
consideration the impact that a solution will have on the wider communities that were
largely learnt from past unsuccessful solutions.
It is not necessarily the case that in dealing with one problem, you will not create more.
For example, when the government tried to create man-made canals and dams, then the
problem of water evaporation increased, adding to the problem of water shortages rather
than dealing with them. This may have been missed because there were economic issues
at play, looking for cheap solutions rather than those that would be serve the needs of the
problem. This came to light after the ‘failure’ of past solutions and the better reaction of
farmers and agricultural communities to canal top solar panels. With politics, there is
sometimes the need to put out short-term solutions to longer-term problems to get reelected. In relation to this, the previous solutions may have been to get more votes
(showing that you are dealing with the problem, without widely advertising impacts-such
as land acquisition) nearer to an election, rather than considering the ‘best’ solution’
References:
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Figure 1: Dried farms due to scarcity of water

Figure 2: People heading to well for getting water

Figure 3: Scarcity of drinking water in Gujarat
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Figure 4: Tankers distributing water in villages

Figure 5: Women traveling long distances for water

Figure 6: Dried Water Reservoir
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Figure 7: Canal covered with solar panels on top

Figure 8: Man checking solar panels on top of canal

Figure 9: Water transfer from canal to dry fields
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Figure 10: Field of Cotton crop thanks to water from canal

Figure 11: Increased yield of Mangoes in Saurashtra

Figure 12: Farmer happy with his source of income
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Figure 13: Images of the Canal Top Solar Power Project

8.14 Appendix 14 - Case Study 14: Electronic Voting in the UK
Subject
Select subject keywords from list below and if necessary add new ones- max 10 keywords:
freedom, privacy, equality, security, transparency, usability.
Domain/Field
Select keyword(s) from list below and if necessary add new ones.ICT, security.
Abstract
Implementing electronic voting in the United Kingdom was hoped to combat falling turnout
at elections. There is stronger evidence that other factors caused falling turnout. No
electronic voting system yet invented simultaneously combines a) sufficient protection for
privacy and the secrecy of ballots b) universal usability and c) sufficient security.
Domain/Field of research and innovation
The field of research and innovation lies at the intersection of several fields, such as security
and cryptography, usability, electoral and political research, eGovernment.
Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
Government Departments: Office of the e-Envoy and in turn Department of the
Environment, Transport and the Regions; Department for Transport, Local Government and
the Regions; Office of the Deputy Prime Minister; Department for Communities and Local
Government (DCLG); Department for Constitutional Affairs; Ministry of Justice; Deputy
Prime Minister's Office.
The Electoral Commission (UK)
The Local Government Association (LGA)
The Ideas and Development Agency (IDeA)
The Society of Local Authority Chief Executives (SOLACE).
What were they responsible for? (problem area)
The responsible stakeholders were/are essentially responsible for the administration of
elections in Great Britain, and in the case of Government departments, the electoral law and
the funding of piloting of new electoral arrangements.
Affected Stakeholders
Citizens as (potential and past) voters
Minority groups of (potential and past) voters: those overseas, those with disabilities, those
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with linguistic constraints, those from minority ethnic groups, those belonging to fringe
political parties, those with restricted movement (for reasons other than disability), those
living in rural areas
-

Those seeking election
Central Government
Local Government
Citizens as those governed
Suppliers of technological elements

Describe the key issue/problem?
Preparatory steps were made to introduce electronic voting in the United Kingdom in the
years 2001-2008. This was seen by Government and politicians as being connected with the
general programme of modernisation of government services in the UK, that has involved
much electronic provision (DETR 2001, p1). As such it was hoped that the introduction of
electronic voting would be relevant to countering falling electoral turnout (DETR 2001, pp12) and disengagement with party politics.
Various obstacles to the implementation of electronic voting were identified, the most
insuperable of which were technical in nature.
The key technical issue relates to attempting to satisfy simultaneously three requirements.
1) The exceptionally stringent privacy concerns associated with the secrecy of the ballot
make it significantly different from Government services (or banking/commercial
services).
2) There are also exceptionally strong pressures towards equal access, so that workarounds
which might be acceptable in most Government services are not acceptable for voting
by those who are not computer-literate or disabled adults who are unable to use normal
computers independently.
3) Sufficient demonstrable security to ensure that election results are trusted and
trustworthy and these technical developments do not undermine the secrecy of the
ballot over time.
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How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen
A decision was made to commission research (Pratchett et al, 2002) into how (not whether)
to implement electronic voting in the UK.
Amongst the study’s conclusions, was that “the method of voting is not the most significant
barrier to enhancing turnout.” (Pratchett et al, 2002, p22)
In the study stakeholder focus groups were conducted. As presented in the focus groups,
stakeholders were unable to understand many important issues, however.
The SoDIS process (Gotterbarn, et al 2008) was also used. Thus, a reasonably close
approximation for comprehensive consideration (by members of the research team) of
impacts on stakeholders was possible. A limitation of the SoDIS process was also shown.
The repetitive nature of SoDIS questions enabled important issues to be missed, that were
only noticed because analysis was conducted by a moral philosopher. The SoDIS process
had led to relevant questions being asked, but along with so many irrelevant questions, they
were not given the attention needed. A moral philosopher might get better results without
using the SoDIS process: however, supporters of SoDIS point out it is not intended for use
where a moral philosopher is available to spot the impacts of the development.
Having commissioned the research, the sponsors of the research took on board some of the
findings, but not other findings which were inconvenient, such as the finding that the
significant problem behind low turnout is voter apathy (Pratchett et al, 2002, p22).
Despite the recommendations of the study, pilots were continued even before solutions
were found to the question of how to address “the issues of secrecy, security, technological
penetration and voter capacity” (Pratchett et al, 2002, p70). A further report was
commissioned by the Government from the UK’s National Technical Authority for
Information Assurance. That report (CESG 2002) echoed recommendations of Fairweather
and Rogerson (2002) (an appendix to Pratchett et al, 2002) that more thorough security
analysis of pilots was needed.
Subsequent security analyses revealed that the pilot projects conducted by the UK did not
“apply best practice in the area of security” (Actica 2007, p15), both showing the wisdom of
more thorough security analysis and the need for solutions to the issues of secrecy and
security. On the basis of such criticism, pilots have been suspended in the UK since 2008,
although there is now a consultation in Scotland (Scottish Government , 2014, p8) about the
possible introduction of electronic voting there.
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
A mixture.
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?



What could any researcher in this domain do to reduce the possibility of the
problems/bad outcomes encountered?
What do you think are some of the limitations of the approach that was taken?
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How was this approach decided upon? What were the primary considerations in the
reasoning and were any special tools in resolving the key issue/problem?
 What steps were required in implementing this approach? For example could it be
brought directly to management or was there the need to prove that it was a
problem through empirical research or economic analysis?
Care must be taken to scrutinise claims made by those with a financial interest in a project,
and those who have been persuaded by their marketing efforts. Some of the security claims
made by suppliers and supporters of electronic voting systems were not supportable, while
others relied on false comparisons (such as the comparison with electronic banking).
Before spending millions of pounds/Euros to attempt to solve a problem, it is important to
understand the problem, and whether it is plausible that the proposed solution is a plausible
solution to the problem. It is very hard to find evidence that changing to electronic voting
was at all likely to counter falling electoral turnout (in a legitimate way), or was at all
relevant to disengagement with party politics. There is, by contrast, evidence that moving
voting away from supervised polling stations led to an increase in fraudulent votes in some
localities (BBC, 2014) which may lead to further falls in legitimate turnout and
disengagement with party politics as potential voters become disillusioned).
Before attempts are made to implement electronic voting, there needs to be convincing
evidence that a system has been developed that simultaneously combines a) sufficient
protection for privacy and the secrecy of the ballot b) equal access, including usability by
those who are not computer-literate or disabled adults who are unable to use normal
computers independently and c) sufficient demonstrable security.
Conclusion
Please identify what elements were most helpful in identifying and mitigating this issue.
How could the ethical issues have been addressed early on? What might lead people to miss
the existence of these issues?
The involvement of a moral philosopher in the analysis was particularly helpful in identifying
key requirements that electronic voting should meet.
In attempting to solve the problem of falling turnout at elections, politicians should be more
open to the possibility that the behaviour of politicians is part of the problem.
It is vital in contemplating the introduction of a new technology to consider whether the
information about the advantages of that technology accurately identifies a genuine
problem that it plausibly can help solve, and whether it fairly weighs up the evidence
available.
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Additional documentation
(separate documents, audio or video files) you used or that show similar situations.

8.15 Appendix 15 - Case Study 15: Genetically Modified Mosquito
Subject
Select subject keywords from list below and if necessary add new ones- max 10 keywords.
Public heath, sustainability, development, agriculture, growth, GM
Domain/Field
Select keyword(s) from list below and if necessary add new ones.
Public health, agriculture, biotechnology, environment, genetic modification, food
production.
Abstract
The use of the sterile insect technique (SIT) using irradiated insects has been used for some
time, however the use of technology to genetically modify insects to this end presents
ethical and RRI issues that need to be addressed. A test of GM Mosquitoes in Florida Keys,
USA is underway.
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Domain/Field of research and innovation
Biotechnology is a growing field, the need to produce food for a growing global population
alongside the desire to eradicate insect borne diseases such as dengue fever and malaria
means that there is likely to be an ever stronger push towards the use of technology to
address these issues. The use of genetic modification however, is contentious and has seen
considerable resistance from general populations. Monsanto for example was stalled in its
drive to operate its GM crops business in the EU due to the strength of popular feeling
against their use (Cressey, 2013).
However, the number of biotech and GM trials is likely to grow and the field is showing signs
of eventually becoming main-stream. As a growing industry its innovators need to embed
RRI principles from the outset as a ‘collective commitment of care for the future through
responsive stewardship of science and innovation in the present’ (Owen et al. 2013). This
case highlights the use of GM SIT Mosquitoes in the Juazeiro area of the Bahia state, Brazil
which had seen a massive increase in dengue fever in recent years.
Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
British firm Oxitec has produced a genetically modified mosquito and inserted a lethal gene
into its mosquitoes, whereby ‘The gene is passed on to the modified insect’s offspring, so
when Oxitec mosquitoes are released into the wild and mate with wild females their
offspring inherit the lethality trait. The resulting offspring will die before reaching adulthood
and the local mosquito population will decline.’ (Oxitec 2014). Dengue fever is a global
problem and ‘current estimates suggest there may be 50–100 million dengue infections
worldwide every year.’ (WHO 2013 p. 18) It causes fever, rashes and joint pain, and can be
fatal.
What were they responsible for? (problem area)
In recent years, Brazil has seen a significant rise in the number of cases of dengue fever. The
seriousness of the disease meant that it was urgent to look at alternative eradication
methods to traditional methods. This led to a trial release of Oxitec’s GM Mosquitoes in the
Juazeiro area of the Bahia state which was the worst affected region. The project, called
‘Projeto Aedes Transgenico’ (PAT), was the result of collaboration between the University of
Sao Paulo, Moscamed and Oxitec… supported by the State of Bahia government through the
Secretary of Health, SESAB and Secretary of Science Technology and Innovation’ (Oxitec
2013).
The results from the trial which began in 2011 were reported as having a 96% success in
reducing mosquito numbers, and further trials are being planned. However official results
have not yet been released. Further, despite Oxitec have a clearly stated ethical policy on its
website and there being undoubted benefits to be gained from the eradication of dengue
fever, in 2012 GeneWatch UK report concerns about a lack of risk assessment before the
trial. In addition, other environmental organizations such as climate connections.org and ASPTA. In Brazil, question the efficacy of the use of GM mosquitoes to reduce the incidence of
dengue fever, and raise other issues regarding the trial and future use of GM insects. The
need to have full public consultations before it is commercially used and concerns addressed
about the number of mosquitoes needing to be released for effective control, and the
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impact on future generations are amongst the ethical issues that need to be addressed
urgently. The concerns raised also highlight the extent to which ethical principles are being
adhered to in practice.
Affected Stakeholders
Local populations, farmers and agri-businesses, local flora and fauna, bio-tech companies,
governments, environmental organisations
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen
Currently it appears that there are conflicting views regarding the outcomes of this case
study. The official trial data has not yet been released, and yet the company is indicating a
success. The responsibility to consult and operate in a responsible manner appears to be
upheld according to the Oxitec website press releases about how the trial was conducted,
including public consultation, home visits in the local area etc. However, there is also
significant resistance to the trial and to future use of GM mosquitoes. At present this is ongoing.
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
On a brief analysis, based on current available information, it appears that there was a
mixture of both good and bad practice. Good practice includes the public consultation
approach, however bad practice is noticeable particularly in relation to the focus on only one
element of the trial i.e. the effectiveness of the GM mosquito to affect the local mosquito
population. As the reason for undertaking the trial from the perspective of the Brazilian
authorities was to improve public health by reducing the incidence of dengue fever, it is
concerning that this does not appear to have been studied as part of the trial.
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
At this stage, it is not possible to know if the science has been effective, however the
approach to conducting the trials appears to have been rather more cavalier and less
responsible to the impact on future generations that the release of such huge numbers of
insects may have.
The main limitation of the approach so far is one that is too focused on the short term
positive goals and fails to fully consider potential long-term negative impact. This has the
effect of limiting the scope of the research and may lead to important issues or concerns
being missed or ignored in favour of ‘doing the science’
The development of GM insects has great potential for good. It is also a very interesting and
new area of inquiry. In the natural sciences, quantitative positivistic approaches are strongly
favoured and it is therefore possible that risk had been assessed quantitatively but had not
been qualitatively considered. This may lead to a lack of understanding that is needed to
address ethical concerns and maybe even a tendency to consider such concerns to be less
important than the goal of mosquito eradication. However, the use of such cutting-edge
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technological approaches may yet offer solutions to the issues of insect and disease control.
An RRI approach from the outset with a full stakeholder analysis and public consultation
prior to trials would be required to address some of the concerns being raised. Longer-term,
the concerns raised regarding the trial and the approach of Oxitec towards conducting the
trial is symptomatic of a need to raise the awareness of RRI approaches during the training
of scientists in all fields of endeavour so that future technological advances are developed,
trialled and implemented from an embedded RRI framework within which scientists are
trained and work. Further, there is perhaps an argument to slow the rapid push towards full
commercialisation of GM insects until both the scientific and ethical questions have been
addressed.
Conclusion
Despite the potential benefits of GM products, objections to their use means that even an
ethical approach to its implementation may be met with some resistance. Whilst education
and sensitivity to local needs may go some way towards acceptance, it may be that science
needs to look at other ways to solve the problems that GM is currently being developed to
address.
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8.16 Appendix 16 - Case Study 16: The HOPES Project
Subject
Heath, safety, freedom
Domain/Field
e-care (to not be confused with e-health) & social services
Abstract
The HOPES project aims at developing an intelligent multimedia platform providing
innovative social e-services for European elderly persons and their social entourage (as
carers/supporters and ICT tutors when needed). Through this platform, HOPES will create
the first European network dedicated to social interactions of the elderly and self-animated
by its adherents. The ultimate goal of the project is to enhance socialisation, quality of life
and autonomy of elderly persons by preventing isolation and loneliness, and generating
positive social experiences and behaviour. Taking into account user requirements,
expectations and social experiences, HOPES will integrate a range of ICT-based
solutions for:
- managing existing e-information by exhaustive search of existing information (Web and databases
crawling) and intelligent structuring (i.e. TextMining) in the HOPES repository,
- then transforming selected information into personalised solutions,
- and providing validated solutions as “e-Social Best Practices” (e-SBP).

The ultimate goal of the project is to enhance socialization, quality of life, and autonomy of
elderly persons by preventing isolation and loneliness, and optimizing positive social
experiences
Domain/Field of research and innovation
The social benefits of this project can only be achieved through the creation of a platform
that guarantees accessibility, usability and social relevance. To ensure a high accessibility to
the social platform, HOPES use existing technological solutions: a web-based social
network, intelligent features and interfaces, a platform of references with e-SBPs to permit
end users to share the e-SBPs with other members of the HOPES community(-ies).
Different stages are implemented in order to assess the social relevance of HOPES:
- Firstly, user expectations, barriers, needs and existing solutions, as well as existing information
from end users, are collected, classified, analysed, transformed into answerable questions to be
addressed and pre-validated by the HOPES end user European networks.
- Secondly, qualitative/quantitative studies and active testing with first solutions responding to the
level of evidence base (wellness dimension) are being carried out through the HOPES pilot
application. The results will be integrated into e-SBPs and the social calendar (HOPES repository).
- Finally, the creation of a validation process allows the analysis of impact and benefits of the HOPES
e-SBPs by end users themselves.

Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
The development of the HOPES® ICT platform for a European network of expertise ecommunity (-ies) for a multicultural and multilingual social environment requires a
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multidisciplinary international approach bringing together additional expertises and
research resources in the fields of e-health and social ICT.
The Consortium includes experts having a solid experience in the development of ICT-based
solutions for ambient assisted living and healthcare. Overview of the roles of each
consortium member:
- Technic and technology (network + platform + Website): Microsoft UK & University of Stuttgart
- End-users network: C2K - SIEL Bleu
- Interfaces, software, ontology, web semantic...(tools and software adapted to elderly persons):
University of Stuttgart & CeRSI LUISS
- HOPES® solutions creation / certification (transforming existing documents [Websites, databases,
partners, etc.] into certified solutions [best practices evaluated and validated by end-users in real
life]): RanD & AP-HP
- Coordination: RanD

What were they responsible for? (problem area)
HOPES® will contribute to progress beyond the state-of-the art by developing a Europeanwide, social network platform for elderly and their entourage. HOPES® innovation will come
from implementation of an innovative ICT service with the most up-to-date yet userfriendly technology on one side and by focusing on an innovative elderly-centred approach
with adapted models from geriatric psychology and ethnology, person-centred
communication, evidence-based medicine, practice and healthcare and health belief
models on the other side.
- The HOPES® project builds on:
- Extensive use of existing advanced ICT solutions appropriate for the creation of a European
community, including networking, cooperation technology and semantic technologies (Web
semantic, TextMining, ontology, etc) and their development for adaptation and personalization to
the HOPES® objectives and populations;
- A collaborative and participative approach with a high level of personalized solutions (adapted to
end-user's needs, capabilities and demands);
- A European dimension, with positive cross-border, therefore multilingual, development of best
practices and solutions (e-communities, specific networks, etc);
- A single, multilingual access point, allowing every user to interact with the platform of reference in
everyday language;
- A translingual process that permits to propose an e-SBP® certified in one language to another enduser in his/her own language;
- A network of expertise and knowledge regarding socialization, quality of life and autonomy;
- Interactions with other end-users through the web (Web 2.0), in order to exchange experiences,
opinions, practices, etc. and to evaluate of HOPES® solutions: the HOPES® certification;
- An elderly-centred approach with adapted models from geriatric psychology and ethnology,
person-centred communication, evidence-based medicine, evidence-based practice and evidencebased healthcare and health belief models;
- Tools and indicators for evaluating the HOPES® project progress and success.

Affected Stakeholders
- are community-dwelling elderly (age 65+) with moderate disability
- caregivers
- professional entourage of elderly people (doctors, nurses, etc.)
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Describe the key issue/problem?
HOPES intends to contribute to the improvement of quality of life directly in a threefold
way:
- through the provision of a multimedia platform for social interaction for elderly people, which will
allow, possibly with the help and support from relatives or friends, the elderly persons i) to keep in
touch with friends and family remotely (features and e-services proposed by the platform), ii) to
increase the possibilities of enlarging their personal network (communities sort by hobbies, travels,
education …) and/or reactivating socialisation and social interactions (container and contents
dedicated to elderly persons) and iii) to exchange opinions with other users on an international
level, regarding best practices, for different solutions facilitating everyday life (trans-language and cultural bridges);
- through the HOPES e-SBPs (“e-Social Best Practices”), that consist in valuable, validated and
personalised information and tips and tricks on how to improve the elderly person’s daily life and
increase wellbeing.
- by considering ICT as a support for rebuilding rituals to enhance vitality and quality of life, in
respect of values such as humanity, dignity, development of self-esteem, recognition of social
status and wish of transmission of one’s own valuable experience to others.

How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen
The technologies used for HOPES®:
- Encompass interoperability
- Give a multiple role to end-users as users and as content providers
- Facilitate navigation through semantic technologies and human-system interfaces adapted to the
elderly
- Permit single but multilingual access to share the HOPES® service all over Europe.

What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
The lesson learned relies to the growing awareness of the social entourage’s importance in
elderly care. The increasing research interest in online content’s value in the e-Health and
e-Care sector, testify how, above all, networks play a decisive role in elderly wellbeing.
This case study therefore relates to the introduction of social media to support social
networks, the development of capabilities for providing healthcare services through several
learning loops.
In order to foster the development of a community that share best practice to improve the
quality of life of elderly people has been necessary to deeply understand how to develop
digital platforms supporting online communities.
The numerous tests conducted in this project help to design and implement core elements,
interfaces, and complements of digital platforms that support effective, sustainable online
communities for information sharing, collaboration, and collective action.
As online communities demonstrate much more complex, emergent socio-technical
interactions than traditional information systems, there is a need, albeit a challenging one,
for building a design theory for them. The project has aimed at identify three distinct
governance structures of online communities: information sharing, collaboration, and
collective action.
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Conclusion
Every European would like to age well and most, if not all, at home. While longevity in good
health is increasing in Europe (more years with less incapacities), the sensation of good
health during those years is decreasing. So the purpose of HOPES as a service is to
transform the shared information regarding this subject into certified solutions so every
one may:
-

Feel being part of a community which is the European ageing community,
Be convinced of the benefit for sharing its personal experience with others,
Use the certified solutions for himself and/or the elderly he/she is looking after,
Reinforce its social relations for protected autonomy, better quality of life and delayed
dependence.
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8.17 Appendix 17 - Case Study 17: Autonomous Vehicle for Open Pit
Mine Environment
Subject
The aim of this project is to equip a car, with a hardware and software setup, in order that
the car itself can make their own decisions, in an autonomous way, and be able to go from
one point to another in an open pit mine, leading with possible changes in the
environment, avoiding any kind of obstacles and persons, in order to increase safety.
Abstract
In the last years a great effort has been devoted to the development of autonomous
vehicles capable of moving in a high speed range either in semi- structured and/or
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unstructured environments. The DARPA Grand and Urban Challenge is a distinctive example
[1]. However, the same or similar technology can be used for developing autonomous
vehicles. The main goal of such a technology is to increase safety, and make different kind
of operations more efficient. Therefore, autonomous vehicles can be used for different
applications, within different kind of environments, particularly in open pit mine
environments. This kind of environment is highly unstructured, hence more challenging to
operate with an autonomous vehicle.
Who or what was responsible?
The responsible of this research and innovation are the electrical engineers of the Advanced
Mining Technology Centre of the Universidad de Chile, as well as its partners of the mining
industry, especially the operators of ultra-class haul tracks. Eventually, labor union of the
different mines could be also involved as well, as this autonomous system is supposed to
substitute the intervention of the human being in the operations.
What were they responsible for?
They are responsible for creating an autonomous vehicle able to substitute the action of the
human being in charge of driving the ultra class haul truck inside the open pit of a mine.
Driving those kind of trucks is a critical action inside the operation of a mine. Accidents
must be avoided. The associated costs are extremely high. Herein, the driver of the haul
truck must, at least, be supported by ADAS, or its function as a driver might be fully
substituted in order to prevent possible catastrophic consequences.
Describe the key issue/problem?
Efficient operation of haul trucks is a key issue in the productivity of the mine. The higher
the average speed of a truck, considering the limits determined by the traffic rules, the
more material it will move. Simultaneously, maintaining constant speeds for extended
periods, without substantial decelerations, will result in reduced maintenance costs and
improved not only the fuel efficiency but also the tyre life.
Haul truck traffic also plays an important role in the safety of the mine operations. In an
analysis of the injuries in small open pit coal mines, haulage was identified as playing a
significant role in both lost-time injuries and fatalities [2]. According to [3], the 24.5 % of all
fatal mine accidents correspond to surface haulage, a number that rises to 37.9 % when the
focus is on surface mining only. Further, research has identified vertical jarring (sudden
vertical impact) of the trucks while in forward motion as the primary cause of injury for haul
truck operators [4]. While the causes for haul truck crashes can rarely be attributed to a
single factor, they often involve a significant human performance component [5], [2].
Fatigue in particular has been identified as the major factor contributing to crashes in haul
traffic [6], [4], [7].
The research related to safety in mining operations, has concentrated the analyses on the
accidents. The results of these analyses has been often traduced into recommendations,
such as pre-operation inspections and means to raise safety during critical haul phases [8].
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen?
This research and innovation consist in the automation of a civil car in order to transfer
technology to the autonomous vehicles that are supposed to operate inside a mine,
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specifically in open pit environments. This project aims -inside the AMTC- to develop and
expand the knowledge in the area of field robotics, in order to acquire technical know-how,
particularly for the sensor and actuation of autonomous vehicles. This project integrates
other complex and advanced areas, such as mobile robots control, signal processing,
mapping and modeling, high level decision making process and contingency management.
Therefore, this project represents an interesting alternative to be used as a platform for
training and testing in environments that are similar to those in an open pit mine. Actu- ally,
the tests are not done inside the mine, but in environments that are similar and very near
the AMTC. Moreover, the acquired mobile robotic knowledge and experience, should be
common -and can be applied- to other architectures and methodologies used in other kind
of robots (e.g. unmanned aerial vehicles, autonomous underwater vehicles, etc.). Beyond
being autonomous, this test car can also be tele-operated.
In order to come along with the project, several sensors are used for sensing, actuation and
perception: 3 Light Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) ( 180o, 270o and 4 layers (85o) LIDAR), 1
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), 1 GPS, 1 Radar, 1 Time-of-Flight camera (Tof camera), 2
video cameras, and the internal CAN information of the vehicle. The information of the
range sensors (LIDARs and Tof camera) is integrated with the information of the IMU in
order to generate a 3D map of the environment. The information of the GPS, along with the
IMU’s, are used to estimate the pose of the vehicle. One of the cameras is used to detect
the road, and the other to remotely monitor the vehicle. The radar, Lidars, and Tof camera
are used to detect objects, obstacles and people.
The vehicle has three RF-links: an analog of 900 MHz for video transmis- sion, used for
remote monitoring, a digital of 460 MHz for the tele-command transmission and the
acquisition of the state of the vehicle, and a wide band digital of 5 GHz for the data
transmission for the functioning of the autonomous system, along with the extended
information used for tele-operation.
The actuation uses the vehicle’s electronic capacities in order to control the accelerator, the
gearbox and the hand break. On the other hand, in order to maintain the maximum
compatibility with the conventional driving, the control of the steering and break are done
mechanically, using a brushless DC motor and rope effector, respectively.
The low level control of the vehicle, which includes the speed and steering control,
management of contingency, data acquisition of the CAN bus of the vehicle and the
communication with the actuators, is done by an Engine Control
Unit (ECU), while the high level control, the data acquisition of the sensors and the 3D
mapping and modeling of the environment, is done in a solid state industrial computer for
mobile applications.
What are the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
This is an excellent case of RRI, although the interaction among the stakehold- ers has not
been very fluid yet. Nevertheless, there’s still the possibility to move towards responsible
research and innovation in this field, in order to create new and better technologies that
may assist the operators to do their activities in a safer way, reducing the probability of an
accident inside the open pit, and consequently reducing the catastrophic consequences of
such an event. There- fore, the development of this technology can allow an efficient
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operation of haul trucks in the open pit, as well as increasing safety, not only for the haul
truck drivers but also for the sake of the truck, gears and equipment.
There are two main limitations with this approach. The first one is related to the vehicle
that was chosen, i.e. a commercial car. The second one corre- spond to the environment in
which the tests and trials are made. Obviously, these two conditions are a sort of drawback
if open pit operators and miners want to be involved too as stakeholders. However, for a
research center, as the AMTC, is almost impossible to have available either a haul truck or
an open pit environment inside a mine to develop this kind of research and innovation.
Nevertheless, what really moves toward the development of this kind of tech- nology, is
that then, when all these subsystems (sensing, actuation and percep- tion) are
implemented in a commercial car, and tested in similar environments as those in the mine,
they can be scaled and transferred in order to assist the operations of haul trucks in open
pit mines.
Conclusion
The most helpful elements were the experience and expertise of the team of engineers that
has worked in turning a commercial car into an autonomous vehicle, creating a training
platform and also the technology to be transferred to haul tracks and open pit mining
operations. This approach has been very innovative, as this wants to overcome the
drawbacks related to these two issues: not having a haul track to do the tests, and the not
being in-situ inside the open pit of a mine.
The developed research and innovation can lead in reducing the risks for the people and
the equipments that are involved in the open pit operations; raising safety, along with the
productivity of the mine.
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8.18 Appendix 18 - Case Study 18: Implementation of the electronic
patient record: How to gain the trust of health care professionals
Subject Keywords:
Health care; quality of care; confidentiality; safety of information exchange; liability;
electronic patient record
Domain/Field:
Health care and electronic patient records. The research is a study of the attempted
introduction of electronic patient records (EPR) in the Netherlands. The authors focus in
particular on the willingness of health care professionals to use the EPR system because of
the key role professionals can play in the successful implementation of the new systems.
Abstract:
[Quoted from project webpage]
Presently, an important new technical development is (to be) introduced within the
Dutch health care sector: the national electronic patient record (EPR). With this new
system, patient data will be available at any moment from every health institution or
medical practice. An appropriate implementation of the national EPR promises
improvement of the quality of health care and a reduction of costs. This being said, it
appears that several factors form a threat for a successful implementation of the
national EPR. An important one and main focus of our study is the willingness of health
care professionals (who play a key role in both the implementation and application of
the EPR within their practices and institutions) to accept and use the national EPR
system.
In this research project we shall focus on three issues which can be considered crucial in
gaining trust of physicians and other professionals involved in medical data storage and
further data processing. The first one relates to the quality (relevance, accuracy,
actuality etc.) of the data withdrawn from and imported into the national EPR system,
the second to the security (privacy protection and confidentiality) of medical data, and
the third to the legal responsibilities and potential liability of health professionals in the
context of the national EPR. Without a sufficient degree of quality, security and legal
certainty, physicians and other professionals cannot be expected to cooperate in its full
implementation.
The study will result in conclusions and possible recommendations on (additional)
voluntary or statutory regulation, technical measures and/or organisational
arrangements that are instrumental in increasing and ensuring trust of health care
professionals using the national EPR system.
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Who or what was responsible? (Stakeholder):
-

Dr. A. Abu-Hanna, University of Amsterdam /AMC, Dpt. Medical Informatics
Prof. dr. R.D. Friele, NIVEL, Netherlands Institute of Health Services Research, Utrecht &
Tilburg University, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences
- Prof. dr. ir. A. Hasman, University of Amsterdam /AMC, Dpt. Medical Informatics
- Mr. dr. M.C. Ploem, University of Amsterdam/AMC, Dpt. Social Medicine, Health Law
Section
- Dr. R.A. Verheij, NIVEL, Netherlands Institute of Health Services Research, Utrecht
- Dr. M. Zwaanswijk, NIVEL, Netherlands Institute of Health Services Research, Utrecht
What were they responsible for? (Problem area)
The broad issue at stake is the reluctance of healthcare professionals in the Netherlands to
adopt the national electronic patient record (EPR) that is currently being implemented. The
researchers focus in particular on the empirical study of the reasons for this reluctance, and
also examine the legal issues relating to the new system.
The authors identify a wide range of issues with the proposed health care record, including
technical and quality issues relating to the reliability of the data and the standardisation and
interoperability of the systems, but also issues relating to data security and confidentiality.
Of particular concern to medical and healthcare providers are questions relating to their
responsibilities and liabilities when using the system. The authors propose legislation to
provide effective safeguards and clearer responsibilities for these users.
Affected stakeholders
Interviews were held with 17 different stakeholders working in healthcare organisations in
the Netherlands.
Besides the patients and medical practitioners directly implicated in the project, the
following institutions and agencies were affected:
-

Dutch Ministry of Health (VWS)
Royal Dutch Medical Association (KNMG)
Alliance for hereditary diseases (VSOP)
Twynstra Gudde
National IT Institute for Healthcare in the Netherlands (NICTIZ)
National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM)

Describe the key issue/problem
The key issue was the reluctance of health care providers and professionals to accept and
implement the Electronic Patient Record system in the Netherlands. The researchers carried
out empirical and legal research in order to identify the reasons for the reluctance among
health care providers to adopt the electronic patient record. The project aimed to develop
additional regulatory, technical and organisational measures to address the reluctance to
adopt the EPR among healthcare providers.
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what were the limitations of the approach chosen?
The authors of the study attempted to provide a broad cross-section of the target group
(health care providers and professionals) by interviewing participants from different subsections of the Dutch health care sector: they used three health care settings. The acute care
setting was chosen because it requires both complete information on the affected patients
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and rapid, efficient exchange. The diabetes setting was chosen because it involves
multidisciplinary care that requires information exchange between practitioners from a
range of health care disciplines and because information exchange is a crucial factor. Finally,
ambulatory mental health care was chosen because of the importance of privacy issues in
this area. Within these three categories, the authors included two different organisations in
order to approach a balanced representation. This inclusion of a range of different
stakeholders within the given field can be seen as an attempt to allow for broad
representation of the different positions of the main stakeholders in this study.
The surveys and interviews also appear to have confirmed the legitimacy of some of the
concerns of the stakeholders involved. For example, a major concern was that those with
access to patient records could misuse their access rights to browse through a range of
patient records, rather than only accessing the records of a particular patient. It was found
that this concern was indeed justified: there was insufficient protection against this kind of
misuse of access rights, and inadequate monitoring of potential abuse.
The authors propose a solution to the reluctance of health care providers to use the EPR that
seems to open the possibility of an iterative approach to the development of the EPR: they
suggest that it should be introduced in limited geographical areas to allow users to
experience its benefits, before expanding its use on a larger scale.
However, it can be argued that the proposed approach is inadequate in terms of
implementing an approach to responsibility that is coherent with RRI. The proposal to limit
the introduction of the EPR to a restricted geographical area does not, for example, include
stakeholders in the design of the EPR itself and could be seen as an attempt to impose the
proposed system gradually. There does not seem to be any proposal to include an iterative
framework for the development or assessment of the EPR. Neither does there appear to be
any attempt to relate the issues identified in the survey to broader social and cultural issues.
Of course, the authors explicitly focus on healthcare providers as a main source of
opposition to EPR, but this does not preclude them from including or addressing other
stakeholders (e.g. by presenting them with scenarios based on other stakeholders’
experiences and concerns).
Is this case to be judged an example of good practice/bad practice/a mixture?
The case could be judged as a case of mixed good and bad practices, with points for criticism
and negative evaluation being rather predominant in an overall assessment. The authors did
attempt to include a range of stakeholders within the narrow pre-defined scope of the study
(e.g. stakeholders from different sub-sectors of health care provision), but they did not seem
to consider expanding the questionnaire to present the target group with a wider range of
issues or stakeholders. Neither was any form of iterative approach built into the project.
The proposal to implement the EPR in a restricted geographical area is potentially promising
because it allows for testing of different approaches and for a more iterative approach
including inputs from different stakeholders. However, as described in the published
material, the scope of the proposal is rather limited and does not, for example, allow
stakeholders to participate in (re-)designing the EPR. Thus, this proposed solution would
need to be developed further in order to meet the requirements of a more fully worked out
Responsible Research and Innovation methodology.
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What were the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
An important lesson from the project is that there is a crucial distinction between using
legislation (and other governance tools) in an instrumental way and using them in a way that
actually responds to stakeholders’ concerns. An instrumental use of legislation involves
using such tools to ensure that a particular innovation is enabled or implemented: such an
approach may actually intensify resistance and ultimately lead to the rejection of the
proposed innovation – indeed, this appears to have happened with the EPR in the
Netherlands: the legislative act that aimed to implement the EPR was blocked and the
government stopped funding for the implementation of the technology at a certain point
(Zwaanswijk).
Rather, the authors propose that legislative tools should instead be used to promote legal
certainty, particularly in this case among health care providers. For example, legislation
could be used to protect providers against liability in the case of incorrect information, or
against the misuse of information that is added to the EPR.
A critical analysis of the proposal about legislation might question the feasibility of using
such legislative tools to provide legal certainty. Indeed, the fact that many innovations do
not easily allow for certainty (e.g. because their application and effects are uncertain) is one
reason for the development of the RRI approach. Two possibilities arise here: one is that a
more thorough development of the possible scenarios of application of the EPR could be
developed in a co-construction approach with the stakeholders, including the health care
providers. This could allow for a construction of some of the possible scenarios in which the
EPR could be applied, and for better decisions about possible acceptable and unacceptable
outcomes for the implementation process. Legislation could then be designed to address
these possible outcomes and provide more certainty that certain unacceptable outcomes
would be prevented. An alternative would be to use an RRI–based approach to provide a
weaker set of governance tools. This might, for example, include implicating different
stakeholders in the construction of the proposed EPR technology to address potential
problems, but would not involve strong legislation to prevent particular negative outcomes.
Another possibility would be the provision of weaker guidelines for the use of the EPR,
which would allow for some flexibility in its development and application but also provide
some protection for stakeholders for liability for negative outcomes. Given that the
providers who were consulted in the study placed a high value on legal certainty, the former
of the approaches proposed seems to be preferable in this case – that is, RRI approaches
would have to be developed to provide a level of legal certainty, considering that the
stakeholders involved were quite insistent that this a major consideration for them.
Conclusion
The case of the EPR in the Netherlands is quite a good example of a problematic innovation.
The proposed innovation was (arguably) rolled out initially in a top down way. Public
opposition and opposition from health care providers caused the blockage of the legislation
that would have implemented the EPR, and also caused the stoppage of the government
investment in the programme.
The research discussed in this case study was focused on a particular group of stakeholders –
health care providers. Through surveys, the researchers were able to identify some
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problems the stakeholders perceived with the EPR, such as possible liability issues relating to
misuse of the system. They also identified a general demand for greater legal certainty
among providers.
However, the proposals to address this situation were themselves rather limited. The
suggestion to limit the geographical scope of the EPR programme does not allow for
stakeholder inclusion in constructing (or redesigning) the system, for example. Similarly, it is
not explained exactly how the required legal certainty can actually be provided given that
the outcomes of the implementation of the new technology are still uncertain. In this case,
RRI based methodologies might help by developing alternative scenarios that could be
assessed by different stakeholders for their acceptability.
More generally, the demand of certainty is an important issue. While stakeholders often
demand flexibility, they also (often at the same time) demand a degree of legal certainty, for
example to protect them from liability. It therefore seems important to consider whether
and how RRI approaches con provide such certainty – this can be important in providing an
effective ‘innovation ecosystem’.
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8.19 Appendix 19 - Case Study 19: ADIS - Automated Detection of
Emergency Situations Requiring Intervention by Classifying Visual
Patterns
SUBJECT
privacy, transparency, security, safety, protection
DOMAIN/FIELD
security, public transport, pattern recognition, behavioural analysis, Motion-DescriptionLanguage
Abstract
The project “ADIS”, which is a German acronym standing for “automated detection of
emergency situations requiring intervention by classifying visual patterns” 3 , aims at
developing video surveillance technologies in order to ensure security on station platforms.
Within spatially limited areas, ADIS employs video cameras so as to detect behavioural
patterns and situations which may pose a threat to the persons concerned. When a
dangerous event has been determined, an alarm will be triggered immediately. Since
reservations about “smart” surveillance systems were voiced more frequently over the past
years, objections and normative qualms ought to be considered in an early design phase of
the monitoring system. Hence, addressing questions of transparency, privacy and reliability
formed an essential part of the project.
Domain of research and innovation
As violence and assaults in train stations have increased, citizens feel uncomfortable and
insecure. In order to dispel fears, video cameras have been installed producing a large
quantity of images. Analysing these images by qualified personnel is time-consuming and
prone to mistakes. Thus ADIS aims at developing video surveillance technologies which are
able to detect dangerous events – including aggressive behaviour and medical emergencies
- within certain “protection zones” on underground station platforms. If an emergency has
been detected, an alarm will be triggered. The activated alert will notify security forces or
medical personnel.
ADIS identifies and describes behavioural patterns and situations which are linked to
distress and correlates them with live images. The video camera captures images of certain
incidents such as scattered objects or passengers who are not moving for a period of time.
If something does not comply with general patterns, it will be classified as incident requiring
further intervention. Besides technical aspects, the multidisciplinary consortium also
focused on psychological implications. Research included acceptance analysis and specified
requirements for implementation.
Key Issues
Global data collection programs like “Prism”, “XKeyscore” and “Tempora” have led to
3

German: „Automatisierte Detektion interventionsbedürftiger Situationen durch Klassifizierung
visueller Muster“
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discussions about scope and benefits of surveillance systems. Privacy concerns as well as
needs for security and protection have to be taken into account when dealing with so called
smart surveillance. Intelligent surveillance systems are capable of monitoring and detecting
precarious situations automatically as well as autonomously. ADIS aims at identifying
patterns of human behaviour, which are associated with aggression and distress. These
patterns will be translated into a scripting language. Using a certain motion description
language, ADIS is able to identify and report emergencies by correlating predefined
behavioural patterns to live camera images. If an emergency occurs, the system sends a
note to the control centre of the railway company which then takes suitable safety
measures. AS reservation was voiced about the use of smart surveillance systems in public
spaces, a closer look needs to be taken on privacy aspects which might be linked to ADIS.
Acceptance analysis carried out by accompanying research demonstrated that railway
personnel were not only sceptical about false alarms triggered by ADIS. Interviewees also
pointed out that an autonomously acting surveillance system should not replace human
resources and workforce. Transmitted data has to be monitored and validated by
individuals at the control centre. Furthermore scepticism was expressed in regard to the
reliability of ADIS. Since ADIS has to detect complex behavioural patterns it was doubted
whether the technology may differentiate between conducts such as aggression or violence
– especially if this has to take place before the critical event by itself emerges. Referring to
surveillance within certain protection zones, it was indicated that criminal offenses might
only be transferred to spaces outside the designated areas where monitoring is not
constantly assured. Surveys in Germany showed that monitoring systems are mostly
accepted due to public needs for security and safety. However interviewees objected to an
area-wide use and demanded more transparency with regard to monitored areas. Even
though surveillance technology is supposed to make monitoring more effective, survey
results also made clear that one half of the respondents did not consider the system to be
technically feasible. Instead they considered railway personnel to be better suited for
security tasks.
How was responsibility exerted?
Due to privacy concerns ADIS will restrict monitoring to designated areas. These areas are
equipped with static video cameras, hence, video tracking outside the protection zones is
suspended. Images recorded by the cameras will be transformed into a mathematical voxel
model shortly afterwards. Thus recognition and identification of individuals is likewise
precluded. The original images will be deleted immediately when computation is
completed. Furthermore ADIS abstains from the use of magnified picture details whereby
analyses of facial expressions are avoided. The system delivers a predefined message,
including specifications of place and incident, to the control centre of the railway company.
This message does not contain any camera images though. Control centre operators may
use controllable cameras when an emergency occurs in order to examine the specific
situation. By using these non-static cameras operators are able to identify involved persons.
If necessary they may then take effective action.
Smart surveillance systems need to classify situations or people according to certain
categories. Referring to security measures classification falls into two categories:
“dangerous” and “not dangerous”. Since categorisation rests on the differentiation of
definite features, which are identifiable for the surveillance system, the question arises as
to when classification turns from ordinary observation to discrimination. If people are
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categorized as dangerous due to their skin color, characteristics of motion or their age, it
may be considered discriminatory. In case of adolescents, who are classified as criminal
suspects more often than adults, smart video surveillance could be used to submit
underage persons to enhanced monitoring. However the situation would be different if the
surveillance system only triggers alarm after detecting fighting moves for instance. ADIS is
therefore only capable of identifying settings, in which individuals are fighting or running. It
is also able to detect gathering as well as items which are left behind. ADIS is not designed
though to identify certain groups of people on the basis of their distinct features. Intentions
to integrate facial expression analysis into the system architecture were abandoned due to
privacy concerns. Since ADIS only uses physical parameters such as position, speed and
number of objects to generate mathematical volume models, the acquisition of personal
data is obviated.
Conclusion
Even though surveillance cameras are accepted as useful devices to control a broad array of
deviant behaviours, reservations were voiced about an area-wide implementation. Also
questions of transparency, reliability and practicability were met with scepticism. Since
debates on spying scandals were covered extensively by the media in the last months, it is
crucial to be responsive to those public concerns when designing monitoring systems. ADIS
endeavours to dispel doubts by ensuring privacy measures such as protection zones which
restrict monitoring to spatially limited areas and the exclusion of computer based facial
analysis. In addition, the system attempts to avoid discrimination and inequality of any kind
by classifying dangerous situations due to motion analysis and not by reason of individual
characteristics which appertain to the person concerned. Personnel of the control centre
will be notified when the system detects an emergency. By using controllable cameras they
themselves may assess the situation and then decide whether to initiate assistance
measures.

8.20 Appendix 20 - Case Study 20: Tackling RRI challenges in medical
imaging technology within an EU funded project
Subject
Select subject keywords from list below and if necessary add new ones- max 10
keywords.health, ICT, data security, privacy, informed consent.
Abstract
This case reflects on an RRI operational framework to tackle a number of ethical, security
and privacy issues related to the developments and use of medical imaging technology for
the diagnosis and monitoring of orthopaedic disorders within the EU funded FP7 project
SCOLIO-SEE.
Field of research and innovation
Scoliosis is a three-dimensional (3D) deformity of the human spinal column and ribcage,
caused by lateral curvature deviating from the midline and provoking acute pain, stomach
and respiratory problems. SCOLIO-SEE is a software and hardware system, aimed at
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providing physicians with new objective data and more insights in the diagnosis and
monitoring of scoliosis for each individual patient.
The main scientific objective of the SCOLIO-SEE project is to develop a Clinical tool that will
combine the data obtained by both radiographic and surface topography techniques.
To this end, the SCOLIO SEE Consortium is going to create a database, gathering at the same
time radiographic and surface topography measurements for a minimum of 150 patients
with different kind of scoliosis and severities. In relation to ethical issues is to point out that
the consortium will make the database public and freely distributed for research purposes
when SCOLIO-SEE reaches the market, with the aim of becoming a benchmark database for
the scientific community in both medical and computer vision fields.
The SCOLIO-SEE technology is expected to have significant overall impact on the
competitiveness of European SMEs in the medical engineering and equipment industry, the
safety and affordability of medical tools used by European doctors and the health of the
children being treated for scoliosis
Who or what was responsible? (stakeholder)
The stakeholder analysis identified 5 main clusters of stakeholders with different interests
that can be summarized below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The funding authority (EC)
The SCOLIO-SEE research teams (researchers and medical personnel)
Patients (data providers)
National ethics committee and data protection authorities (Country where Clinical data
are collected)
5. Societal and market actors
The main framework for conducting research in an RRI way was mainly elaborated by the
SCOLIO-SEE project beneficiaries while all other actors had a monitoring and evaluation
role. The figure below can summarize the stakeholders’ involvement and their relationships
in terms of responsibilities.

Figure 14: the Stakeholders’ involvement and their relationships in terms of
responsibilities in the SCOLIO-SEE project.
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What were they responsible for? (problem area)
All persons who are involved to patient’s data can be categorized in four groups and each
group of people will have access to different kinds of data. The patient will have access to all
his/her data which comprise the personal information, name diagnosis etc., x-ray, normal
(2D) photos and 3D photos, as well as back surface indices that give out information
concerning the spine shape.
The doctor is necessary to have access to all the data possible as it is necessary to have a
general and inclusive aspect. Technical staff must have access to patient’s all kinds of
images and numeric values in order to execute the necessary processing, they do not need,
however, the personal data, they can refer to each patient with a unique code. Finally,
Clinical staff such as nurses, administration personnel etc. need just the personal
information of the patient in order to provide them with the appropriate care, handle
patient traffic and perform all the corresponding actions. No one else should be allowed any
access to the aforementioned data without the patient’s consent. The correlations
presented above can be summarized in below figure

Figure 15: Access permissions to different stakeholders
Affected Stakeholders?

First of all the ethical and RRI issues comprise the patient’s data and how it should be
handled with discreetness. Involved persons are the doctors who have taken responsibility
of the patient, other Clinical staff who ought to take care of the patient during the stay in
the institute and the technicians who will process all necessary data in order to draw
conclusions on the patient’s situation. The involved patient is affected when the photos and
other sensitive data are revealed to other persons. The concept of this work is that the less
possible information must be revealed to all the involved persons. Finally, it’s of great
importance to take measures on who has access to which data, because otherwise the
patient will have second thoughts on going to the healthcare institute for the problem, as
the patient will not want the back photos or other information leak to the public.
A number of research activities of the SCOLIO SEE project deal with human subjects and are
thus objects of concern for compliance with ethical and legal requirements. The SCOLIO-SEE
consortium has declared its intention and readiness to guarantee the respect of the
fundamental ethical principles reflected in the Charter of
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Fundamental Rights of EU. This includes, inter alia, the protection of human dignity,
protection of personal data and privacy.
More specifically ethical concerns fall on the categories of
•
•

informed consent;
privacy and data protection;

Describe the key issue/problem?
Even though substantial efforts have been undertaken at a European level to incorporate
societal needs in e-health research and product innovations there are still examples of
innovations that can be contested by societal actors because of ethical concerns or because
of an inherent failure to meet societal needs. This becomes even more apparent when the
European research community requests EU public funding to conduct research and
introduce innovative products that involve collection, processing and storage of patient
data due to the different practices, protocols and national laws of data collectors (usually
Clinics) and stakeholder awareness levels even in the same country. Especially regarding
public funded research projects, innovation investments should be more efficient, while at
the same time focusing on global societal challenges a fact that is not consistently taken
into account by the research system or by markets.
How was responsibility exerted?
The SCOLIO-SEE project when it was submitted for funding did not consider the terminology
of RRI however due to the nature of the technologies and testing that would be developed
in fact addressed most of the principles for an effective RRI framework.
More specifically :
- The EC (funding authority) requires monitoring of research results and compliance to a specific
framework
- Already during the proposal stage a specific deliverable addressing the ethical conduct of research
was planned to be drafted within the first months of the project.
- All parties involved in the research will read and agree on the principles, guidelines, rules and
procedures of data sharing, as outlined in “Deliverable D1.2 - Ethical Issues Report”
- An independent external expert would evaluate the acceptability of the project methodologies and
results (specific budget was assigned to that activity) and draft a framework of research conduct
- All ethical and technical requirements regarding the data providers are recorded, responsibility
gaps are identified and tools are identified to secure data privacy
- The National Data protection authority and National Ethics committee would view and
approve/disapprove all procedures and research framework
- Specific project documents will handle the “ethical exploitation of project results and the further
use of the patients data in terms of commercial exploitation and development of market products

Especially regarding responsibility of the research teams, Clinic and the SMEs involved the
following framework is foreseen
- The data subject is considered the rightful owner of their data.
- Data subjects will be informed about how their data are used, and they will be able to access,
withdraw, request changes to, and have control over their data. this is a responsibility of the Clinic.
- The Clinic is responsible for the quality of the data in the current version of the scolio-see database.
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each database version has a version number.
- The SMEs are responsible for data security within its own organization, according to the local law
and the guidelines approved within the consortium for data treatment and data security.
- The SMEs uses, or retains data for the explicit, legitimate, clearly defined purpose of the above
project. Data may only be reused for a different purpose if permit is obtained from the patients by
the Clinic. the permit to use the data expires with the end of the project and after this date, only
the version freely distributed online may be used
- The SMEs researchers will not have unrestrained access to all data; only those with and the
authorized mandate to use the data will be granted access.
- the SMEs are not permitted to transfer or share the data with a third party.
- the SMEs agree that the data sharing procedure is the following:

o
o
o
o
o

user identification with an account
password at least 8 chars, to be changed at the first use and every 6 months
antivirus updated and anti-intrusion system exist
a metadata and security log document will be created and the data transaction
will be monitored.
When a new database version is released, the partner will promptly download it
and destroy all older versions.

Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
Good practice, however the primary subjects of research and societal actors (civil society
actors) were not involved directly in drafting the framework.
What were the lessons regarding dealing with the key issue/problem that have been
learned?
According the evaluation report of the independent expert (Dr. Lilian Mitrou) an overall
conclusion is that the SCOLIO SEE partners under the coordination of THE CLINIC,
performing the task of Data Controller, are on a good way to ensure the ethical and legal
compliance of their research, despite the fact that there is a lack of permanent legal support
in the project.
The consortium is cooperating on these issues to make their research scientifically, socially
and ethically viable. In addition as the evaluation report underlines the requirements
deriving from ethical and legal principles have been well communicated to the project
partners by the clinic.
Emphasis has been given on the monitoring of compliance with research ethics and the
relevant data protection legislation. It seems however that from an RRI perspective, no
other stakeholders were involved in the process and thus expressing their requirements
With the procedures that have been introduced potential participants are informed in a fair
and adequate way of the research objectives and all other aspects of the research that
might reasonably be expected to influence willingness to participate – this information is of
course prior to participation. Therefore, according to the external expert Dr. Mitrou the
participants’ decision constitutes an “informed consent”.
The participants may withdraw from the research at any time without any negative effects.
The researchers in charge are sufficiently aware of the risks and the data protection
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principles they have to face and respond and they are determined to make sure that their
experiments are legally and ethically accepted by the individuals involved and comply with
the applicable legislations.
Finally it must be underlined that the ethical process followed by the Scolio-See project for
the creation and construction of the database, has been evaluated by an Italian ethical
committee of health
The evaluation report concludes with the flowing questions that should be further
addressed and answered:
- Once Scolio-See project terminated. Does the universities, researchers, institutes, etc…interested
by the database have to follow an ethical process to access it? Again, taking into account that it's a
blind database,
- THE CLINIC is the only one who can reconnect the blind database with personal and private
patients’ data (unique ID). Can he suppress definitely those personal and private patients’ data
once the project terminated? How can this be evaluated, controlled?

Conclusion
The framework described within the SCOLIO-SEE project provides a good practice guide to
handle by research teams, medical personnel and societal factors similar issues that involve
ethical challenges in medical technology within funded research projects. The framework
proposed is focused more on data privacy and security issues and the notion of informed
consent and how that is extracted by the data providers for all stages of research conduct
including data collection, processing, storage, and exploitation. Being a EU funded project,
the EC has predefined many of the procedures that should be followed, however there are
still gaps regarding availability and affordability of technological tools to guarantee data
security and privacy as well as continuous legal support for the project.
The involvement of the national authorities in the country of data collection and their role
in monitoring is an important element of RRI for the project as well as the requirements for
results and IPR exploitation that are foreseen after the termination of the project. Finally it
should be underlined that future initiatives should focus more on capturing directly through
face to face meetings the requirements of the primary subjects of research and societal
actors (civil society actors).
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8.21 Appendix 21 - Case Study 21: VIDEOSENSE: Virtual Centre of
excellence for Ethically-guided and Privacy-respecting Video
Analytics in Security
Subject
Video Analytics in Security, Privacy enhancing technologies, Ethical technology development
Domain/Field
Video analytics, Security, Privacy, PETS, Social Impact Assessment
Abstract
VIDEOSENSE will integrate leading European research groups to create a long-term open
integration of critical mass in the twin areas of Ethically-Guided, and, Privacy Preserving
Video Analytics where the advent of new data intelligence technologies against the
background of dynamic societal and citizen’s goals, norms, expectations, safety and security
needs have all contributed to a complex interplay of influences which deserve in-depth study
and solution seeking in order for the European society, citizen and industry to strike the
optimal balance in resolution of the various challenges in this arena.
Domain/Field of research and innovation
The field of research of the VIDEOSENSE project is to develop tools for video analytics in a
ethically guided way. This implies on the one hand to advance existing knowledge in video
analytics in various contexts like surveillance of public spaces, face recognition, object
detection etc. as well as to identify new concepts and technologies to protect civil rights and
to adhere to the highest ethical standards.
Who or what was responsible and what for?
Within the VIDEOSENSE project there have been five research partners who have a long
standing experience in video analytics. These are: The University of Reading, Queen Mary and
Westfield College, University of London, EURECOM, Technical University Berlin and the Ecole
Polytechnique Féderale de Lausanne. Those partners have been responsible for the conduct
of mini-projects where they are focussing on different aspects of privacy protection in video
analytics. They do this in a collaborative way in order to combine their expertise. The video
analytics research parts are joined by the Centre for Technology and Society of the Technical
University Berlin. They are part of the project as the expert for ethical and societal
dimensions of technology. They are responsible for the ethical assessment of the R&D
processes as well as for the training of the other partners in regard to ethical issues. They are
investigating the needs and requirements of stakeholders in regard to use cases either taken
from the mini-projects or presumed as future fields of application of video analytics in
security. In this context empirical case studies as well as SIAs are carried out. This aims at
counselling the technical research partners in regard to the integration of ethical standards
and the avoidance of freedom infringements from the earliest stage of development. Apart
from the research partners there are two industry partners involved in the VIDEOSENSE
project. Those include Thales Security Solutions & Services SAS and Ingeniera de Sistemas
para la Defensa de Espana SA. Within the project they are responsible to bring in the
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perspective of the practitioners and to assess whether the developed solutions are suitable
for the actual market.
Affected Stakeholders
The stakeholders who should be affected by the results of the project are security technology
producers who could learn who to implement ethical and privacy enhancing technologies into
video analytics systems. Moreover security agencies are affected as the ethically enhanced
video analytics supplements should facilitate the investment in the respective technologies
The general public will be affected as well as they will be bothered with less freedom
infringements.
Describe the key issue/problem?
The potential operators of video analytics systems are quite skeptical of these technologies as
they are still not very reliable. As most of the PETS are dependent on the same technologies
as the video analytics technology themselves they do also share those problems of reliability.
No matter how good the PETS are that will be integrated into video analytics systems, if there
is no legal framework that obliges operators to use them they will not do it.
From the technical point of view the biggest challenge is to identify privacy critical
characteristics in the video material
In order to do ethical and societal assessments it is necessary to have system descriptions.
However many researcher do not develop systems but are working on particular components
or algorithms.
An awareness for the necessity to develop an organisational framework for all technical
measures and systems needs to be conveyed
An awareness must be conveyed for the necessity that all PETS must keep in mind their later
usage in different and distinct systems which are tailored to specific contexts
How was responsibility exerted/not exerted? What was done to resolve the problem and
what where the limitations of the approach chosen?
In order to exert responsibility VIDEOSENSE provides for: Fostering increased sustainable
relationships between existing national research groups;
Momentum building by integrating existing researchers and resources to push forward new
paradigms and the knowledge basis for the resolution of ethically guided, appropriate,
selective, useful, cost–effective solutions to society’s security needs;
Establishing a Virtual Centre of Excellence and expandable framework, based on PanEuropean integration of complementary expertise and optimisation of shared, flexible
modular and inter-connected resources including knowhow, laboratories and people to
support collaborative research and agenda setting;
Two external Boards of Industrial and Scientific Advisors to keep the targeted research
focused and responsive to the needs of the European citizen, society and industry;
Establishing a standard framework for Ethical Compliance Audit Management based on a
suitably evolved Compliance Audit Maturity Model (CAMM) and associated Training and
Certification services as both a service to organisations and revenue streams to ensure
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longer-term sustainability of the Video-Analytics Centre of Excellence.
The VIDEOSENSE Virtual Centre of Excellence will play a significant role in this by bringing
together a critical mass of leading experts and resources that will foster significant advances
in the domain of ethically-aware data and video analytics with a synergic and integrated
approach. VIDEOSENSE efforts will fill capability gaps and provide clear added-value to
security needs both from the technical perspective as well as from the ethical and regulatory
one; in VIDEOSENSE the respect of privacy and civil liberties will be both a guiding principle as
well as part of the delivered results.
Is this case judged to be an example of good/bad practice/a mixture?
The project is an example of good practice as it managed to bring together technical
researchers as well as industry representatives and experts for ethical questions to establish a
communication on ethical issues. However the project made also clear that there are many
challenges that need to be resolved before such projects will really lead to better technology
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